
APPENDIX A:

DRAWING MASTERS IN EIGHTEENTH-CENTURY BRITAIN

NB. Drawing masters' names are included in this appendix if
they taught at any time during their careers, not only if it
was their major occupation. If they were the authors of
drawing books (painting manuals are included under this
term),	 their names are included, including some late
seventeenth- and early nineteenth-century ones. A
bibliography of seventeenth-century drawing manuals was
written by H.and M. Ogden in 1947 (see Bibliography at end
of this thesis).

All of the artists listed were active or published in
London, unless otherwise stated. The dates on the left are
the dates of an advertisement, the date of publication of
the drawing manual, the known dates of activity or the date
of a previously unquoted reference or MS source, etc.
Please note that I have not consulted old dictionaries such
as Redgrave, Thieme Becker, etc. because these were
consulted by Waterhouse or Mallalieu (see below).

Full details of sources can be found in the bibliography at
the end of this thesis. Surnames of the authors only will be
given in this appendix; in the case of several books by one
author, the date of publication will also be given. As well
as the abbreviations listed on p. 4 of this thesis, an
additional number of abbreviations will be used in this
appendix for frequently quoted sources:

A = John Roland Abbey, Scenery of Great Britain and Ireland
in aquatint and lithography_, 1770-1860, from the Library of
J.R. Abbey (collection now in the SAC).

BA = Index of Bath Artists, typescript in Holburne of
Menstrie Museum, Bath.

BULL = Etchin9s and Engravings done by the Nobility and
çentry of England, collected by Richard Bull (now in BM P &
D)

FS = Free Society of Artists

F-W.AM = Ian Fleming-Williams, 'The Amateur', App.II in
ditto.

F-W.DM = Ian Fleming-Williams, 'Drawing Masters', App.I in
vol.111 of Martin Hardie's History of Water Colour Painting
in Britain (1968).

M = Huon Mallalieu, Dictionary of British Watercolour
Artists, up to 1920 (l76). As this is a dictionary, no
page references will be given.

RSA = Royal Society for the Encouragement of Arts,
Manufactures, and Commerce.

SA = Society of Artists

UD = Thomas Mortimer's Universal Director (1763).
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W = Ellis Waterhouse, Dictionary of Eihteenth-Century
British Painters in Oil and Crayons (i983'. As this is a
dictionary, no page references will be given.

ACKERMANN, Rudolph (1764-1834)
1796 - several drawing manuals (see A; and John Ford,
Ackermann 1783-1983, the Business of Art (1983), especially
the chapters concerning Ackermann as a drawing master,
colourman, and the list of publications)

ADAM, Robert (1728-1792)
- drew picturesque and imaginary watercolour and

monochromatic landscapes, some of which were copied by Lady
Frances Scott (1750-1817): one of these is now in a private
collection, U.K., possibly indicating that she took lessons
with	 him.	 (see	 Oppé,	 'Robert	 Adam's	 Picturesque
Compositions', Burlington (1942), pp. 56-9)

AGLIONBY, William
1685 - a painting manual of this date is now in the Beinecke
Rare Book Library, Yale, ex. coil. Elizabeth Manwaring (see
Ogdens, 1947, p. 198)

ALEXANDER, William (1767-1816)
1802-8 - drawing master at the Junior Department of the
Royal Military College at Marlow (see M; and F-W. DM, pp.
217-9).

ALKEN, Samuel (1756-1815)
1794 - landscape drawing book of this date (see A)

- may also have taught aquatinting to the Yorke family
(see Chapter 7 of this thesis)

ALSTON, J. W.
pre 1804 - landscape drawing book of this date (3rd edition)
(see A)

ANDREWS, Jeremiah (1710-60)
1730's - apprenticed to Mr. Stotherd, Schoolmaster, near St.
James's Square, before going on to Portsmouth Naval Academy
to be the drawing master there (see Heal, p. 5 and Chapter
5 of this thesis)

ATKINSON, John (fl.l770-75)
1773 - exhibited at FS where described himself as Drawing
Master, Newington Butts
1774 - ditto, of Chelsea (see W)
1774 - an Anon, pupil of Mr. Atkinson exhibited at FS (see
Graves)

ATKINSON, Thomas
1736 - published the following drawing book: CONFERENCE
BETWEEN A PAINTER AND ENGRAVER containing some useful Hints
and necessary Instructions proper for the Young Artist.

ATWOOD, John
1755 - advertised a drawing book of landscapes, by J.
ATWOOD, Junior, Painter of Bentinck St., Soho (Daily
Advertiser, 23 June, see Buckley, VAM & BM P & D)
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1763 - advertised himself as a painter and drawing master,
same address, in UD.

AUSTIN, William (1721-1820)
- Huber (vol.9, p. 274) stated that Austin was a
draughtsman, etcher and engraver, and printseller - he was a
pupil of George Bickham (see App.D) as an engraver, and
published landscapes after van der Neer, Zuccarelli, and
Ruysdael 'sans autrement excellé dans son art' - according
to Huber, the most considerable of his works were: 'Les
Ruines de Palmyre et Les Vues de 1 'ancienne Rome dans leur
splendeur original, en dix pièces' and 'Suite de six
estampes	 de	 charge on de caricatures 	 politique	 et
satyriques. Pièces rares'.
- Angelo, vol. I, pp. 330-1 described Austin as a celebrated
drawing master who acquired a genteel fortune and became a
political caricaturist - he was a 'Foxite', dubbed 'Fox's
fool' (see entry for 1784 below) - two of his best
caricatures were The Follies of a Day and The Royal Society
1748 - in this year, his name appeared in a list of eminent
painters in Universal Magazine, November (W)
c.1750 - engraved his own trade card: 'William Austin,
Etcher and Engraver' (in Heal collection of trade cards in
BM; see Snodin, cat. no. D.29(t))
1755 - 'Proposals For Publishing by Subscription, a New Book
of Ornaments containing Fifty-two Copper Plates, each Plate
10 Inches by 7 consisting of Glass, Picture & Table
Frames.. .By Thomas Johnson' - vignette inscribed in plate 'T
Johnson invt. & delin Willm Austin Sculp' (in BM P & D; see
also Snodin, cat, no. L.43)
1756 - 'Proposals for Engraving By Subscriptions From an
Original Picture Painted by Zuccarelle [sic] & Engraved by
William Austin, 3'lO" X 2'6 1/2" to be engraved 22 1/2" X 16
1/2" - delivery of print February 19, 1756. Subscriptions
for 3s. 6d. taken in by W. Austin Engraver at Mr Crachley's
Figure Shop in Long Acre. Mr Brindley Bond Street.... ' (EM
P & D)
1759 - Alexander Cozens, at the end of his 1759 Essay to
Facilitate..., stated that specimens of his intended future
publication could be seen at Mr. AUSTIW5, Printseller, in
George-Street, Hanover Square - Austin was also one of the
two printsellers mentioned on the title page, who sold this
Essay (see App.I)
1763 - listed in UD (p. 4) as 'Drawing Master. Teacher of
Etching & Author of A Specimen for sketching landscapes in a
new and easy manner lso The Compleat Drawing Book. George
Street, Hanover Square. This artist imports foreign prints,
drawings and etchings'. - there are copies of the first of
these two publications in the Metropolitan Museum, New York
and in the BM P & D: the title page states the sketches are
'from original drawings of Lucatelli, after the Life in and
about Rome... by the Author, Wm Austin in Geo St, Hanover-
Sq. where Drawing and Etching are taught in the most
expeditious Manner. NB. at the above Place may be had a
great choice of Drawings, Etchings, Engravings...'
1764 - made prints after Gainsborough (q.v.) (see London, BM
exhibition: Gainsborough and Reynolds, cat. no. 166)
1766 - A New and Easy Book of Landskips, Lens del. and W.
Austin sculp. - published by Henry Overton, Whitehorse (this
short publication can be found in the 1766 edition of Robert
Sayer's Compleat Drawing-Master)
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1750's or '60's - three undated etchings in BULL, inscribed
as 'Etchings by Mr. Austin, Drawing Master', probably date
from this period - also from this period is an advertisement
in BM P & D Society of Arts vol. I, p. 122:

Austin Etcher & Engraver, at the Golden Head, in great
George Street, Hanover Sq. Sells all sorts of Italian,
Dutch, French, Flemish Prints & Drawings, Both of the
Antient & Modern Masters; with the greatest variety of
Japanning and watercolours...Pictures carefully Cleaned,
Lin'd & Mended.. .NB. As there are several Ingenious
Noblemen & Gentlemen would be desirous of executing
their own Designs on Copper, they may be Taught after
the best and neatest manner, by Wm. Austin, Engr., from
Mr. Major, and the Best Masters

1768 - Austin counted and listed the number of pupils he had
attended from this year, in an advertisement (n.d.) now in
the BM P & D, transcribed in full here:
[in pencil at top] 'York Street St. James & Lawrence Street
Chelsea' [then printed advertisement] NAMES of the NOBILITY,
GENTRY, Ec. Mr. AUSTIN Has had the honor to attend in
Drawing, Painting, Etching and Engraving. --- [followed by a
printed list of names with additions in pencil, which I give
here in alphabetical order - those names with * after them,
were also pupils or patrons of Alexander Cozens (see App.E)]
Marquiss of Abercorn
William Aiselby, Esq.
Miss Andrews
Thomas Andrews, Gent.
Miss Ashley
Capt. Ashworth
Miss Atkins
Miss Atkinson
Lady Aubrey
Miss Bale
John Bale, Esq.
Sir Henry Ball
Charles Bamfield, Esq.*
Miss E. Barnett
Miss J. Barnett
G. Barret, Esq.*
Edmund Bastard, Esq.*
Miss Batty
Miss Batty
Mr. Benson
Hon. Capt. Bentinck
Hon. Mrs. Bentinck
Mrs. Blain
Miss Blake
Countess of Blessington
Major Blunt
Miss Bolland
Capt. Bourne
Miss Bright
Miss K. Brooksbank
Miss S. Brooksbank
Capt. Brown
Capt. Browne
John Burgess, Gent.
Mrs. Burke
Thomas Burke
William Burke, Gent.
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Miss Buriton
Miss C. Byng
Miss F. Byrig
Master J. Byng
Hon. Torringdon Byng
Col. Calender
Miss Cambell
George Cambell, Esq.
Hon. Price Cambell
Countess Dowager of Carlisle
Earl of Carlisle
Miss Carpenter
Hon. F. Cavendish*
Miss Chandler
Miss Channing
Capt. Chater
Miss Coles
J. Coley, Esq.
Miss Collet
Miss Collet
Miss Cremer
Miss Crewe
Mrs. Crewe
Miss Cunningham
Miss Curling
Hon. Mr. Curzon*
Miss Davis
Thomas Davis, Esq
Thomas Dawney, Esq.
Hon. Co. Denburgh
Lady Amelia Denburgh
Miss Dennis
Miss Dillon
Miss Douglass
Miss Down
William Down, Esq.
Miss Downes
Mr. Duckworth
Henry Duncomb, Esq.*
John Duncomb, Esg.
C. Dunkin, Esq.
Miss C. Dunkin
Miss P. Dunkin
Mrs. Dupre
Lady Eden
Miss Eden
His Excellency Sir Robert Eden
Lady Caroline Egerton*
Samuel Eglington, Esq.
The Hon. Edward Eliot
The Hon. T. Eliot
Hon. Miss Elliot
Countess Ely
Miss English
Mr. English
Miss C. English
Miss K. English
Countess of Essex
C. Fargus, Esq.
Earl of Fife
Miss Finch
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Miss Fischger
J. Fitz-Patrick, Esq.
Miss Fleming*
Win. Fletcher, Gent.
W.H. Fletcher, Esq.
Miss Frederick
Miss Frederick
Sir Thomas Frederick
Mrs. French
James Furguson, Esq.
Miss Gabel
Admiral Gambier
Capt. Gambier
Mrs. Gambier
Miss Gladvil
Miss Good
Miss Goodacre
Mrs. Gore
Miss Gore
Lady Caroline Gore
Lady Louisa Gore
Miss Gould
Mr. Gout
Hon. Mrs. Graham
Col. Grant
Miss Grant
Miss Grant
Miss K. Grant
Capt. Green
Samuel Green, Gent.
Miss Gregory
Hon. Col. Greville
Hon. Mr. Greville
Lieut. Grey
Mrs. Griffiths
Miss Little Hales
Ccl. Hall
Master Hall
Capt. Hamilton, Esq.
Hon. Miss Hamilton
Hon. Mr. Hamilton
Mrs. Hamilton
Rone Hamilton, Esq.
Miss Sidney Hamilton
Sir Harry Harper
Miss Harris
Miss Sophiah Harris
Geo. Hawkins, Esq.
Miss Hay
Miss Heathcote
Hon. Miss Henly
Miss Hennage
Capt. Herbert
Mrs. Hervy
Mr. Win. Hervest
Miss Hewit
Miss A. Higgins
Miss C. Higgins
Miss I. Higgins
Lord Hinton
Lady Caroline Hope
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Miss Howard
Lady Ann Howard
C. Howard, Gent.
Lady F. Howard
S. Howard, Esq.
Ccl. Hunter
Miss Hunter*
Charles Orby Hunter, Esq.
Miss Irwin
O'Fitz James, Gent.
Joseph Jennings, Gent.
3 Master Jones} of Hammersmith
3 Miss Jones} of Hammersmith
Miss H. Julius
Miss M. Julius
Miss N. Julius
Miss Keate
Capt. Kenedy
Mr. Kianert
Lady Langham
Miss Latouche of Ireland
Miss Laurence
Miss Legg
Earl of Lester [sic]
Miss Lewis
T. Lewis, Esq.
T. Lewis, Gent.
William Lock, Esq.*
Miss Long
Miss A. Long
Earl of Macclesfield*
Lieut. Mackdonald [sic]
Miss Mackerty
T. Maiteland, Esq.
Col. Cafe Major
Miss Marshall
Mrs. Marshall
Miss Mason
Mrs. Mason
Miss Mccarty
Miss Mellish
T. Mellish, Esq.
J. Merry, Esg.
P. M. Mills, Esq.
Miss E. Mimer
Miss S. Mimer
Hon. Miss Molesworth
Miss Monckton
3 Master Mores of Westminster
3 Miss Mores, of Hadley
Henry Morgan, Gent.
Capt. Morton
Miss Motrie
Charles Murdock, Gent.
Samuel Murdock, Gent.
Miss Newton*
George Night, Esq.
James Night, Esq.
Mrs. Norris
Capt. O'Brian
O'Keefe, Gent.
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Miss Oldfield
Rev. Mr. Oswald
Adoiphius Oughton, Esq.
Miss K. Owen
Miss Parke
Hon. Miss Parker
Miss Parkinson
Mrs. Parsons
Col. Patterson
Samuel Patterson, Gent.
James Peachey, Esq.
Mr. Pearce*
Hon. Miss Petre
Miss Pier
Mrs. Pinnock
Arthur Pomeroy, Esq.
Miss Potter
J. Powney, Esq.
Thomas Primrose, Esq.
Miss Provis
Lord Pulteney
Hon. Capt. Reynolds
Hon. Miss Reynolds
Capt. Rich
Capt. Rickets
Miss Rickets
Mrs. Rickets
Mrs. Rickets
Miss Rivers
Capt. Robinson
Hon. G. Rodney
Hon. J. Rodney
Major Ross
Miss Ross
2 Miss Roubeliac
Thomas Roubeliac, Hammersmith
Thomas Rous, Esq.
Miss Royle
Miss St. Aubyn
The late Sir J. St. Aubyn
The present Sir J. St. Aubyn
Francis Salom, Esq.
T. Saxon, Gent.
Col. Scott, Esq.
Miss Serres
Miss Sharp of Islington
Miss Shelly
Miss Sherbrook
Miss Shubruck
Miss S. Shubrck
Patrick Slaney, Gent.
Miss Slone
Capt. Smith
Miss Smith
Miss E. Smith
Miss P. Smith
Mr. Smith
Mrs. Smith
John Spencer, Esq.
Hon. Miss Stanhope
Hon. Miss Stark
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Mrs. Steele
Hon. Mrs. Stele
Major Stewart
Richard Stevenson, Gent.
Miss Storer
Mr. Stubbs*
Earl of Talbot
Hon. Capt. Talmash
H. Taylor, Gent.
Miss Thomas
John Townsend, Gent.
H. Gare Townsend, Esq.
Hon. Mrs. Townsend
Miss C. Townsend
Miss K. Townsend
Miss J. Townshend*
Hon. Miss Mary Tryuon
Miss Turner
T. Turner, Esq.
Hon. Miss Twistleton
Miss Tyson
Peter Valenson, Esq.
Miss Vane
Mrs. Van Sittart
Mrs. Vibert
George Wakeworth, Esq.
R. Wright, Esq.
Mrs. Ward
H. Ware, Gent.
Major Watts
Miss Webster
Mrs. Welsch
Mrs. Wickham
Miss Williams
James Williams, Esq.
Miss K. Williams
T. Williams, Esg.
Rev. Mr. Williams
Mrs. Williamson
Miss Wills
Mrs. Wills
Mr. Wilmot
John Wilson, Esq.
Miss Wilson
Rev. Mr. Wilson
Mr. Witenbury
Miss Wood
Mr. Wotton
James Wright, Esq.
Sir J. Wright
T. Wright, Esq.
Mr. Wright
Lady Young
[below this list of names is a further advertisementj The
Nobility and Gentry, Ec. are most respectfully informed,
that they may have Capital Impressions of the following
Illustrious Portraits, after Sir JOSHUA REYNOLDS, Ec.
Dedicated by permission, to His Royal Highness the PRINCE of
WALES. BY WILLIAM AUSTIN, Drawing Master, Private Teacher of
Drawing and Etching, ['next Astley's Amphitheatre, Surrey-
Side of Westminster Bridge' scratched out, followed by a
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list of portraits, some added in pencil] Her Grace the
Dutchess of DEVONSHIRE, Lady SPENCERA, LADY G. CAVENDISH,
Miss BASSETT, Duke of York, Duke of PORTLAND, Marquis of
ROCKINGHAM, Earl of DERBY, Lord LOUGHBOROUGH, Duke of
Devonshire, Duke of Manchester, Sir A. Hume, Earl of
Guildford, Rev'd Doctor Parr, Lord R. Cavendish, Lord J.
CAVENDISH, Lord NORTH, Lord DUNCANNON, R.H.C.J. FOX, G.
BYNG, Esq., Hon. Mrs. Erskene
c.1770 - Peter Mazell, print publisher, wrote to John
Grimston (see App.E) from the address: 'c/c Austin's,
Engraver on Old Bond Street' (see Ingram, p. 60)
1775 - printed a proposal to open a 'Museum of Drawings by
the Best Masters' at 2 Guineas each subscriber - the scheme
was attacked in an anonymous caricature, Ecce Homo (yAM
5318), showing him attacking Matthew Darly's print shop in
the Strand (reproduced in Godfrey, 1984, cat, no. 14, p1. 6)
1776 - exhibited RA 'A view on the Rhine, nr. Coblenz' (oil)
(W)
1778 - 'Mr. Austin's Exhibition of Camp Studies at Broad
St., No. 4, Opp. York Buildings, Bath': Bath Chronicle,
December 17 (BA)

- 'Mr.	 Austin	 intends teaching in	 Bath...	 His
exhibition of entertaining Camp Scenes are by desire removed
to the Pump Room': Bath Chronicle, December 24 and 31 (BA)
1779 - Public Notice: 'No. 4 Broad Street, January 20 Next
Saturday will be the 69th and last Exhibition of Mr.
Austin's Original Drawings of the Droll Camp Scenes of
Winchester, Cox Heath, and Wailey Common.., in London.
William Austin Drawing Master': Bath Chronicle, January 21
(BA)
1780 - Collectanea, p. 4v:

Mr. Austin presents his utmost Respects to the Ladies &
Gentlemen of Bath, Bristol, and Cambridge, for their
generous Proposals and repeated Invitations; the
honourable Testimonies received from his Pupils in and
near London, has put it out of his Power to reply with
any Request at present. His Plan is to attend his
scholars in Drawing, Etching, Painting, Ec. at Half his
usual Terms, and take off the Tax of Two Guineas
Entrance, that Oeconomy and Generosity may unite in the
Worst of Times, as he has no other Ambition than to
assist to sweeten the Hours in the above delightful
studies. His Subjects for next Year are Etchings of the
Grumblers, Groaner, Grinners, the Breaking-up of the
Pump-Room at Bath, Quack Doctor, Camp Scene, Election
ditto, Beauties of Cambridge, Cotillion, which he will
execute in afree and easy style with a Taylor's Bodkin.
His new Method of restoring Old Pictures to their
original Beauty, on the above Terms.
NB. The Humours of the Camps may be had at ONE GUINEA,
lOs. 6d. and 6s. the Set, in Portland-Road, Portland-
Place,... Mr. A. shall be ready to attend Pupils when
the Parliament meets, with his new-invented Hair-
Penicis, properly prepared, made of Fox Tails, called
the Brush of Life.

1780 - from the same source: 'In a short Time will be
published a PORTRAIT Etched with the Point of a Fork, by
AUSTIN of Portland-Road, of ZACCHARIAH SHARP, Cow-Doctor,
Tooth-Drawer...
1783 - from the same source:

As Oeconomy is operating in a Variety of laudable Forms,
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AUSTIN, Drawing-Master in the Serious and Comic Line, is
happy tà have it in his Power to act in concert on the
following Plan, as a Tribute of Gratitude for the
honourable Testimonies received from near 300 Pupils of
Distinction, and the Encouragers of the Polite Arts.
Each Pupil, free of the stale Tax of Entrance, with

the Advantage of Drawing, Painting, Etching, and
Engraving, at Two Guineas per Month, or two Friends at
Three ditto; - and Specimens by the best Masters,
adapted to the Genius, encluded [sic]. Rodney Place,
Knightsbridge, 1783.

1784 - from the same source:
The Good Wifes NEW YEARS GIFT - PICTURE OF THE MOCK
TRUMPS, or, the Schools of Scandal lectrified by the
school of Science, In a general Display of the Muscles,
Complexion, and Passions for Gambling... Hoyle's Ghost.
W.A. Knightsbridge

also:
To answer angry Epistles,
To me is like Meat full of Gristles.

AUSTIN.
1784 - Caricature of William Austin, FOX's FOOL, by Paul
Sandby (q.v.), in BULL see Illus. 104: the verse below it
states:

FOX's FOOL
Most Humbly Dedicated to Sir Sam'l. House &c.

When Billy proudly Struts the Streets
A Universal laugh he meets
From Men, while Boys from School
Cry out Gads zooks what Thing is That
With such a Head and such a Hat?
0 Lord! it's FOX's FOOL
Published as the Act Directs
A [=1 Drawings turned out of R Academy
1791 - Collectanea, p. 5r; advertisement from the Morning
Chronicle, November 5:

Last week AUSTIN, the Patriotic Drawing Master, gave
further proofs of his laudable Acts, in the purchase of
a House, near Portland-road, which caused many
applications from Bakers; all premiums were refused, and
the presence given to one, who has seven children, with
a Leaf, and a commission to give Quartern Loaves, with
the PRINCE OF WALES's crest, baked on the upper Crust,
to a Hundred Families, and his HIGHNESSES Portrait to
ornament their Rooms. Their gratitude to a stranger
caused a further commission; Mr. A. requested, after
their daily labour was finished, to bring their Pitchers
from Strong Beer,	 to toast all the noble Ground
Landlords, Tenants, and Under Tenants, round the
delightful Spot of Health, PRIMROSE HILL, and to some
characters, the Dukes of PORTLAND, MANCHESTER, Earl
FITZWILLIAM, Lord J. CAVENDISH, and the late G. BYNG,
Esq. similar to those he presented to the Noble Briton,
Ec. By these generous Acts, the Baker's Oven has been
kept warm ever since, and all the little offsprings
hurry for hot cakes and rolls every morning with joy.

1809 - published a stipple portrait painted by E. Scott and
engraved by J. Godby (print now in BM P & D)
n.d. - print of The Great Lake near the Lodge, Wm Austin
Scuip, T. Sandby delirit. (BM P & D)
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n.d. - print of View of St. Michael's Mount in the County of
Cornwall, a Seat of Sir John St. Aubyn Bart To whom this
Plate is inscribed with the Utmost Respect by his most
obedient humble Servant, Will'm Austin W Austin Sculp (BM P
& D)

BALLARD, James (d.1792)
c.l760 - taught drawing from this year, probably in Dublin
(see Long, pp.12-13).

BARBER, Joseph (1757-1811)
1795 - advertised himself as a painter and drawing master,
Gt. Charles St., Birmingham in The Universal British
Directory (see Buckley VAM & BM P & D; and M and F-W.DM, p.
242)

- also taught watercolour painting (see Brown).

BARDWELL, T.
1756 - painter and author of a painting manual, worked in
Norwich and London (see W).

BARKER (OF BATH), Thomas (1769-1847) and Benjamin (1776-
1838)
c.1782 - two brothers who possibly taught drawing in Bath,
where they had moved at this time

- they regularly opened their picture gallery to the
public (see Lees-Mime, p. 104, 115).

BARLOW, R.
1792 - advertised himself as a drawing master who teaches
all arts in the Norwich Mercury, 7th January (see Clarke, p.
97).

BARNEY, Joseph (1751-1829)
1793-1826 - drawing master at the Royal Military Academy,
Woolwich, where he was allowed to go on with his profession
of engraver, provided it did not interfere with his teaching
at the Academy (see W; and F-W.DM, p.217; and Royal Military
Academy Woolwich Records, p. 37).

- he also taught at one time in Wolverhampton.

BARRALET, John James (1747-1815)
1773 - taught at the Royal Dublin Society Schools before
this year
1773 - opened a drawing school in James Street, Golden
Square
1777 - exhibitor at SA where address given as 'at the
Academy for Drawing, 24 St. Alban's St., Pall Mall'
1779 - returned to Ireland and later went to Philadelphia
(see M; F-W. DM, p. 239; and Graves).

BARRALET, John Melchior (c.1750-c.1787) (brother of above)
c.l774-87 - in London, where he was a drawing master during
all or part of this time (see M; F-W.DM, p. 239).

BARRET, George (1732-84)
1762 - he had been a drawing master in Dublin before coming
to London in this year (see M).

BARROW, J.
1735	 - author	 of	 a	 drawing	 manual,	 Dictionarium
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Poiyaphicum, attributed to him by Schmidt in London,
Courtauld Institute of Art, Exhibition of Books on the
Practice of Drawing and Painting...fl4)(no.TY
1758 - second edition of above, The Excellency of Pen and
Pencil (Schmidt, exhibition as above, no. 17)
1780s and 1790's - a Joseph Charles Barrow held drawing
classes twice a week in Holborn where Varley (q.v.) and
Francia (q.v.) assisted (see M).

BARRY, James (1741-1806)
1774 - 'will wait upon members of the Nobility and Gentry
desirous of forming a taste for the Arts and a Knowledge and
Practice of Drawing': advertisement transcribed by Whitley,
vol. I, p. 294.

BARTOLOZZI, Francis (1727-1815)
1788 - published a set of etchings after Cipriani, in
imitation of chalk drawings, as a drawing book (advertised
in The World, 2nd February, see Buckley BM P & D).

BARTOLOZZI, Junior
1800 - 'having now returned from Italy, he means to resume
giving lessons in drawing', Oxford Street; Advertisement in
The Morning Chronicle, 7th January (see Buckley BM P & D).

BASIRE, James (1730-1802)
1760 - appointed engraver to the Society of Antiquaries
1761(?)-63 - a 'Mr. Basire' was drawing master to Ladies
Amabel and Mary Grey during this period (see Chapter 7 of
this thesis).
1772 - William Blake became his apprentice (see London,
Museum of London, Hugenot exhibition (1985), nos. 233-4)

BAYNES, James (1766-1837)
- successful drawing master who worked with Varley

(q.v.) (see M; F-W. DM, p. 242; and Brown)

de BEAUPAIRE, Madame
1812 - teacher of miniature painting and drawing (BA).

BEAUVAIS
1765 - miniature painter and drawing master, 'apply at Mr.
Benoist', advertisement in the Public or Daily Advertiser,
June 8 (information by letter from Bruce Robertson).
1774 - advertisement in the Public Advertiser states that he
is well known at Tunbridge Wells and teaches miniature
painting, 'to be spoken with... at Leicester Fields' (F-
W.DM, p. 222)

BEAVERY, Thomas (b.c.1735)
- drawing	 master (information from Mr.	 Fleming-

Williams)

BECKER, Ferdinand (d.l825)
1794 - 'Mr. Becker having found out a new mode to facilitate
the art of drawing and assist natural genius by blots gives
lessons... also in landscape drawing... Exhibition of his
works at his lodgings, 21 Brock Street, Bath'
1796 - note on his drawings
1798 - new examples of his landscape drawings are to be seen
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at 17 Queen Square, Bath
1806 - presented to the Queen
1825 - died at his residence in the Green Park Buildings
'universally esteemed and lamented' (for the details of all
of the above advertisements in the Bath Chronicle, see BA)

- he was drawing master at Miss Lee's School,
Belvedere House, Bath, twice a week during terms (Susan
Sibbald 1783-1812, edited by Frances Paget Hett (1926)).

- see also lob Williams, p. 240 where he discusses E.
or F. Becker and notes a similarity of his work to
Sunderlands (he reproduced two drawings by him in p1. 383-4
and was not aware of the advertisements or work in Bath)
1821 - the BM P & D has a book of etchings by Ferdinand
Becker: 6 Etchings after Nature by Ferd'd Becker, Esqr.
Bath. Nov. 6, 1821, all are picturesque landscapes witFi
mountains, trees, streams, cottages, etc.

- another book in their collection is 15 Etchings after
F. Kobel by Ferd'd Becker, 	 .

BEECHEY, Sir William (1753-1839)
- it may be suggested that he taught drawing at times

because several of the women in portraits by him are engaged
in drawing, or are shown holding portfolios, drawings, etc.
(eg. portraits of Princess Mary, Charlotte Lushington, and
an anon. Girl sketching of 1776 in the NPG).

BEILBY, Thomas (1747-1826)
1769 - taught drawing before this year at Grimshaw's Academy
in Leeds
1769 - from this year ran drawing school in Leeds (see
advertisement in Clarke, p. 103) (for more information about
him, his brother William (q.v.), and his family who were
famous glass etchers, see Francis Buckley, 'William Beilby,
Some Discoveries', Connoisseur, vol. 84 (Sept. 1929), p.
178).

BEILBY, William (1740-1819)
1767-78 - he was the only drawing
possibly assisted by his sister Mary
c.1785 - kept a school in Chelsea,
Battersea and Chelsea

master in Newcastle,
(1749-97)
aquatinted drawings of

- he was also an enamel painter, topographer and
taught at some time in Birmingham (see Buckley BM P & D; and
article mentioned above, which transcribes their
advertisements; and M).

BELLINGHAM, John
1759 - won premium at SA
1782 - drawing master (see Dossie, p. 408).

BENAZECH, Peter Paul (c.1744-98)
1779 - 'prints ready to be delivered at Mr. Beach's,
Westgate Buildings (Bath Chronicle, 17th June, see BA)
1789 - after an absence of eleven years he now resides at
Bath, No. 8 John St., (Bath Chronicle, 22, October, see BA)
1793 - 'Drawing and Etching Taught at 1 Bath St. -, (Bath
Chronicle, 12 December, see BA; and Buckley yAM)
1796-8 - at 18 Northgate Street (see BA)
1798 - 'lately died at Exeter, Mr. Benazech, many years
ingenious teacher of drawing in this city',(Bath Chronicle,
6 December, see BA).
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BENOIST
- one of three drawing masters to the higher classes

(the	 other two were Goupy (q.v.) and Liotard (q.v.)
mentioned by W.H. Pyne in 'Wine and Walnuts', p. 294
1765 - Beauvais (q.v.) was using his premises.

BENWELL, John Hodges (fl.1764-85)
1782 - drawing master at Bath, watercolours, crayons and
pastels

- in the same year he published Beauty of St. Giles and
Beauty of St. James's (see M; and W; and BA).

BERANGER, Gabriel (1729-1817)
from 1750 - taught in Dublin (see M).

BISSE, Thomas
1754-65 - drawing master at christ's Hospital, the
'nondescript' man chosen after Alexander Cozens resigned (F-
W.DM, p. 215)
1764 - sufferred ill-health from this year and Benjamin
Green (q.v.) taught in his place and then succeeded him when
he died (see Chapter 4 of this thesis).

BLACK, Miss Mary (1737-1814)
- according to Henry Angelo, vol. I, p. 49, she was

drawing mistress, in oils and crayons, to the Royal Family
(see also W)
1780 - she taught Miss Egerton and Mrs. Weddell: see
L30/9/81/6, letter from Mary Lady Grantham to the
Marchioness de Grey. I shall transcribe part of this letter
here, as it is a good indication of the social position of
drawing mistresses.

Newby. Sept. 29 1780
[re their neighbours near Newby, the Wedc3ells and a
whist party which included Miss Black] ... Miss Black,
the Drawing Mistress, who was come down to instruct Mrs.
W. in Oil painting which she has lately begun, having
drawn before in Chalks & I should think well, by some
heads I saw her doing: Miss Black having none of her own
performances with her, I could not judge of her merit in
that way, but her appearance & manner did not strike me
as it was much more familiar & on equality that I think
those sort of people should be allowed, she talked of
Miss Egerton's paintings & indeed seemed to know the
world; Mrs. Weddell carried her yesterday to see
Studley, which indeed can only be seen imperfectly by
once going...

BONINGTON, Richard
1797-1817 - portrait painter and drawing master (father of
Richard Parkes Bonnington (1802-28)); also ran a drawing
school in various places in Nottingham ( F-W.DM, pp. 223-4;
and M).

BONNEAU, Jacob (d.l786)
1754 - drawing master (son of engraver of same name),
applied for the post at Christ's Hospital as Cozens's
successor and had a petition signed by many important
artists of the time (see Whitley, vol. II, pp. 316-8)
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c.l755 - 'able and intelligent drawing master, very
conversant in the easy method of teaching perspective...'
and drawing master to several ladies of distinction about
this time (see Dossie, p. 396)
1763 - Private Teacher of Drawing, in King Street, Soho (UD,
p.5)
1767 - taught Miss Claxton, who exhibited her work at the SA
that year (see DLE.D.3.80)
1767-8 - taught drawing to George Grenville at Stowe at
7s.lOd. per lesson plus materials (Mccarthy, p. 32)
1782 - living in Rathbone Place (Dossie, p. 396).

BONOMI, Joseph the Elder
1789 - before this year, was architectural tutor to Earl of
Aylesford (Fleming-Williams, 1971, pp. 170-1).

BONOMI, Joseph the Younger (1796-1878)
- son of the architect of the same name, drawing master

to Lady Kirkwall and her daughters (see App.F, fig. 12).

BOULGER, Thomas
1769 - drawing master in Dublin
1788 - taught painting and drawing in Portarlington (M).

BOYNE, John (c.l750-l810)
1781 - from this year ran unsuccessful drawing school in
London at Holborn and Gloucester Streets, Queen Square (M)
1788 - drawing master and engraver in Gt. Turnstile St.,,
Holborn (advertisement in The World, 17 May, see Buckley BM
P & 0).

BRADSHAW, Mrs.
1772 - 'Instructs in new art of oil painting, No. 4 Westgate
Bldgs' (Bath Chronicle, 19 November, see BA)
1773 - 'instructs in oil painting in Bath, until the 17th
Inst' (Bath Chronicle, 8 April, see Buckley, BM P & D)

BRAHAM, Jane
1766 - won premium at SA
1782 - teacher of ornamental drawing and embroidery, Frith
Street, Soho (see Dossie, p. 412).

BRANDOIN, Michel Vincent Charles (1733-1807) (Swiss)
1768-72 - taught in England (M).

BRETHERTON, Charles (fl.1760-83) and brother James (f.1773-
81)
1750	 - James in Cambridge,	 advertising that he does
Painting, Etching, Engraving of Signs, Bills, Plate,
Steel,...(in Cambridge Journal, 17 November, see Buckley BM
P & D)
1768 - from this year 'J. Bretherton, the rather obscure
drawing master and engraver of Bond Street, seems to have
associated with this group' [young noblemen at Cambridge in
the second half of the eighteenth century who were amateurs
and patrons]; Bretherton etched Bunbury's and Thomas Orde's
drawings for them (see Oppé, 1924, p. 263)
1773 - 'Mr. Bretherton, Drawing Master at New Bond Street,
No. 134', mentioned in the Foljambe of Osberton Papers,
Nottinghamshire Record Office, MS vol.1, letters 8,9.
1777-85 - J. Bretherton taught Lady Arnabel Polwarth and her
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nephew the Earl de Grey (see Chapter 7 of this thesis).

BREWER, John (1764-1816)
1795 - to Derby where taught and kept a studio where he
painted porcelain and landscapes (M).

BROCAS, Henry (1762-1837)
1801 - from this year taught at the Royal Dublin School (M).

BROOKE, Henry (1738-1806)
- drawing master in Dublin and London; history and

bible painter (M).

BROUGHTON, Brian
1801 - author of Six Picturesque Views... (BML)

BROWN, David (exh. RA 1792-7)
- drawing master in the country (M).

BROWNE, Robert
1749 - applicant for the post of drawing master to Christ's
Hospital (F-W.DM, p. 215).
1750 - advertised for votes for this election in the
General Advertiser, January 17 and 18: ROBERT BROWNE,
History Painter, A Citizen of London. His performances may
be seen at St.Andrew, Holborn, St. Andrew undercroft, St
Dichis Back-Church, St. Gregory's, St. Austin's, &c. &c. &c.
(information from David Alexander).

BRYANT, Joshua
1807 - author of a landscape drawing manual (A)

BUCK, Adam (1759-1833)
1795 - arrived in London from Cork, successful teacher as
was son, Sidney (M).

BUCK, Samuel (1696-1779)
1754 & 58 - engraver and topographical draughtsman who, with
brother, William, was drawing master in the Strand
(advertisements in the Public or Daily Advertiser, 23
September, and 7, 11 December, 1754 and 13 October, and 23
November, 1758; information from Bruce Robertson).

BUDD, George
c.1750 - taught drawing for some years at Dr. Newcome's
School in Hackney (W; and M).

BURGESS, William (1749-1812) and brother, Thomas (d.l807)
1763 - Thomas advertised himself as Drawing Master, Duke
St., Lincoln's-Inn-Fields in UD, p.6

- he was at the above address and an assistant at
William Shipley's (q.v.) Drawing Academy (Whitley, vol. I,
p. 239: 'my new Assistant...perhaps as good a draughtsman as
any artist in the Kingdom')
1772 - an Anon, pupil of Mr. William Burgess exhibited at
the FS
c.l782 - Thomas (or his father, also Thomas) set up and ran
the drawing academy in Maiden Lane and William assisted
(Dossie, p. 403; W; M; and Wood, p. 173).

BUTCHER, Thomas
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ri.d. - 'Engraver and drawing master from London lodges at
Mrs. Smith's, Grocer in Abbey Green [Bathj...where he
teaches drawing, etching, painting in watercolours, and
painting on silk' (BA).

CAMPBELL, John Henry (1757-1828)
- taught landscape at the Royal Dublin Schools (M).

CARLYLE, Robert (1773-1825)
- ran successful drawing classes in Carlisle (M).

CAZAL, M.
1754 - ran drawing school in Long Acre, see advertisement in
General Evening Post, 31 December (Buckley BM P & D).

CHAMBARS, T.
1778 - published a drawing manual after Raphael Cartoons(BM
P & D, information from Sheila O'Connell).

CHAMBERS, Sir William (1726-96)
1757 - taught drawing to George III when Prince of Wales and
his official title was: 'tutor in architecture' (see John
Harris, Sir William Chambers, Kniht of the Polar Star
(1970), especially Eileen Harris, The Treatise on Civil
Architecture', p. 129).

CHAPLEY
n.d.	 - drawing master, lived at 13 Chatham Row, Bath (BA).

CHATELAIN, (also CHATELIN) John Baptiste Claude (1710-1771)
1737 - A New Book of Landskips Pleasant & useful to Learn to
Draw without a Master (copy now in BAC) (see also LoridoiT
Museum of London, Hugenot exhibition (1985) no. 239)
1775 - several drawing books by him advertised in Sayer and
Bennett's catalogue of this year, pp. 114, 117, 120, 121,
125.

CHERON, Louis (1655-1725)
1720 - opened an art academy for artists, with John
Vanderbank (q.v.) (see London, Museum of London, Hugenot
exhibition (1985) nos. 277-80)

CHINNERY, George (1774-1852)
1797 - director of life clases at the Dublin Society (M)

- MS for painting, written for Mrs. Mary or Maria
Brown ( e)

CHINNERY, William Senior (1708-1791)
1750 - Writing and Drawing Made Easy..., mainly emblematic
devices (Heal, pp. 27-9).

CLARKE, Richard
1769-74 - drawing master at Portsmouth Naval Academy (F-
W.DM, p. 220)

CLIVE, Alan Butler (1746-1810)
- traveller, author and drawing master in Sussex (M).

COOKE, John
c.l778 - pastellist, miniaturist, and drawing master (BA).
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COOPER, Daniel
- drawing master at Bury School (M)

COOPER, Richard (1740-1814)
- drawing master of landscapes in chalks to the Royal

Princesses (Angelo, vol. I, PP. 49, 154)
- possibly succeeded or assisted Alexander Cozens at

Eton (Oppé, 1952, p. 43 n. 1)

COSWAY, Richard (1742-1821)
- according to the DNB he was a drawing master as well

as a miniaturist and portrait painter.

COZENS, Alexander (1717-1786)
- see Chapters 5-8 and Appendices E, H and I.

COZENS, John Robert (1752-1797)
- see Oppé, 1952, P. 116

CRABTREE, Miss
1788 - letter from Mr. Innes to Mrs. Walsingham, from
Brunswick Place, Bath, December 12 (P.R.O. Northern Ireland,
D638/128)

..There has been at Bath a Young Lady - who is called
Miss Crabtree. No. 311. Oxford Street when in London.
This Young Person is one of a numerous family & [torn]
wishes to turn her abilities to account, her excellence
is in drawing flowers beautifully - & her desire is -
that you wd. be so kind as to give her leave to shew
you her performance which she will do any time you will
please to let her know she may - she was recommended to
me - & she seems to be a very deserving & ingenious Girl
- she wishes to teach young Ladies - if Madam You
condesend [sic] to examine her works (which are
excellent in their way) & approve of them - you may be
induced to recommend her which will be confering [sic] a
very usefull favour upon her...

DACRES, William
1660 - Elements of Water Drawing (see Foster Watson).

DAGARD, 'Mr.' [Charles (1669-1723) and/or father Jacques
(1642-1715)1, also DAGAR, D'AGAR, DE GARR
1680 -'Some time since erected an Academy for drawing,

limning, & painting; where not only Youth may be
instructed & learn to draw, to paint, to carve - and the
Mathematics, but also where all those that are curious
to see Fine Pictures; - and to have their Pictures drawn
will receive full satisfaction. The said Academy is in
Dutchy Lane, betwixt the Savoy and Somerset House over
against the French Church'

- this advertisement appeared in The London Gazette, 12
January (Buckley BM P & D, and VAM: the existence of this
academy is completely unknown to, and thus never mentioned
by, any previous writer on drawing masters and academies,
except Buckley) (for other information about these artists,
see W; and Vertue III, p. 15; and Whinney, p. 199)
1704-24 - Charles D'Agar, the portrait painter, described as
gentleman and lirnner, occupied 22 Leicester Square (see
Survey of London, vol. XXXIV, St. Anne's, Soho, P . 490).
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DAGLEY, Richard (fl.1785-184l)
1805-15 - drawing master, educated at Christ's Hospital,
working in Doncaster (W)
1818- wrote drawing manual (London, Courtauld Institute of
Art, Exhibition of Drawing Books (1934), by Schmidt, no.13).

DALTON, Richard (?1715-1791)
1749 - 'Etcher and Engraver', advertisement in Whitehall
Evening Post, 11 March (Buckley VAM)
1751 - Thrtist and Engraver in Covent Garden', 	 Daily
Advertiser, 2 May, 1751 (Buckley yAM)
1752	 - Artist and Engraver in	 St.	 James's,	 Daily
Advertiser, 28 February (Buckley yAM)
c.l755 - drawing master to George Simon, Viscount Nuneham
and his sister Lady Elizabeth Harcourt (see Chapter 6 of
this thesis)
1755 - at Bath (BA)
c.1768 - in his portrait by Zoffany, he is shown teaching
his niece to draw (London,NPG, Zoffany exhibition (1976) no.
32, repro.)
from 1760 - Librarian to George III
from 1778 - Surveyor of the King's Pictures (W)

DANCE, Nathaniel (1735-1811)
1767 - may possibly have given drawing lessons to Sarah
Pratt, as she is shown drawing in the group portrait of her
with her brother, the Hon. John Pratt and her sister Jane,
all children of the first Earl Camden (London,Iveagh
Bequest, Kenwood, Dance exhibition (1977), no. 17, repro.)

DANCE, George (1741-1825)
1762 - taught Mr. Hinchcliffe (probably John Hinchliffe
(1731-94), later Bishop of Peterborough) the orders of
architecture, and began to write a manual for him (see
Dorothy Stroud's monograph on Dance (1971), p. 68)

DARLEY, Matthew
1770's - drawing master, engraver, artist's colourinan, and
caricaturist in London and Bath (M; and BA)

DAVEY, Robert (d.l793)
1780 - before this date he taught at a girl 's school in
Queen's Square and from this date he taught at Woolwich
Military Academy (M; and F-W.DM, p. 217)

DAVIS, John Scarlett (1804-1844)
n.d. - Studies from Nature, copy-book in Beinecke Rare Book
Library, Yale, ex.coll. Elizabeth Manwaring (see also M who
was not aware of this book).

DAYES, Edward (1763-1804)
- practised most of his career as a drawing master (see

The Works of the late Edward Day by E.W.Brayley (1805),
including Dayes essays on painting).

DEBARDE
1798 - 'Drawing Masster and miniaturist arrives at Bath',
Bath Chronicle, 15 March

- he was also a painter on silk, satin, muslin and
paper (BA)
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DE LA COUR, William (fl.1740-d.1768) (French, Hugenot)
1741-47 - eight books of ornament written by him, mainly for
furniture, jewellry, etc. an published various engravings
(M)
c.1743 - his trade card was engraved by R. White after
Delacour's own design and it stated: 'De La Cour, at the
Golden Head in Katherine Street in the Strand... teaches to
Draw & Print in Water Colours and Crayons to Gentlemen &
Ladies both at Home or a Broad' (see London, VAM, Rococo
exhibition (1984) and London, Museum of London, Hugenot
exhibition (1985) no. 237, repro.: dated to c. 1740)
n.d. - in Coventry Court, Haymarket selling pattern books
for ladies to draw from (see Tessa Murdoch, 'Hugenot Artists
in London in the Eighteenth Century' unpublished Ph.D.
Dissertation, Westfield College, University of London, 1980)
1753 - sold shop and contents because had been invited to
Dublin to establish an academy (see London, Museum of
London, Hugenot exhibition (1985) no. 237)
1760 - first drawing master at Board of Manufacture's
School, Edinburgh (M)

DERECOUR
1766 - taught drawing with Mr. Ziegler (q.v.) in Bristol
(see advertisement in Felix Farleys Bristol Journal, 28
June, Buckley yAM).

DEVIS, Anthony Thomas (1729-1816)
1783-4 - drawing master to William Asheton of Cuerdale Hall,
with whom he visited Italy (M)
n.d. - Richard Colt Hoare was educated at a school run by
Devis in Wandsworth (according to M, who does not indicate
which Devis)

DEVOTO, John (f.l708?-18l4)
- Catholic drawing master in Birmingham

DIGHTON, Robert (1752-1814)
1769 - from this year he exhibited as a drawing master,
etcher, portrait painter and caricaturist in London (M)

DODSLEY, Robert
1748 - writer on education who included a chapter on drawing
(chapter 6) in The Preceptor: Containing a General Course of
Education (see Dobai, vol. I, p. 786)

DRAKE, Nathan (c.l728-78)
1750 - settled in York and in 1752 advertised as teacher of
watercolour painting (M)

DRAX, William Junior
l7thC - author of a treatise on drawing (BM MS Sloane 3907,
information from Andrew Federer)

DUNSTALL, John (d.l693)
- school master who also taught drawing and wrote

treatises on drawing, several of which are now in BM P & D
and EM Add.MS.5244 (F-W.DM, p. 213; and Clarke, p. 90)

EAGLE, James
1760 - chaser and steel engraver, Edmund St., Birmingham,
opened a drawing school to teach youths the mechanical art
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views of

Academy

of drawing in the toy trade (advertisement in Aris's
Birmingham Gazette, 3 March, see Buckley BM P & D)

EDWARDS, Edward (1738-1806)
after 1759 - opened an evening drawing school while still
studying at St. Martin's Lane
1793 - refused place as second drawing master at Woolwich
Military Academy (F-W.DM, p. 219)

EDWARDS, George (1694-1773)
1743-51 - author of treatise on drawing and painting in
watercolours (see Lucas, no. 676)

EHRET, George D. (1708-1770)
1736 - taught flower painting to 'highest nobility in
England' (F-W.DM. p. 242)

EISEN, C.
1761 - The New Drawing Book in the Manner of Red Chalk fit
for Youth to Draw after: C. Eisen del, pub'd by F. VivaresTv.) is. Od. (information from Dudley Sneigrove)
ELSUM, 1john
1704 - author of A Description of Celebrated Pieces of
Paintings in Beinecke Rare Book Library, Yale, ex.collT
Elizabeth Manwaring

ESPIN, Thomas (c.1768-1822)
- ran	 a school in Louth where he taught

architecture, nautical and commercial subjects (M)

EXSHAW, Charles (fl.1747-71)
- attempted to start an academy in London (W)

maths,

FAYRAM, John (f 1.1713-44)
1739 - January, in Bath where he drew and engraved
Bath (Lees-Milne, cat.nos. 324, 326, 332, 362)
1743-4 - first drawing master at Woolwich Military
(F-W.DM. p. 216; and W)

as drawing
and Drawin

Polite Arts

FITZGERALD, Francis
1784-6 - described
Artist ' S Repositor
PrInciples of the
'io1s. I-IV

master and author of The
g Magazine exhibiting the
and their Various branches,

FOOTE, Samuel
1752 - author of treatise on taste in Beinecke Rare Book
Library, Yale, ex.coll. Elizabeth Manwaring

FORRESTER (probably not James, who according to M was in
Rome at this time)
1769 - January 7th, account paid for him teaching Sir Watkin
Williams Wynn to draw (4/0/0) and for colours, prints, etc.
(5/5/0) (see Wynnstay Papers, WYN 115/1/77, National Library
of Wales)

FOULIS, Robert (1707-76)
1753 - printer who set up an academy in Glasgow for
painting, engraving, moulding, modelling, and drawing (idea
had been suggested on visit to Paris where was impressed by
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the 'influence of invention in drawing and modelling on many
maufactures); members exhibited
1770 - academy dissolved; eclipsed by the Royal Academy (all
of above information from DNB)

FOURNIER, Daniel
1763 - drawing master in Lincoln's Inn Fields and author of
treatise on perspective (see advertisement in UD, p. 11)
1746-91 - ran academy for drawing, described by Walpole
according to Benthall, I, p. 12

FRYER, John
1805 - drawing master at Bath from this year and also taught
perspective (BA)

GAINSBOROUGH, Thomas (1727-88)
- drawing master to Queen Charlotte, according to

Angelo, vol. I, p. 49
n.d. - copy book of English scenery in Beinecke Rare Book
Library, Yale, ex.coll. Elizabeth Manwaring

- for other pupils see John Hayes, The Drawings of
Thomas Gainsborough, pp. 64-91

GALE, Benjamin (1741-1832)
1775-1803 - portrait painter and landscapist in Hull area
1803 - from this year, resident drawing master to Neithorpe
family, Scawby Hall (M)

GANDON, James (1743-1823)
1771 - from January 24 - May 28 he gave thirty-six lessons
in architecture at 5s.6d. each to Sir Watkin Williams Wynn
(total 9/9/0 plus 3/3/0 entrance) (account from Gandon in
National Library of Wales WYN115/25/26) (see also M who
makes no reference to the above)

GARDNOR, Reverend John (1729-1808)
1762 - ran academy in Kensington Square (Heal, p. 51)
1763 - advertised himself as drawing and writing master at
his academy (above) in IJD, p. 11
1769 - took orders and left academy (W)
1760-96 - engraved and produced writing and drawing copy-
books (see Heal, p. 51; W; and M for details)

GARDNOR, Richard (nephew of above)
1766-93 - exhibited during this period, was drawing master
1788 - his Vieon the Rhine were published this year (M)

GIBBS, James (1792-1841)
- drawing master; pupil of John Varley (q.v.)

1817 - waited on Princess Elizabeth with his pencil drawings
(notice in Bath Herald, see BA)

GILES, John
1761 - painter who opened a drawing school in Birmingham
this year (advertisement in Aris's Birmingham Gazette, 12
October, see Buckley VAM and BM P & D)

GILES, James William (1801-70)
1810-25 - working in Belfast

- at one time drawing master in Aberdeen CM)
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GILPIN, Sawrey (1733-1807) and brother William (1724-1804)
- for their activities see Chapter 4: The Gilpins,

Grimstons, and Cheam in this thesis, and Barbier's monograph
(1963)

GIRTIN, Thomas (1775-1802)
- he had several amateur pupils, including Amelia Long,

Lady Farnborough: see monograph on him by G.F.Bell and
Lorshak and the entry on him in Brown

GOUPY, Joseph (1698-1763)
- drawing master to members of the Royal Family (see

Whitley, vol. I, p. 72-4)
- another pupil was the Earl of Sunderland (Robert

Spencer) (see vol. of amateur etchings collected by Walpole,
now in the Lewis Walpole Library, Farrnington, Conn.)

- for Dorothy Chabeny and John Hedges and other pupils,
see C.Reginald Grundy, 'Documents relating to an Action
brought against Joseph Goupy', in Walpole Society, vol. IX
(1920-21), pp. 77-88; see also Foskett, vol. I, p. 292.

GOUPY, Louis (d.1747)
- a fashionable drawing master, according to Angelo,

vol. I, pp. 180, 316, who also stated that he taught George
III while Prince of Wales

- one of three foreign artists who taught drawing to
the families of the higher classes in the beginning of the
eighteenth century (the other two were Benoist (q.v.) and
Liotard (q.v.): see Pyne, 'Wine and Walnuts', p. 294).

GRAVELOT, Hubert (1699-1773)
c.l735 - prosperous drawing school at the sign of the Pestle
and Mortar in James St., Covent Garden (Whitley, vol. I, p.
94; see also London, Museum of London, Hugenot exhbition
(1985) nos. 281 & 284)

GREEN, Amos (1735-1807)
NB. for the activities of all of this family, see the 1951
Festival	 (of Britain) Exhibition of Pictures by 	 the
Eighteenth-century Halesowen Artists James, Amos and
Benjamin Green, Council House, Halesowen, organized and the
extensive catalogue written by Johnson Ball.

- fruit, flower and landscape painter, patronized
especially by William Shenstone
1757 - retired to Bath with the Deane family - lived with
them for the next thirty years as tutor to the children whom
he also taught to draw (BA)
1793 - was friendly with the Hartley family (see App.E) who
introduced him to Harriet Lister (also see App.E), whom he
married in 1796 (it has been assumed that they met through
his being her drawing master, but her biography of him does
not mention this: see Mrs. Amos Green, A Memoir of Amos
Green, Esg... (York 1823)).

GREEN, Benjamin (1739-98)
1755 - treatise on Drawing and Painting in Watercolour by B.
Green published in this year, possibly by Benjamin
1762-96 - drawing master at Christ's Hospital
1786 - author of a drawing book of landscapes (a great deal
of information about him is available in the archives of
Christ's Hospital at Horsham and also in the Guildhall
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Library, London)

GREEN, John (probably should be James) (1729-59)
1751
	

from this date was engraver and drawing master in
Oxford
1757 - appointed engraver to the Society of Antiquaries (M)

GREEN, Valentine (1739-1813)
1770's - possibly taught drawing: see advertisement (July
1777) for subscribers to a scheme sent to Lady Amabel
Polwarth (L30/1l/118) to publish 'A Series of Prints, from
Original Pictures, and Designs, executed by the Nobility,
and Gentry, independant of the Profession of Polite Arts'
1775 - mezzotint engraver to George III; the same year he
was appointed engraver to the Elector of Bavaria and
Professor of his Academy of Arts at Dusseldorf (advertised
in Morning Chronicle, 1778, Buckley BM P & D)

GREPEL, Mr. V.
1766 - drawing master to Miss Monson (receipt of May 6th for
3/17/6 in Monson papers, Lincolnshire Record Office, MON
11/1).

GRESSE, John Alexander (1741-94)
1763 - drawing master and landscape painter in Hassels-row,
Tottenham Court Road (UD, p12)
1769 - won premium for landscape painting in oil at the RSA
(Dossie, p. 433)
n.d.	 - a print in the Bull album (BM P & D) is inscribed
'By Mr. Gresse, Drawing Master. Private. -
1777 - from this year taught Queen Charlotte and the
Princesses, according to Angelo, vol. I, pp. 49, 132, 137-9,
154 (see also M)
1782 - Dossie, writing in this year, stated that Gresse
'taught drawing early to many young persons of fashion and
lives in Stephen-street, Rathbone Place' (p. 393).

GROGAN, Nathaniel (c.1740-1807)
- on retuning from the war in America, he gave drawing

lessons in Cork and may, at some time, have taught in London
(M).

HALFPENNY, Joseph (1748-1811)
- architectural draughtsman and drawing master in York

(M)

HALL, Mr.
1774 - limner and drawing master (Bath 	 Chronicle,
December, BA)

HAMLYN
1779-92 - miniature painter and drawing master (various
advertisements in Bristol Gazetter and Bath Chronicle over
these dates: see Buckley yAM)

HARDING, John
late 18th C. - engraver and drawing master in Deptford (M)

HARLE, Mr.
c.l800 - only drawing master in Durham (see Lvi entry for C.F.
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Robson, p. 223)

HASSELL, John (1767-1825)
1793 - engraver, drawing master, and author of Picturesque
Guide to Bath, published this year
1808 - published Speculum;	 or the Art of Drawing in
Watercolours (F-W.DM, p. 241)

HAYMAN, Francis (1708-76)
1748 - teacher of drawing and painting: 'the best master I
know of (Mrs. Delany to the Duchess of Portland; see
Whitley, vol. I, p. 82)
1763 - advertisement in UD, but no longer as teacher

HAYTER, Charles (1761-1835)
- teacher of perspective to Princess Charlotte (see

Brown).

HEARNE, Thomas (1744-1817)
1771 - from this year he possibly gave drawing and
watercolour lessons to Sir George Beaumont (see Sir George
Beaumont of Coleorton, Leicester: a catalogue of his works
(Leicester Museum and Art Gallery, n.d.), p. 7).

HECKLE, A.
1755 - wrote Lady's Drawing Book (flowers) (advertisement in
General Evening Post, 20 November: see Buckley VAM and BM P
& D) (first published in 1753: see Hammelmann, p. 1756)

HEWLETT, James (1768-1836)
1794-1826 - at Bath (BA)
1795 - 'Velvet painting, varnishing, etc. taught as usual',
Bath Chronicle, 10 December (BA) and in the same year also
advertised himself in the same paper, 17th December as
miniature painter and drawing master (Buckley yAM)

HIBBERT, John (l768-c.1837)
c.l806-37 - portrait and miniature painter, drawing master,
engraver and etcher in Bath (BA; and Lees-Milne, cat. nos.
245)

HIBBERT, William (1725-1808)(father of above)
1755-1808 - engraver, printer, teacher of drawing, heraldic
painter in watercolour in Marchant's Court, Market Place,
Bath (BA; and Lees-Milne, cat. nos. 244, 615)

HIGHMORE, Anthony (1711-99)
1763 - 'Portrait Painter and Drawing Master, Fenchurch
St. (UD, p. 14).

HODGSON, Charles (c.l770-1825)
- mathematics teacher and drawing master in Norwich (M)

HODGSON, Edward (1719-94)
- an Irish drawing master who practiced in London (M)

1771 - an anon, pupil of Mr. Hodgson, who taught at Mrs.
Harvey's, Marylebone, exhibited at the FS

HOGARTH, William (1697-1762)
1735 - re-opened the St. Martin's Lane Academy where several
artists taught: formerly run by Sir James Thornhill (see
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Paulson, vol. I, pp. 80-94)

HOWITT, Samuel (1756-1822)
c.1780 - after this year he taught drawing at Dr.
Goodenough's academy in Ealing, where his pupils included
the sons of the Dukes of Rutland and Portland (Angelo, vol.
I, pp. 256-7).

HULLEY, Thomas Senior
1797-99 - teacher of painting in oils, body colour, and
tinted drawings at 10 Chatham Row, Bath (BA)

HUTCHISON, J. (1749-1830)
1799-1830 - resided in Bath
1804 - portait and animal painter to the Duke and Duchess of
York and teaches head, figures and historical subjects
'eight lessons sufficient for a portrait', 18 Northgate
Street, Bath (Bath Chronicle, 12 January, BA)
1805 - running academy at 24 Union Passage (BA)

IBBETSON, Julius Caesar (1759-1817)
- author of various treatises on painting in oil and

watercolours (Lucas, nos. 15, 360; and London, Exhibition of
Books on Drawing (1934), by Schmidt, nos. 40, 42)

JACKSON, John Baptist (c.1700-c.1770)
1745 - after this year he was a drawing master in Scotland
(Godfrey, pp. 41-2)

JAMES, Thomas
1778-94 - drawing master at Rugby (Sutton, p. 24)

JEFFREY, J.
1774-94 - drawing master at Portsmouth Naval Academy (M; and
F-W.DM, p. 220)

JETT, William
1755 - 'Painter and Teacher of Drawing' in Grosvenor St.,
Daily Advertiser, 25 November (Buckley VAM and BM P & D)

JOHNSON, Thomas
1763 - 'Carver, Teacher of Drawing and Modelling and Author
of A Book of Designs for Chimney Pieces...' in Grafton St.,
Soho (UD, p. 16).

JOHNSON, Wrottesley Augustus
1761 - painter who opened a drawing school in Wolverhampton
(advertisement in Aris's Birmingham Gazette, 5 October,
Buckley VAM and EM P & D).

JONES, Mrs.
1763 - 'teaches Drawing and Painting in Water Colours' in
Fleet Street, advertised in UD, p. 16.

JONES, Mr.
1782 - '...Artist and Drawing Master from Bath... 137
Catherine St., the Strand...' (F-W.DM, P. 223)

JONES, Mr.
1783 - 'Artist and Drawing Master from the Royal Academy,
London', visiting Manchester (Manchester Mercury, 29 July,
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see Buckley VAM and BM P & D).

JONES, Thomas (1742-1803)
1771-4 - drawing tutor to Oldfield Bowles (App.E) (see
Jones's Memoirs in Walpole Society, vol. XXXII (1946-8), pp.
25-33)

KEAN (possibly Michael)
1767 - 'Writing and Drawing Master, Little Dean's Yard,
Westminster...', exhibited landscapes which were reviewed in
the Gentleman's Magazine (see Heal, p. 66).

KEENAN, John and Mrs.
1792 - taught drawing in Bath
1794-99 - taught drawing in Exeter (BA)

KENNION, Edward (1744-1809)
1772-1809 - worked on a four volume treatise on landscape
painting, never finished, but part-published posthumously in
1815 (see A)
1787 - from this year was in London as a drawing master
1790 - published Elements of Landscape and Picturesque
Beauty (M)
1815 - published An Essay on trees in Landscape (M).

KIRBY, Joshua (1716-74)
- taught perspective to George III when Prince of

Wales, according to Angelo, vol. I, p. 150
c.1755-6 - taught perspective and landscape drawing to
George, Viscount Nuneham and his sister Hon. Elizabeth
Harcourt (transcribed in Chapter 6 of this thesis: The
Teaching Methods of Alexander Cozens)
1761 - 'designer in perspective to their Majesties [Prince
of Wales and Augusta, Dowager Princess of Walesi and Master
of Drawing and Fortification' (see exhibition catalogue by
Felicity Owen: Joshua Kirby and Thomas Gainsborough at
Gainsborough House (1980), p.8 and 11 'many other pupils
besides the Prince')
1763	 - 'Teacher	 of	 Perspective	 and	 Author	 of	 a
Treatise...Grovesnor Square' (UD, p. 16)
1766 - taught George Grenville at Stowe: thirteen lessons at
5/3 per lesson, 1/6 for Indian ink (Mccarthy, p. 32).

KNAPTON, George (1698-1778)
1751-52 - possibly taught George, Prince of Wales, and his
brother Edward, Duke of York to draw in pastels: a portrait
of them drawing in chalk, with their Governor, Simon, Earl
Harcourt, and Sub-Governor, Mr. Scott, by Knapton is now in
the Huntington (Wark, p. 33, repro.)
1755 - taught George Simon, Viscount Nuneham (son of Simon
Earl Harcourt, above) to draw landscapes in crayons(see
Chapter 6 of this thesis: The Teaching Methods of Alexander
Cozens)

LAMBERT, George (1700-1765)
- taught several amateur landscape painters (Angelo,

vol. I, p. 322)
1760 - at Bath, 17th May (BA)

- amateur pupils included T.T.Forrest, John Collet, and
possibly Coppleston Warre Bampfylde (App.E)(see the
exhibition on him at London, GLC, Iveagh Bequest Kenwood
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(1970), p. 9 and cat, no. 51).

LAPORTE, John (1761-1839)
- drawing master at Addiscombe Military Academy,

published several manuals, and also taught many private
pupils, including Dr. Monro (F-W.Dm, p. 239; and M)

LAROON, Marcellus (1679-1772)
- possibly drawing master to King William III (see

monograph on him by Robert Raines (1967), p. 6).

LEIGH, C.M.
- woman who taught drawing (M)

LENS, Bernard, Edward, John, etc.
NB. see Chapter 2: Teaching Drawing at Christ's Hospital,
and App.D in this thesis

LINES, Samuel (1778-1863)
- Birmingham drawing master, co-founder of life academy

in Peek Lane, New Street and Birmingham Academy of Art (M).

LIOTARD, Jean Etienne
- one of the three drawing masters to the higher

classes (with Goupy, (q.v.) and Benoist (q.v.)), mentioned by
Pyne in 'Wine and Walnuts', p. 294.

LIVESAY, John
1799-1832 - writing master at Portsmouth Dockyard; also
painted in watercolours (M)

LIVESAY, Richard (1750-1826)
- worked in Bath (BA; and F-W. DM, p. 220)

1790's - at Windsor, drawing master to the Royal Children
1797 - from this year onwards he was drawing master at
Portsmouth Naval Academy (M; and F-W.DM, p. 220)

LOCK, Mathias
1740 - A New Drawing Book of Ornaments, plates engraved by
F. Vivares (q.v.)
1769 - pupblished A New Book of Foliage for the Instruction
of Young Artists (BAC).

LUTTRELL, Edward (f.1680-1724)
1683 - wrote MS for amateurs 'An Epitome of Painting,
Containing Briefe Directions for Drawing, Painting, Limning
and Crayons. ..now in use amongst all Persons of Quality...
1710 - director of Kneller's Academy (Noon, p. 11).

MADDOX, George (1760-1843)
- architect and drawing master at Dr. MayO's

Preparatory School, Cheam, and Misses Shepheard's School,
Kensington (M).

MALCHAIR, John Baptist (1731-1812)
1760 - drawing and music master at Oxford (F-W.DM, pp. 228-
234; and Brown, who lists several pupils, including Rev.
William Henry Barnard, George, Marquis of Blandford, F.
Howard, Sir Arthur Pigot, and Rev. Dr. Luttrel Wynn)

MALTON, Thomas Senior (1726-1801)
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- taught perspective (see Burlington Fine Arts Club,
Exhibition of the Herbert Home Collection (1916), cat. no.
64)

MALTON, Thomas Junior (1748-1804)
1776 - Complete Treatise on Pers_pective, reprinted 'NB.
Drawing taught at home or abroad by Thomas Malton Jr. at Mr.
Brooke's in Orchard Street' (Bath Chronicle, 6 May, BA)
1777 - advertised six lectures on perspective to begin at
the Queen's Head Tavern, Cheap Street (Bath Chronicle, 16
January, BA)	 -	 -
1779 - advertised that his Views of Bath would be published
the next month, in Bath Chronicle, 18 February (BA; for this
and all of the above see Lees-Mime, p. 36 and numerous cat.
entries)
1781 - ran drawing academy: copy of announcement in March of
that year is bound into the BAC copy of William Watt,
Gentlemen's Seats (information from Bruce Robertson).

MANNIN, James (b.France-d.l779)
1746-79 - drawing master at the Royal Dublin Schools (M).

MARTIN, Elias (1739-1818) (Swedish)
1769-70 - exhibited at RA, where described as drawing master
(information from Dudley Snelgrove)

MASSIOT, Gamaliel
1744-80 - second drawing master to be hired at the Royal
Military Academy, Woolwich (in 1768 Paul Sandby was hired in
the position above him, ie. 'Chief Drawing Master') (see F-
W.DM, p. 216 and Records of the Royal Military Acadey, p.
16).

MEDLAND, Thomas
- engraver and first drawing master at the East India

College, Hertfordshire (M).

MERCATI
1767-69 - exhibited at FS as 'Drawing Master at Mr.
Brunet's, Princes Street, Cavendish square' (Graves, p.
163).

MERCIER, Philip (1689-1760)
- several of the women in portraits by him are either

drawing or painting or holding a drawing, sketchbook, etc.
(see Portraits of Princess Anne, the Davenport Children,
Anne Watson Wentworth, Countess Fitzwilliam, etc.).

METZ, Conrad (1755-1827)
- taught in London (M)

MILLER, Frederick
1763 - 'Drawing Master.	 At his Royal Highness Prince
William's, Leicester Square': advertisement in UD, p. 18.

MOORE, Henry (1776-1848)
- primitive landscape painter, self-taught engraver,

and drawing master in Derby (M).

MORRIS, Benjamin (1723-1807)
- drawing master and portrait painter in oil and pastel
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1784-90 - lived in Northgate Street, Bath and when died,
obituary in Bath Chronicle, 19 March, stated '...in the
early part of his life he persued the profession of drawing
master and was esteemed as an artist of some eminence...'
(BA).

MOSER, George Michael (1704-83)
- gold-chaser, enamellist, and drawing master to George

III CM).

NATTES, John Claude (c.1765-1822)
1786 - Drawing Master of South Molton Street', trade cards
in BM P & D, Banks Collection (c.240* vol. 6, shopbills,
nos. D.2.4260-3: information from Sheila O'Connell)

- described as dealer, draughtsman and drawing master
by M.

NOBLE, William Bonneau (1780-1831)
- author of Elements of Linear Perspective and was also

a drawing master CM)

NOEL, Mrs. Amelia
1795-1804 - exhibited during this period when she described
herself as a drawing mistress; her daughter taught with her
(M)

OLIVER, John
1688 - advertised that he published A New Drawing Book
(Buckley EM P & D).

ORAM, William
1763 - '...teaches Architecture and Perspective, and
Landscape and Architectural Painting' CUD, p. 20; see also
M)

ORME, Daniel (c.l766-c.1832)
1814 - left London for Manchester in this year and there
taught painting, drawing and etching (M)

ORME, Edward (l744-c.1820)
1806 - wrote treatise on transparent prints in this year (A;
see also M)(bother of Daniel and William)

ORME, William
1794-7 - drawing master and landscape painter in Manchester
1797-1819 - in London CM)
1800-02 - wrote landscape and perspective drawing manuals
(BAC)

PACH, Faithful Christopher (c.1759-1840)
- miniature and portrait painter and also 	 taught

drawing in London, Bath and Dublin (BA)

PADDEY, Richard
1771 - portrait painter from Royal Academy; started drawing
school at Wolverhampton (advertisement in Aris's Birmingham
Gazette, 14 October, Buckley VAM)

PAGE, Thomas Junior
1720 - painting and drawing manual, illustrated, published
in Norwich (Dobai, vol. I, p. 691)
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PALMER, Miss E. (1770-1834)
- drawing mistress, landscapes similar to Benjamin

Barker (q.v.) (BA)

PARKER, G.G. (f.1787-1837)
- modeller in wax, portrait and landscape painter and

drawing master (BA)

PARKER, Robert
- teacher	 of	 marine and mechanical	 drawing	 at

Portsmouth Dockyard, now Devonport (M)

PARKES, David (1763-1833)
- schoolmaster, antiquarian and artist who ran schools

in Shrewsbury and elsewhere with help of two sons, also
drawing masters (M)

PARS, William (1742-1782) and Henry
1763 - 'Drawing Masters, at their Drawing School, nr.
Beaufort-buildings in the Strand...est'd by Mr. William
Shipley... - (UD, p. 21)
1782 - Dossie, p. 394 states that Henry Pars was by this
time the conductor of the Academy in the Strand, opposite
Exeter Exchange

PAYNE, William (f.1776-1830)
1790 - to London where became on of the most fashionable
drawing masters of the day (F-W. DM. pp. 237-9)
1788 - in Bath (BA, where it says to see Country Life,
October 18, 1946, p. 720; see also Lees-Mime, cat. nos.
214, 610)

PEARSON, William (fl.1789-1813)
- drawing master from Ripon (see Clarke, p. 98, p1. 60;

and M)

PECKHAM, T.
1790's - drawing master at Addiscombe Military College (M)

PELETIER, Thomas
c.1704 - paid for teaching Lord Monthemièr to 	 design
(information from Tessa Murdoch)

PETHER, William
1761 - taught drawing at Bristol; partner with Fry, a
drawing master and picture cleaner (information from Ian
Fleming- Williams).

PICKERING, George (1794-1857)
- took over George Cuitts (q.v.) teaching practice in

Chester (M).

PICKERING, William (1759-1823)
1784	 - drawing master at Rugby (information from Ian
Fleming-Williams).

PILLEMENT, Jean (to England before l757-d.l808)
- known loosely as a 'fashionable drawing master' but

disagreement as to when (see Redgrave, p. 333 and
Hammelmann, P. 1757).
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POND, Arthur (1701-1758)
1743-4	 - taught	 drawing to Miss Rhoda Delaval 	 (see
Lippincott, pp. 38-40, 68, 84-5, 103, 163)
late 1740's & 1750 - taught drawing to Mrs. Delany (App.E).

PORTER
c.1755 - drawing master in Wapping (son, John Ashwood Porter
won premium at Shipley's this year: see Dossie, p. 394).

POTT,(possibly Joseph Holden)
1782 - wrote Essay on Landscape Painting (copy in Beinecke
Rare Book Library, Yale).

PRAVAL, Charles (d.1789)
1773 - French landscape painter who ran school in Dublin
from this date where taught drawing and French (M).

PRETTY, Edward (1792-1865)
1809-55 - taught at Rugby (M)

RAFFIELD, John
1794 - Drawing Master of Dean St., Soho (12 July, listed in
Insolvent Debtor's Schedules, Corporation of London Record
Office, DS15/41(Fleet): information from Andrew Federer)

RANGER, George
1765 - 'Mezzotinto Painter and Optical Painter to
H.M.Opticians in London,... in the Art of painting or
colouring Mezzotinto Prints upon Glass, ec' will teach
pupils in Manchester (advertisement in Manchester Mercury,
20 April, Buckley BM P & D).

RATHBONE, John (1750-1807)
c.1802 - teaching drawing to pupils who included Lord
Harcourt and J.C. Hofland (see W. G. Constable, Richard
Wilson (1953), p. 147; and Farington Diaries, 1803, February
25).

READ, Katharine (1723-1778)
1767 - exhibited at SA, A Child Drawing, in crayons (Miss
Beaston, after Lady Oakley) (see Graves).

REBECCA, Biago (1753-1808)
- taught some of the daughters of George III to draw

the human figure, and taught Princess Elizabeth to etch
(Angelo, vol.1, p. 49).

RIEMSDYK, J.V.
1755 - Anatomical tables engraved by Grignion, advertised in
General Evening Post, 22 July (Buckley yAM).
1775 - advertising for engravers who 'understand to imitate
Chalk drawings' (Daily Advertiser, 20 September, Buckley
yAM)
1781 - visiting Norfolk
1783 - visiting Chester (Buckley VAM)
1781-86 - son Andrew (d.l786) in Bath periodically to paint
portraits (BA).

ROBERTS, James (d.c.18l0)
c.1766-1800 - drawing master in Oxford, 	 influenced by
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Malchair (q.v.) (M)
1800 - landscape drawing and watercolour manual (A).

ROBERTSON, Archibald (c.1745-1813)
1780 - after this date he was a print seller and drawing
master in London, formerly a soldier amateur (Clarke,
fig.57(trade card); M mentions him but is not aware of this
card).

ROBERTSON, George (1748-1783)
c.1774 - from this date he was a drawing master (M)
1770's - taught drawing at a ladies school in Bloomsbury
(information from Ian Fleming-Williams)
1788 - sketchbook in Ashmolean (Brown).

ROBINS, Thomas Senior (c.17l8-l770)
1754 - painter and engraver and instructor in drawing and
painting in Bath (advertisement in Bath Journal, 18
November, Buckley yAM)
1754-57 - published views of Bath (BA) (for a reproduction
and description of some of his work at Bath, see Print
Collector's Quarterly, vol. XX (1933), pp. 196, 202: 'The
City of Bath arid its Prints' by Reginald W.M. Wright; see
also Lees-Milne, pp.464-7, cat, no. 167).

ROBINS, Thomas Junior (1743-1806)
1770 - 'son of late Thomas Robins, limner of this city,
carries on the Business, Merchant Court': Bath Chronicle, 25
January (BA)
1772	 - teacher of drawing at Marchants 	 Court:	 Bath
Chronicle, 14 January (BA)
1773 - 'continues to teach the art of drawing arid painting
of Flowers, Birds, Insects, Landscapes, as his Father did',
in Merchants's Court, Bath (Bath Chronicle, 11 February,
Buckley VAM and BM P & D)
1788 - moved from Chandos Buildings to Hetling Court and
also this year he was sent to Jamaica to make natural
history drawings for Henry Seymor (BA)
1806 - died in poverty as a drawing master (BA)

ROE, John
1771-1812 - drawing master in Warwick (M)

ROGERS, B
1796 - drawing master to Mrs. Robinson (see her Memoirs
(l8Ol)n.p.)
c.l800 - drawing master in Stafford; published views (M).

ROGIER, René
1764 - won premium at SA for etched print of landscape with
figures
1782 - drawing master of landscapes (Dossie, p. 426)

ROSENBERG, Charles Christian (1745-1844)
1759 - to England as page to Queen Charlotte, later King's
Mes senger
1787 - in Bath
1791 - at Mr. Tucher's, St. James's Street, where he taught
the art of drawing in silhouette (all of his sons and
daughters also painted and taught drawing: see BA; and Lees-
Mime, cat. 741).
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ROUBILLIAC, Francois (1705?-62)
1745 - from this year taught at St. Martin's Lane Academy
(see London, Museum of London, Hugenot exhibition (1985)
nos. 281, 283)
1749 - Jan. 2nd, Peter Camper attended life drawing classes
at 'The Painter's Academy in London, St. Peter's Court, St.
Martin's Lane, just past the church' where he was introduced
by 'Mr. Roubiliac, Sculptor', and became a member (see Peter
Camper's Travel Journals, (1939), p. 3

RUDGE, Edward
- Birmingham and Coventry artists who taught at Rugby

School in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries
(M).

RUNCIMAN, Alexander (1736-85)
1772-85 - master of the Trustee's Academy in Edinburgh.

RUSTAN
- taught Princesses(daughters of George III) to draw

heads, hands, and feet in chalks (Angelo, vol. I, pp. 49,
154)

RYLAND, William (1732-83)
1766 - 'Drawing book composed of alternate drawings by
master and pupil', once belonging to Mrs. Hughes is
inscribed 'began to learn to draw with Mr. [Wm?] Ryland,
Dec. 1, 1766': this book is now in the VAM (E.554-1975)(see
VAM exhibition catalogue Drawing Technique and Purpose
(1981), p. 27, cat. no. 61)

RYLEY, Charles Reuben (c.l752-98)
- drawing master and decorative painter and illustrator

(M)

RYMSDYKE (see RIEMSDYK)

SANDBY, Paul (1730-1809)
1768-97 - Chief Drawing Master at Royal Military Academy,
Woolwich (there is a great deal about the curriculum at
Woolwich in The Records of the Royal Military Academy
Woolwich 1741-1892)

- took private pupils, including members of the Royal
Family and Sir Watkin Williams Wynn (App.E)(see articles on
his patronage of Sandby by Peter Hughes)

- several landscape and figure copy-books, without
instructions, were published after him (see Sayer and
Bennett's sale catalogue)

- for the most recent discussion of Sandby as a drawing
master, see New Haven, exhibition The Art of Paul Sandby
(1985) by E. Bruce Robertson

SANDBY, Thomas Paul (d.l832)
1791 - terms of teaching drawing at St. George's Row, Oxford
Street were explained on his trade card, see Heal, London
Tradesmen's Cards of the Eighteenth Century (1925), p. 74,
p1. XXVII
1793 - replaced his father (Paul Sandby (q.v.)) at Woolwich
when the latter was ill
1797 - he succeeded his father at Woolwich (F-W.DM, pp. 216-
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SANDERS, John (1750-1825)
1790 - he was the son of John Saunders, pastel painter of
Norwich and in this year he moved from Norwich to Bath
1790-1825 - drawing master in Bath: see trade card in
Clarke, p. 94
1792 - 'Teaches Painting and Drawing. Miniatures painted'
(Bath Chronicle, November, see Buckley VAM; and BA for
advertisements over the years that indicate that he also ran
an academy and taught drawing in crayons, and perspective
and published views - his son also taught drawing from 1810:
see Lees-Mime cat. nos. 82, 462, 664).

SASS, Richard (1774-1849) and brother, Henry (1788-1844)
1797 - ran a drawing academy in Lincoln's Inn Fields,
advertised in Morning Chronicle, 2 February (Buckley yAM)
1811 - taught drawing to Princess Charlotte (M)

- Henry was the founder of the famous drawing school in
Bloomsbury (M; see also Williams, p. 96; and F-W.DM, pp.
241-2).

SCHETKY, John Christian (1778-1874)
1793-95 - helped mother, Maria Reinagle, to run a drawing
class for young ladies in Edinburgh
c.1802-8 - taught drawing at Oxford
1808-11 - Third Drawing Master at Marlow Military College
(F-W.DM, p. 221)
1811-36 - drawing master at Portsmouth Naval Academy
(Angelo, vol. II, p. 158; and F-W.DM, pp. 220-22) then went
on to teach at Addiscombe Military Academy (M).

SCHNEBBELIE, Jacob Christophe (1760-92)
- primarily London topographer, ran his father's

confectionary business until he was made drawing master at
Westminster School (M).

SCOTIN, Gerard (d.1754)
- engraver, ran drawing school at the Golden Ball,

Broad Street, Covent Garden (see also G. Smith (q.v.) and A.
Turmeau (q.v.) for details and source).

SERRES, D.M.
- son of Dominic, one of the founders of the Royal

Academy
- drawing master in Bath (BA).

SHELDON, Joseph (fl.l784-l821)
1781-1818 - drawing master and portrait painter in Bath
(BA).

SHERATON, Thomas (d.1806)
1795 - trade card states that he teaches Perspective,
Architecture, and Ornaments and was also a Cabinet Maker,
Designer, and Sells Drawing Books in Wardour St., Soho
(Heal, Trade Cards (1925), p. 46)

SHIPLEY, William (1715-1803)
1753 - landscape painter from Northampton, who came to
London this year
1755 - began Shipley's Drawing School which was later run by
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the Pars brothers (q.v.) and which was instrumental in the
founding of the RSA (Dossie, p. 394 and monograph on William
Shipley by D.G.C.Allan).

SIMMONDS, Miss
1779 - teaches painting and drawing and paints miniatures,
in Bristol (Felix Farley's Bristol Journal, July 3, see
Buckley VAM and BM P & D)
1787 - teacher of drawing at Miss Perrymans, 6 Gay St.,
Bath (BA).

SIMPSON
1780's - ran an art school in Finsbury and taught Thomas
Heaphy (M).

SMART, J.
1791 - 'Drawing School will open again, 18 January' (Ipswich
Journal, see Buckley yAM)
1792 - 'Opening a Drawing School on Monday in Ipswich',
advertisement in the Ipswich Journal, 21 July (Buckley yAM).

SMITH, Adam
1775 - A New Drawing Book of Landsca, advertisement in
the Sayer and Bennett cat. no. 95 (title page reproduced in
Hammelmann).

SMITH, Edward (fl.c.1700)
c.1690-17l0 - had drawing and writing school at Bell-Corner,
Moorfields, where published writing copy book (Heal, p. 98)

SMITH, Gabriel (1724-83?)
1754 - took over Gerard Scotin's (q.v.) drawing school in
Covent Garden when he died (had been Scotin's apprentice)
(see advertisement in Public or Daily Advertiser, 24
December: information from Bruce Robertson) (see entry for
Turmeau (q.v.)).

SMITH, Jacob
1749 - applicant for post of drawing master at Christ's
Hospital (F-W.DM, p. 215).

SMITH, John
1676-1730 - various manuals for painting in oil and in
watercolour were written by a/several John Smith's during
this period and there were various later editions (see
London, Courtauld Institute of Art, Exhibition of Books on
Drawing by Schmidt(1934) and Lucas).

SMITH, John Raphael
- taught drawing at his house near the English Opera

House (Angelo, vol. I, p. 186).

SMITH, John Thomas (1766-1832)
1798 - he applied, this year, for the position of drawing
master at Christ's Hospital (see his Book for a Raifly Day
(1905 edition), pp. 166-8, where he prints his testimonials
from West, Farington, Nollekens, etc. as well as from pupils
'whose drawings he has never touched upon; a practice too
often followed by drawing masters in general').

- the draft of a letter he wrote to one of the
Governors of the Hospitat, protesting the unfairness of the



competition, is preserved in the Boston Public Library and
is worth transcribing in full here (MS. Eng. 483 (428)):

My lord Duke,
When I had lately the honor to address your grace

(on the suggestion and with the approbation of my
benevolent patron Mr. Crowley) I had no great hope there
wo'd have been no occasion for me to trouble your grace
again (respecting my proposal to obtain the place of
Drawing Master at Christ's Hospital) until the day of
election should have been fixed: But in consequence of
your Grace's generous offer to qualify, and to bestow
your vote and interest in my favor, I now feel it
necessary to apprize Your Grace that an opposition is
exerting against me in behalf of other candidates -
principally a Mr. Burgess [q.v.] (a drawing master of
considerable ability) and a Mr. Barnes, a very young
man, lately a scholar of the foundation - a pupil of the
late Master Mr. Green - and who (by permission of the
committee of governors) officiated for Mr. Green about 6
weeks before his death:

It is not for me to judge how far this oppositon is
formidable: upon the whole, my prospect seems fair
enough; especially since my friends have been
endeavoring to dissipate a prejudice which had obtained
among some of the governors (whose support of Mr.
Barnes's pretentions seems entirely founded upon it, and
which it is therfore proper I should take this
opportunity to explain to [verso] your grace) - viz;
'that if a candidate, of the foundation, be found with
the ability barely sufficient for the place, it ought to
be given to such foundation candidates, in preference to
9reater abilities to more and better qualification for
teaching - and in short to any more eligible candidate
who should happen not to be of the foundation! ' - a
position that, without doubt, is derogatory to the honor
and subersive of the legitimate purposes of this noble
institution not intended for private or particular, but
for public and general benefit; in addition to which, it
can only be necessary to inform your grace that there is
no precedent by which to support it; since neither the
late drawing master, nor his predecessor, nor even the
present mathematical master, were educated at this
seminary, any more than myself.

I therefore humbly supplicate your GraCe's
influence to this simple and honorable end - that the
great object of public utility may not, in the present
instance; be sacrificed to irrational partialities; but
that the office in question may be confided to that
person only who shall appear to be the best qualified,
and the most proper to perform the Duties of it, from
his	 personal circumstances and from	 his	 general
character.	 With every apology for thus trespassing on
your Grace's attention, I remain, my lord Duke, your
Grace's	 most	 obliged,	 most	 humble	 servant,

J.T. Smith.
No. 40 Frith Street Soho 29 May 1978.

SMITH, W.
1775 - copy-book of landscapes from nature, published 7 July
(advertised by Sayer and Bennett, a copy in BAC).
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SOWERBY, James (1757-1822)
- probably best-known botanical draughtsman; combined

portrait painting with teaching flower painting
1788 - An easy Introduction to drawing Flowers according to
Nature T-W.DM, pp. 242-3).

SPILSBURY, John * Inigo' (1730-c.1795)
- engraver and drawing master at Harrow School (M)

1767-72 - another John Spilsbury was active during this
period, whose stock, including drawing books, was sold after
his death in 1772 (Buckley BM P & D).

STALKER, John
1688 - treatise on japanning and varnishing (Hammelmann, p.
1757)

STORER, Mr.
1781 - 'Mr. Storer's Royal Accurate Delineator' advertised
in the Bath Chronicle, 25 January, BA.

STUART, John 'Il Cavaliere Milanese'
1765 - in Milan teaching English and drawing to aristocracy
(M)
1771 - an anon, pupil of Mr. Stuart exhibited at the FS
1782 - an anon, pupil of J. Stuart, Esq. exhibited at the FS
1796 - Mr. Stuart, Teacher of etching and aquatinting at No.
1 Abbey Street, Bath (Bath Chronicle, 21 July BA).

STURT, John (1658-1730)
c.1697 - trade card announces he and Bernard Lens are
'Teachers of ye Drawing School in St. Paul's Church Yard'
(Heal, p. 106)
1706 - engraved 105 folio plates for Architecture in
Perspective, advertised in London Gazette, March 25 (Buckley
EM P & D; see also App.0 of this thesis, on the Lens
family).

SYMPSON, S (fl.c.l730)
- possibly author of A Drawing Book done from the

designs of Francis Barlow (Heal, p. 107).

TAYLOR, John (1739-1838)
- drawing master and portraitist (W; BA; and Lees-

Mime, p. 103).

TAYLOR, T.
c.l760 - drawing master working in London about this time
(M)

THOM(P)SON, William (fl.1773-c.90 according to Heal and
c.l730-1800 according to W)

- private teacher of writing, drawing and accounts in
Winchester Street; from trade card (Heal, pp. 107-8)

- W states that he was a portrait painter and drawing
master

TILLEMANS, Peter (d.1734)
- taught Lord Byron at Newstead Abbey (information from

Ian Fleming-Williams)
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TOMELLY, [or TONELLI], Anna (1763-1846)
1794-1802 - drawing mistress and miniaturist, who taught
Clive children and lived with their family (Long, p. 439)

TOMKINS, Petro William (1759-1840)
- drawing master to the sons of George III (information

from Ian Fleming-Williams)
n.d. - drawing master to Princess of Wurternburg (M).

TOROND, Francis
1763 - won premium at SA for flowers after nature, aged
under twenty
1776 - taught drawing, painting, etching, and engraving at
his academy in Oxford Street (advertisement in Daily
Advertiser, 11 January, Buckley yAM)
1782 - drawing master in Wales Street (Dossie, p. 410)

TOWNE, Francis (1740-1816)
1759 - from this year he had various amateur pupils, most
notably J.W. Abbot and J.H. Merrivale (M)

TULL, Nicholas (d.l762)
- schoolmaster who painted landscapes for amusement and

collected prints and may have taught drawing.

TURMEAU, Allain
1754 - advertisement in Public or Daily Advertiser, December
21:

Whereas the Drawing School of Mr. G. Scotin [q.v.],
Engraver, is become Vacant by his Death, this is to
acquaint the Public, that the said Drawing School will
be continued as usual, by his Deputy Allain Turmeau, at
Mr. Turmeau's, senior, at the Golden Key in Grafton-
Street. St. Ann's, where Specimens of his Abilities may
be seen, and a great variety of Drawing by him in the
Jewelling way, Also Drawing taught abroad.

- three days later Gabriel Smith (q.v.) advertised that the
school was not vacant and he was continuing it (information
from Bruce Robertson).

TURNER, George (1752-c.1820)
c.1770-1800 - had an evening drawing academy in Charing
Cross (Clarke, p. 94; and W)

VANDERBANK, John
1720 - opened drawing academy with Louis Cheron (q.v.) which
Hogarth (q.v.) attended: the academy existed mainly to
provide life classes for artists (see Paulson, vol. I, pp.
80-94)

VARLEY, John (1775-1842)
- very active as drawing master (see Kaufmann, pp. 36-

49)

VARLEY, William (1785-1856)
1807 - announces to notability and Gentry of Bath that he
has opened an academy for instructing of ladies and
gentlemen in the elegant art of pencil drawing (Bath
Chronicle, April 23; see BA)
1819 - wrote MS 'Principles of Art' (now in VAM)(see
Kaufmann, pp. 63-4)
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- also taught in Cornwall and Oxford (see ibid.).

VERTUE, James
1760 - residing at Mrs. Willirnore's at Westgate House, Bath:
acquaints the Public 'that he teaches to draw and paint upon
the true Rules and Principles of Art and that he is ready to
attend such Gentlemen and Ladies as are desirous to be
instructed therein, either in Town or Country' (Bath
Journal, January 7, see BA; and Lees-Milne, p. 20 and cat.
no. 95).

VIOLET, Pierre Noel (1749-1819)
- drawing master who came to England during the French

Revolution (M)

VESPRE, Mr.(probably the same as VISPRE, see below)
1775 - to be sold, two paintings on glass by the ingenious
Mr. Vespre (advertisement in paily Advertiser, 3 February,
Buckley BM P & D)

VIPRE(S), Mr.
1758 - drawing master to Kitty, daughter of Viscountess
Andover (see the latter's account book in Staffordshire
Record Office:

Febr. 24 - to Mr. Vipres Entrance for teaching Kitty to
draw - 2.2s.
March 8 - to Mr. Vipres for a Box of Crayons for Kitty -
1/11/6
April 7 pd. Mr. Vipre for teaching Kitty to draw six
weeks from Febr. 24th to this day - 3/3/-)

VISPRE, Francois Xavier (c.1730-c.1790) and brother Victor
(to Dublin 1778)
1756 - lirnner in oils and crayons, to Bristol (advertisement
in Felix Farleys Bristol Journal, 29 May, see Buckley VAM
and BM P & D; and W, who states they worked in Paris and
came to London c.l760 where both exhibited in the FS; see
also BAC, Exhibition of English Portrait Drawings and
Miniatures, (1979) by Noon, pp. 48-9)

VIVARES, Francois (1709-80)
1750 - assisted Chatelain (q.v.) to etch his 'Views of the
River Thames'
c.l760 - ran print shop: published catalogue this year that
indicated he engraved and sold drawing books (see Museum of
London, Hugenot exhibition (1984), cat. nos. 239, 244 & 245)

WARMAN, John
1749 - applied for the post of drawing master at Christ's
Hospital (F-W.DM, p. 215)
1750 - January 17th, advertisement in General Advertiser:

JOHN WARMAN,
Citizen and Merchant-Taylor has many years taught in

the most reputable Places of Education both in and near
London, and can have from all of them, Satisfactory
Testimonials, both of his Ability and Diligence

(information from David Alexander)

WEST, John (1772-1836)
- miniature painter and drawing master

1795-1833 - in Bath (BA)
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WESTON, Mr.
1778 - miniature painter and drawing master from the Royal
Academy, in Norwich (Norwich Merc, 11 July) and in
Ipswich (Iswich Journal 30th October; see Buckley yAM).

WHEBLEY, J.
1769 - Book of Foliage for the Instruction of Young Artists
(Holborn, see Hammelmann, p. 1757).

WHITE, John
1698 - Art's Master-piece, mentioned in Besterman, as fifth
editionin 1707.

WILLIAMS, John
1746 - pictures copyd, cleaned & mended. Coaches, Signs,
Arms, etc, painted. Will teach drawing at New St.,
Birmingham (Aris's Birmingham Gazette, 22 September, Buckley
BM P & D)
1760 - painter who opened a drawing school in New Church
Yard, Birmingham ( Aris's Birmingham Gazette, 29 September,
Buckley yAM).

WILLIAMS, Joseph
1763 - modeller who taught drawing and modelling, Chelsea
(UD, p.29)
1785-1800 - portait and landscape painter in Bath
1799 - making plans for an evening academy (Bath Chronicle,
19 December, see BA)

WILLIAMS, Solomon
c.1800 - drawing master at Plymouth (M)

WILSON, Richard
- probably had amateur pupils at one time (F-W.DM, p.

258)
1749-55 - in Italy, where he lived, painted landscapes and
gave lessons (M)

WILSON, Richard
1795 - portrait painter and drawing master in Birmingham
(Universal British Directory, Buckley BM P & D).

WITCHELL or WHITCHELO
1795-96? - drawing master at Portsmouth Naval Academy (F-
W.DM, p. 220).

WOOD, John George (d.1838)
1793 - from this year he exhibited watercolour landscapes at
the RA, also published works on perspective
1817 - lectured on perspective at Mr. Sander's, Westgate
Buildings, Bath (BA)

W000ESON
1801-2 - advertised that he taught drawing in Bath (BA)

WOBLIDGE, Thomas
1734 - offered to do nearly any type of framing, decorating,
also portraits and drawing lessons, and described himself as
successor to the late Mr. Grimaldi and scholar to late F.
Boitard (q.v.) (London Daily Post, 4 November, Buckley yAM)
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1754-5 - in Bath (Buckley yAM; and Lees-Mime, p. 97)

WYATT, Matthew
- taught	 Princess	 Elizabeth	 mezzotint	 engraving

(Angelo, vol. I, p. 151)

ZIEGLER, Mr. (Italian)
1766 - he was a portrait, history, and landscape painter
(wife was a miniaturist) and he taught drawing when they
came to Bristol with Mr. Derecour (q.v.) in this year (Felix
Farley's Bristol Journal, 28 June, Buckley yAM)

ZINK
1774 - an anon. pupil of Mr. Zink exhibited at the FS this
year.
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APPENDIX B:

PRIVATE ACADEMIES AND PUBLIC SCHOOLS WHERE DRAWING MAY HAVE
BEEN TAUGHT AND THE NAMES OF THEIR DRAWING MASTERS

NB. The schools are listed alphabetically by location and
the sources are named by abbreviations (see list at
beginning of Appendix A) or by surname only; full references
can be found in the Bibliography of this thesis. 	 For more
information about the drawing masters, see Appendix A.

ADDISCOMBE Military Academy
n.d. - John Laporte (M)
1790's - T. Peckham (M)

BATH, Miss Lee's School, Belevedere House
c.1790-1810 - Ferdinand Becker taught there twice a week
during terms (BA).

BROMLEY, Mrs. John Hawkesworth's School
n.d. - drawing may have been taught there around the middle
of the century (information from Warren Mild).

BURY School
n.d. - Daniel Cooper taught drawing there (M)
1776 - Rev. Mr. Laurents, described as Master of Bury
School, was a subscriber to Alexanader Cozens's Principles
of Beauty (see App. E).

CHEAM School
1760 - from this year William Gilpin was master of the
school and taught some of the children to draw and his
brother Sawrey assisted and later became drawing master
there (see Chapter 4)

CHEAM, Dr. Mayo's Preparatory School
n.d. - Thomas Maisey (P.N.W.S.) (1787-1840) was drawing
master there (M)

DUBLIN, Charles Praval's School and Boarding School for
Girls
1773 - a French landscape draughtsman (d.1789) who, from
this date, ran these schools, where he himself taught
drawing and French (M)

EDINBURGH, Board of Manufacture's School
1760 - William Delacour was the first drawing master there
(M)

ETON College
1751 - a Lens was teaching drawing there privately this year
1760's - Alexander Cozens taught some students there from
this decade and Richard Cooper assisted or followed him (see
Chapter 6)

GLASGOW, Foulis Academy
1753-70 - Robert Foulis founded and ran this academy, which
was similar in its purpose to the RSA.
1766 - a painting of the school of this date is reproduced
in W ( p . 230)
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GREENFORD, Dr. Samuel Glasse's School
1766 - attended by Sir Richard Colt Hoare from this year (M)
where he may have taken drawing lessons

HARROW Public School
n.d. - John lnigo' Spilsbury was drawing master there and
Tasoni has been called a drawing master there, but he was
actually the dancing master (see Chapter 4).

HATFIELD, Heuet's School
n.d. - French Hugenot School which employed a drawing master
(see Duquene family correspondence in the archives of the
Society for the Promotion of Christian Knowledge, Holy
Trinity Church, Marylebone)

HERTFORDSHIRE, East India College
n.d. - Thomas Medland was the first drawing master there (M)

LEEDS, Mr. William's Academy
n.d. - advertisement for new writing copybook contained an
advertisement for this academy: '...where Youth are taught
the Classics, most of ye living Languages, all Parts of ye
Mathematics, Perspective Drawing, Fencing, etc. ' (London,
Guildhail, Stone Coil., p.64)

LONDON (GREATER LONDON, LISTED ALPHABETICALLY BY AREA OR
STREET)

LONDON, BEDFORD ROW, New Academy, Bedford Street
1763 - Joseph Champion was master: he was a writing master
but probably also taught drawing (London, Guiidhall, Stone
Coil., p. 64)

LONDON, BISHOPSGATE STREET Academy
1740 - Thomas Furbor, the first master of the Greenwich
Hospital boys to teach them drawing (apart from the time
when they were under the direction of the master of
Greenwich (Weston's) Academy), himself was a pupil of
William Reeves, the master of this Bishopsgate Academy in
this year; Furbor may have learnt to draw while there

LONDON, BOW LANE
c.1760 - T. Peters, Private Teacher issued a trade card
which stated that he instructed in writing, accounts,
mathematics... 'and every other essential part of Learning
for Trade or Amusement' (Heal, p. 84)

LONDON, CAVENDISH SQUARE, Academy in Harley Street
1763 - Thomas Harper, master of this academy, advertised in
the UD (p. 13) this year

LONDON, CAVENDISH SQUARE, Mrs. Vyse's Academy, Portland
Street, near Margaret Street
n.d. - advertised that young ladies were completely educated
by Mrs. Vyse and proper assistants (Heal, p. 57)

LONDON, CHANCERY LANE Academy
c.1700 - trade card of Nathaniel Williams and William Ramsay
advertises that they taught Latin, Greek, Writing and
Accounts, Mathematicks, French, Dancing, and Fencing &c.
(Heal, p. 86)
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LONDON, CHARTERHOUSE
1766 - Peter and Thomas Denys of that school won a prize at
the SA for drawings of nude human figures

LONDON, CHEAPSIDE, Joseph Champion's New Writing School
1732 - advertised that it was at the Golden Pen, Old Change;
Champion may have also taught drawing (London, Guildhall,
Stone Coil., p. 64)

LONDON, CHELSEA, Mrs. Chassaing's French Boarding School,
Sloane House
1797 - trade card in EM P & D which states that students
were taught French, dancing, drawing, writing, accounts,
geography, and the use of the globes, the type of education
acceptable to young ladies of respectability (information
from Sheila O'Connell)

LONDON, CHELSEA, Mr. Lefevre's School, Church Lane
1722-26 - the Duquene children attended this school before
going to two academies (Mr. Stotherds, St. James's, and St.
Alban's) then Eton (see their family papers in the archives
of the Society for the Promotion of Christian Knowledge,
Marylebone)

LONDON, CHISWICK, Dr. Rose's School
n.d. - mentioned by Angelo, vol. I, p. 81

LONDON, COVENT GARDEN, Mrs. Slade's School, Henrietta Street
n.d. - enquire about Mrs. Trinder's, Northampton (q.v.) at
this school (Stone Coil., p. 15)

LONDON, EALING, Reverend Doctor Samuel Goodenoughs (1743-
1827) Academy
n.d. Henry Angelo, who taught fencing there, recommended
Samuel Howitt for the position of drawing master (Angelo,
vol. II, pp. 256-7, where he also stated that the pupils of
the 'seminary' included the sons of the Dukes of Rutland and
Portland)
1773 - Henry Addington (1757-1844), first Viscount Sidmouth,
attended Cheam from the age of five, for six years, then
attended Winchester, from where, in 1771, he was admitted to
Lincoln's Inn, and in 1773, spent one year in residence with
Doctor Goodenough as a private pupil; from there he went up
to Oxford as a commoner at Brasenose and matriculated with a
B.A. in 1778 (DNB)
1775 - Sir William Lee, Bt. was considering sending his son
to this academy in this year and made enquiries about the
school:

(Buckinghamshire Record Office, DLE.D.3.58: letter from John
Claxton to Sir William Lee, June 24th)

something between a publick school and home
education... I have heard Mrs Colmore speak of a
Gentleman near Town who boards and educates twelve
Pupils; one of them is Lord Corripton...

(DLE.D.3.59: letter from John Claxton to Sir William Lee,
July 6th)

The Gentleman whom I mentioned in my last is Dr. Samuel
Goodenough	 a Clergyman and Brother of an Oxford
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Physician of that name who died not long since; he is
married to a daughter of Dr Ford, & lives at Little
Ealing near Acton: his pupils are Lord Cornpton's Son, a
Son of Mr. Wood under Secretary of State, a Son of Mr.
Tempest of Durham, two Sons of Dr. Addington, one of Mr.
Martin, a Nobleman's Son, & three others whose names I
have not learnt. Dr. G. bears a very good character, as
far as my inquiries have reached; He undertook his
present Employment by the advice of the Bishop of
Peterborough & Chester by one of whom Ld Compton was
placed there. With respect to Terms I give them in his
own words - 'The number of Pupils I undertake to educate
is confined to ten, the terms are 100 Guineas pr ann.
and a bed is sent with each young gentleman, which is
taken away when he leaves me. I teach all the branches
of a Classical education entirely by myself, a French
Master teaches French and is in the house for that
purpose. All other Masters are paid for extraordinary.
No Entrance is given either to me, or to the other
Masters. My number is as yet full, neither have I a
prospect of an immediate opening, which I take the
liberty to mention, that I may save you the trouble of
coming so far, before I can speak with more certainty -

1775 - a letter from Goodenough of November 29th (in the
Portland Papers, University of Nottingham, PF 4202) informs
the Duke of Portland that he plans on taking twelve boys
instead of ten and their correspondence continues until
1795, indicating that the Duke did indeed send his sons
there.

LONDON, FOSTER LANE, Cheapside, Sir John Johnson's Free
Writing School, Priest's Court
1695-1736 - the type of school where drawing may have been
taught (Heal, p. 203).

LONDON, GOLDEN SQUARE, The Royal Academy in King Street
1763 - Solomon Durell, master of the academy advertised it
in the UD, p. 9.

LONDON, GREENWICH, Weston's Academy
c.1715 - see Chapter 3.

LONDON, HACKNEY, Dr. Newcome's Academy
1730's - attended by Philip Yorke, second Earl of Hardwicke
and his brothers Charles and Joseph (later Baron Dover)
(DNB)
1730's - Arthur Holdsworth (later Governor of Dartmouth
Castle) and Lord Grafton attended (DNB)
1739 - Bishop Secker of Oxford wrote to Joseph Taylor of
Denbury giving advice about to which school he should send
his son: 'But there is a school at Hackney to which I myself
have this day sent a nephew, kept by one Mr. Newcome, an
honest, careful, good-tempered man, a layman and a Whig
which I venture might meet the case	 - Thomas Taylor
attended Mr. Newcome's from 1739-44 and there became great
friends with the Yorkes (see The Letters of Eliza Pierce,
1751-77 by Mrs. Macdonald (1927), p. 2)
1741 - Plan of Hackney Church by Samuel Robinson, Surveyor
and Accountant of the School at the Church, Hackney (yAM)
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c.l750 - George Budd taught drawing at Dr. Newcome's school
in Hackney for some years (M)
1754 - Hon. John Leveson Gower attended the Academy (his
wife's name appears in App. E)
1764 - a Grindal attended Hackney Academy (name also appears
in App. E)
c.1765 - several letters among the papers of the third
Duchess of Portland in the University of Nottingham, PWG
101-6, concerning the fifth Duke of Devonshire and his
brothers, Lords John and Frederick Cavendish attending Dr.
Newcome's Academy indicate that there were extra masters for
fencing, dancing and French - the Duke offered his portrait
to be painted for Newcome and the latter chose it to be
painted by Devis (Lord John thought it would be 'frightful')

in this year Lord William mentioned that Mr. Newcomes
brother had taken over the school

- all of the names mentioned above were amateur
artists, some subscribed to Alexander Cozens's Principles of
Beauty - for details of more students and the history of the
Academy, see E. Alfred Jones 'Newcome's Academy and its
Plays' Transactions of the Bibliographical Society (Oxford,
December, 1933) and there is also a small amount of
additional material in the Hackney Archives Department

LONDON, HATTON GARDEN, Neale's Mathematical School
n.d. - in the eighteenth century, charity schools would send
boys to a special school three days a week to prepare them
for the sea service - at Neale's, they received instruction
in the art of navigation (thus they were probably taught
some rudimentary drawing skills), see M. G. Jones, The
CharitySchool Movement in the Eighteenth Century,
(Cambridge, 1938), p. 82).

LONDON, HAYDON SQUARE Academy, in the Minories
1787 - K. Langford kept this academy and his trade card was
transcribed by Heal, p. 68, where it stated that the
subjects taught included English, Latin, French, writing,
arithmetic, merchants accounts, geography, algebra,
geometry, surveying, drawing and dancing

LONDON, HOXTON, Fargue's Academy
1744 - established by Fargue, a Hugenot, in Spitalfields,
from where it moved in this year to Hoxton (see Notes and
Queries, 3, 16 November, pp. 318, 354 and 1 December, p. 312
(1928))
c.1780 - drawing was taught there: it was a school where a
provincial boy might be sent to learn the polite arts (for
example, the son of one of the Greatheeds of Warwickshire,
who wished to be an attorney, was sent to Westminster, Eton
and Hoxton (Warwick R. 0., Greatheed Papers, CR 1707/29)

LONDON, KENSINGTON, Elplinston's Academy
1764(?) - in his treatise on education, the master of this
academy recommended drawing, especially in relation to
mathematics

LONDON, KENSINGTON SQUARE, Reverend John Gardnor's (1729-
1808) Academy
1753 - from the age of twenty-four, Gardnor taught drawing
in several academies in London (M) (possibly also taught at
Elplinston's, above)
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1763 - advertised in the UD, p. 11, that he taught drawing,
writing, and accounts at his academy in Kensington Square
1767 - won second prize for an original landscape in oil,
where he was described as a landscape and portrait painter
in Battersea (Dossie, p. 433)
1772 - Dossie, p. 411 states that John Skinner, a portrait
painter and pupil of Gardnor, won a prize for flowers after
nature, under the age of twenty, in this year (he also won
the following year, when he was abroad in the navy)

LONDON, KENSINGTON, Misses Shepherds's School
n.d. - Thomas Maisey taught drawing at this school (M)

LONDON, KEW BRIDGE, E. Harvest, Strand on the Green
n.d. - young ladies boarded and educated in every branch of
polite and useful learning with strictest attention paid to
their health and morals (London, Guildhall, Stone Coil., p.
34)

LONDON, KINGSTON, Woodeson's Academy
1740's & 50's - George Harding (subscriber to Alexander
Cozenss Principles of Beauty), attended this academy before
going on to Eton in 1753-60, then to Trinity College,
Cambridge

LONDON, LITTLE CHELSEA, Military Academy
1773 - the master, Lewis Lochée, wrote An Essay on Milita,y
Education in which he stated (pp. 57-8):

An Expertness in drawing acquired on the principles of
perspective	 must give the finishing to all these
studies.	 Without this, the student will be retarded in
his own progress, and unable to impart his knowledge to
others; but with it, he will not only find the
illustrations of science easy and delightful to himself,
but will also be capable of rendering important military
service on a variety of subjects and occasions. Skill
in drawing extended beyond the linear part to plans,
elevations, finished edifices, figures, landskips, and
composition, qualifies the artist to express with
precision those ideas in a few minutes, which he could
not so clearly communicate by writing or speaking in as
many hours.

LONDON, LITTLE TOWER STREET, Thomas Watt's Academy
1716 - had a school in Abchurch Lane
1719 - moved to Sir John Fleet's house in Little Tower
Street
1722 - 'Drawing, Mr. Lens attending 3 times a week', see
advertisement for the academy, in Daily Courant, 4 April
(Heal, p. 112) which stated that French, drawing, dancing
and classics were 1/2 guinea per month, 1/2 guinea entrance,
and only available out of times of business (see also Watt's
Essay on the Proper Method for forming the Man of Business
(1722)).

LONDON, MARYLEBONE, Mr. Fountayne's Academy
1762	 - letter	 regarding	 this	 academy	 in	 Grimston
correspondence is transcribed in Chapter 4
1771 - correspondence between Mr. Fountayne and the Earl of
Denbeigh, who's sons were attending before going on to
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Harrow is now in Warwick R.O.,	 Feuding Papers,	 CR
2017/c/243, pp.	 133-4, 156, 157 (see also Countess of
Denbeigh in App.E)

- for Mr. and Mrs. Fountayne and their wealthy pupils
and four views of The Manor of Marylebone as a school, (it
burnt down in 1791), see Patrick Conner, Michael Angelo
Rooker 1746-1801, VAM (1984), pp. 98-103, 116 n. 3.

LONDON, MARYLEBONE, Mrs. Harvey's School
1771 - Mr. Hodgson (see App. A), who taught at Mrs. Harvey's
in Marylebone, exhibited at the FS.

LONDON, QUEEN'S SQUARE, Academy for Young Ladies
1780 - before this year, Robert Davey was drawing master at
this school (M)

LONDON, ST. JAMES'S SQUARE, Stotherd's School
c.1727 - the Duquene Children attended this school (see
their family papers in the archives of the Society for the
Promotion of Christian Knowledge, Marylebone)
c.l730 - Jeremiah Andrews (see Chapter 5) was apprenticed to
this schoomaster before becoming drawing master at
Portsmouth Naval Academy

LONDON, ST. PAUL'S CHURCHYARD, John 'Major' Ayres School
1682-1704 - under Ayress mastership
1704 - Robert More Junior took over as master

- subjects taught included writing, arithmetic,
accounts and drawing (John Lens taught drawing there, see
Chapter 2 and App. C, and Heal, pp. 76, 87)

LONDON, SOHO, Abraham Meure's Academy in Greek Street
1691-1714 - occupied no. 12-13 during these dates where he
kept a boarding school or 'Academy', probably for French
protestants but English nobility also attended - in the
later year, it was esteemed the best school in London (see
London Survey, Parish of St. Anne, Soho, vol. 33, pp. 173-4)

- pupils included the son of Earl of Montagu and two
sons of Governor Thomas Pitt and the subjects taught
included Latin, French, accounts, fencing and dancing

LONDON, SOHO Academy in Soho Square
1719 - founded
1727 - advertisement in the Evening Post, March 9-11:

At the Academy in Soho Square, London, Young Gentlemen
are	 handsomely boarded and by	 rational	 Methods
instructed in Greek Latin and French Writing,
Arithmetick and other Parts of useful Learning, viz.
The Maps and Globes, Book-keeping, Mathematicks in
Theory and Practice, Dancing, Fencing, Drawing, Musick,
By M. Clare and able Masters. 	 The House, Schools and
Garden belonging to this Academy are large airy and well
adapted to the Purpose abovesaid. The Situation is
pleasant and healthful and the Pupils are treated with
all the Tenderness and Regard due to their several Ages
and Capacities; They receive publick Lectures in
Religion and Polite Literature weekly; They have free
access to a select Library, and the Use of a good
Apparatus of Mathematical Instruments, with every other
Advantage necessary for the Forming and Improvement of a
Virtuous and Elegant Mind.
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1740 - Rules and Orders published by Martin Clare and Rev.
Cuthbert Barwis who stated that drawing was taught there for
1/2 guinea entrance charge and 1/2 guinea per month (see
also E.F. Rimbault, Soho and its Associations, p. 181)

LONDON, SOUTHWARK, Brook's School, Castle Street in the Park
1750 - writing copybook for this school engraved by George
Bickham Junior

LONDON, SOUTHWARK, St. Olaves Academy
early l7thC. - John Mellis was master
1733-63 - Ebenezer Tull was schoolmaster at St. Olaves and
painted landscapes for his amusement so may have taught
drawing

LONDON, SPITALFIELDS, Fargue's Academy
1744 - this academy moved to Hoxton (q.v.) in this year

LONDON, TURNHAM, Maurice Magarot's Academy
- French, Latin, drawing and fencing were taught by

outside masters (see Notes and Queries, 16 November, 1929,
pp. 354-5)

LONDON, WANDSWORTH
1766 - from this date Sir Richard Colt Hoare attended this
school and that run by Dr. Samuel Glasse in Greenford, Essex
(q.v.) (M)

LONDON, WAPPING
1680's - there were schools there of geography and
navigation for those who desired to embark on seafaring,
military or technical careers (Hazlitt)
c.l755 - a Mr. Porter taught drawing in Wapping and his son
John Atwood Porter won fifth place in age group under
fourteen for drawing in outline in pen and ink at SA, and
was taught by Shipley (Dossie, p. 393)

LONDON, WESTMINSTER, Mathematical School in Channel Row
1702	 - William Allingham, 	 master,	 wrote	 books	 on
Fortification, Gunnery, Nature and use of maps and
navigation (see Arber, Term Catalogue, vol. III, pp. 291,
357)

LONDON, WESTMINSTER Protestant School
1720's - records of this school in the Hugenot Society
Records indicate that they possibly had a drawing master
(information from Tessa Murdoch).

LONDON, WESTMINSTER Public School
c.1730 - John Bowack taught writing at Westminster and was
also a topographer (DNB)
n.d. - Jacob Christophe Schnebbelie was drawing master at
this school and he also taught at other schools, primarily
in London (M)

- pupils included Lord Newdigate, an amateur
draughtsman and architect, and William Hamilton, who appears
to have developed his taste as an amateur of the arts at
school, see B. Fothergill Sir William Hamilton, pp. 25-7)
1775	 - letter of December 14th in	 Portland	 Papers,
University of Nottingham, 	 PWF 4204, states that Lord
Tichfield is ready to enter the work of the under second at
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Westminster where he took dancing and writing from extra
masters
1781 - his brother, Lord William Tichfield, attended from
December

LONDON, WOOLWICH Military Academy
1756 - Fayram taught there as well as in Bath (BA)
1756 - Thomas Davies of the Artillery, Woolwich, won third
prize at SA (Dossie, p. 398)
1759-97 - Paul Sandby was First Drawing Master, succeeded by
son
1771 - John Robertson of Woolwich Academy won prize for nude
human figure and some ruins of Balbeck (Dossie, p. 407)
1771 - called John Robartson, a scholar there, won first
prize for architectural drawing of the academy at Woolwich
1780 - Robert Davey succeeded Gabriel Massiot as assistant
drawing master

- for a complete description of the teaching of drawing
at Woolwich Academy, see The Records of the Royal Military
Academy Woolwich 1741-1892

LOUTH, Thomas Espin's Nautical and Commercial Academy
c.1768-1822 - taught mathematics, architecture as well (M)

NORLAND, Thomas Marquois's Military Academy
1763 - advertised in the UD, p. 18 that he taught there all
'the Sciences Condusive to the accomplishing the Education
of a Land or Sea Officer, are taught here by Eminent
Masters'

NORTHAMPTON, Mr. Rylands Boarding School
n.d. - for the education of daughters and proper teachers at
Mrs Martha Trinder's, Northampton, enquire at Mr. Ryland's
(London, Guildhall, Stone Coll., p. 15)

NORTHAMPTON, Mrs. Martha Trinder's Boarding School
n.d. - for the education of daughters and proper teachers
enquire at Mr. Ryland's (above) and Mrs. Slade's, London,
Covent Garden (q.v.)

NORWICH, Reverend Mr. Latournelle's Academy
1761 - drawing offered as optional subject in same category
as fencing, dancing and music
1763 - J. Lens engaged to teach drawing there (M. Clarke, p.
96)

PLYMOUTH Dockyard, now Devonport
- Robert Parker was teacher of marine mechanical drawing

there (M)
c.l800 - S. Williams was also drawing master there (M)

PORTSMOUTH Naval Academy
1774-94 - J. Jeffrey was drawing master there
1799-1832 - John Livesay was writing master there and
painted watercolours of ships
1797 - from this year Richard Livesay was the drawing master
there (for all of the above, see M)

RUGBY Public School
1778-94 - Thomas James taught drawing at Rugby (Sutton, p.
24)
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1807-55 - Edward Pretty taught drawing there (M)
- Edward Rudge was a Birmingham and Coventry artist who

taught at Rugby (M)

ST. ALBANS, Fothergili's Academy
1727 - from this year the Duquene children attended this
school just prior to attending Eton (Fothergill d. 1728)
(see their family papers in the archives of the Society for
the Promotion of Christian Knowledge, Marylebone)

SHREWSBURY Schools
1763-1833 - David Parkes was schoolmaster, antiquarian, and
artist and had several schools in Shrewsbury and elsewhere
- two sons were also drawing masters and worked with him

STAMFORD School, Lincolnshire
1771-76 - Thomas Whichcote attended Stamford School, who's
headmaster was Mr. Knapp, before going on to Newcomes in
Hackney (q.v.) and then Eton (see Whichcote papers,
Lincolnshire R.O., ASW 10/90/10-15)

WALTHAMSTOW, Reverend Mr. Wharton's Academy
1776-78 - William Lee, son of Lady Elizabeth Lee, attended
this school (Buckinghamshire R. 0. D.3.58.59)

WARRINGTON Academy
1757-86 - dissenting academy with wide curriculum, including
drawing (see The Warrington Academy 1757-1786, by Rev.
William Turner (1957))
1777 - Bright was drawing master there (see advertisement
for the academy reproduced in Mallet, p. 222: 2/2s.
entrance, and i/is, each lecture)
1786 - became the Manchester Academy and is now Manchester
College, Oxford
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APPENDIX C

THE LENS FAMILY

The confusion about the Lens family has arisen not only
from the fact there were four Bernard Lenses, at least two
Edwards and three Johns, but also from the fact that they
did not confine themselves to one artistic activity. Apart
from Bernard Lens III, who introduced to Britain the
practice of miniature painting on ivory, the Lenses were
minor figures and their separate activities have only been
dealt with in passing in the literature. The members of the
family who painted miniatures are treated briefly 	 or
mentioned in passing by Long, Foskett, and Noon (exhibition,
BAC, 1979); those who did topographical drawings are
discussed by Binyon, Fleming-Williams, and Clarke; and
Bernard Lens II's one illustration to Milton is discussed
briefly by Pointon. His activities as an engraver and
mezzotintist are mentioned, in passing, by all. A monograph
on this family may never be written but some attempt must be
made to clarify who practiced what and when. Their
activities as miniature painters have been given the most
exhaustive study and have been clarified, but recently it
has become evident that the records of their activities as
topographical draughtsmen and as drawing masters have become
very confused.

In Chapter 2 of this thesis, I have already explained
the earlier misunderstandings about which Bernard Lens
taught at Christ's Hospital. I have also discussed his and
his sons', John and Edward's, activities as drawing masters
and explained in detail the conclusions I reached, which are
summarized here along with details about other family
members who taught. 	 In order to help clarify which Lenses
were	 responsible	 for which works	 (apart	 from	 the
miniatures), I have added lists of related works by each.

NB. Abbreviations set out at the beginning of Appendix A
will continue to be used, and authors' surnames only with
page references. Full references can be found in the
Bibliography at the end of this thesis.

BERNARD LENS II (1659-1725)
c.1697 - trade card announced that John Sturt and Bernard
Lens are 'Teachers of ye Drawing School in St. Paul's Church
Yard' (Heal, p. 106)
1697-1705(?) - ran the Drawing School at the Hand and Pen in
St. Paul's Churchyard with John Sturt
1700 - with Sturt published A New Drawing-Book Teaching the
Grounds of that Art [no known copy survives]
Possible related works:
- a drawing of a female classical head
- a signed and dated pen and brown ink drawing of 1700 of
Triton in a grotto, after a drawing by Jacques de Gheyn
(there are photographs of both of these in the BAC)
- a view of Windsor Castle from the north of c.l700 now in
the Royal Collection (see Opp, 1950, p. 72. cat. no. 418,
plate 74)
1705-25 - Drawing Master at Christ's Hospital, Monday,
Wednesday and Friday, from 1 to 5 p.m.
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Possible related works:
- a sheet of figure studies in pen and wash and ink on buff
paper, signed and dated 1704 (yAM)
- a South view of St. Paul's, initialled and dated 170(4?)
(BM P & D, Crace Coil.)
- topographical drawings of Islington, Wokey Hole, Bath,
Bristol, Bridgnorth, Shropshire, etc. dated 1718-19 and
1730-31 in BM P & D, were all assigned to Bernard Lens II by
Binyon (LB 2-39): however, the dates of the later works
indicate that they cannot be by him, as he died in 1725 -
Vertue states that they were all in the sale after the death
of Bernard Lens III and that they were all by the latter,
along with the views of Hampton Court now in the BAC - the
views of Canterbury and Gloucester (now in the Ashmolean),
on paper with the same watermark as the Hampton Court
drawings, must likewise be by BL III (see Brown, cat. nos.
904-6)
- Bernard Lens II may still, however, be the artist of the
1718-19 topographical drawings in the BM, mentioned above,
since he definitely made topographical drawings (see View of
Windsor Castle from the north, described above) as he had to
make one of London from the roof of Christ's Hospital when
he applied for the job - Vertue also mentions that he 'drew
views of many places in Indian ink' (Vertue IV, p.184)
- the sale after BL II'S death also indicates that he did
topographical drawings (BML Sc 550 (13)):
lot 113 - 4 Views of Portsmouth and South-Sea Castle (see a
view of Portsmouth by Lens at Spinks, 1984)
lot 114 - 4 Views of Pendennis Town and Castle (see BM Add.
MS 31,323 G; panoramic view of Pendennis Castle and y[e]
Town of Falmouth)
lot 177 - 13 Large Views in England by Mr Lens Senior, in a
book
lot 249 - 4 Views of Glocester, St. James's-Park, Dover
Castle
lot 250 - 9 Views of Abergavenny in Wales
- a drawing of The Prospect of the Light-House on the
Edystone, in the BM P & D, is probably by BL II and not BL
III as it is attributed by Binyon, because it was the
original for an engraving by Sturt of 1708 (Vertue Iv, p.
184, states that BL II 'drew for engravers, principally Mr.
Sturt, &c for plates, books, etc.')
- Huber, p. 91, states that BL II was employed to make the
drawings for John Sturt and other engravers and he also drew
in Chinese ink, a great number of views of the counties of
England and lists seven main engravings by BL II, all after
paintings by other artists, ie. Lely, Berghem, Vandervaart,
etc.

BERNARD LENS III (1681-1740)
1703-4 - Vertue (III, p. 100), stated that some of his
drawings were dated this early, which would not be
unfeasible, since that would make him twenty-two or twenty-
three years of age
1704 - two pen and brown wash drawings in an album of views
of England, etc. in the Royal Collection, are inscribed
'B.Lens 1704' - another of the drawings is inscribed 'An
exact prospect, of Gibraltar, with the Enemy's Trenches
before it' and '1704': all of these drawings as well as
another, dated 1718, in the same hand, are attributed to BL
III by Oppé, 1950, cat, no. 420
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1707 - earliest miniature by him (of Reverend Doctor Harris,
the mathematician mentioned in Chapter 2; see Noon, p. 171,
plate 188, who feels BL III had been doing miniatures for
quite a length of time already, as he was so accomplished)
1707 - Noon (p. 222 n. 29) states it must have been BL II
who taught Edward Harley, since he was described as 'the
best master we have in London' (Long, p. 266 also thought it
might be BL II but Foskett thought it was probably BL III:
it is doubtful, however, that this problem can be resolved,
since there is no doubt that BL III did take private pupils:
see below)
1712 - 'D'Acosta the Jew's daughter' began to learn to limn
of BL III (Vertue, III, p. 115)
1716 - from this year, at least, he also taught Sarah
Stanley, daughter of Hans Sloane, to paint miniature
pictures (Noon, p. 172)
1722 - advertisement from Watt's Academy in Little Tower
Street, (transcribed in Appendix B; this advertisement and
position has not been mentioned in the literature) indicates
that Bernard Lens, limner (ie. BL III) taught three
afternoons a week
1726 - Gouldirig, p. 41, records a bill at Welbeck Abbey for
'a book of 20 Drawings, views of severall Places in England
of my Drawing by ye life in Indian Ink, half a Giney each
Drawing 10 =10=0': Edward Harley had begun his lessons in
1707 and these topographical views of Lens were excellent to
learn to draw after, so it is quite possible that although
no payments are recorded for teaching Edward Harley's
daughter, Margaret (1715-95), the future Duchess of
Portland, to draw, these may have been used by her to copy
after - BL III would have been extremely busy at this date
and possibly unable to attend her regularly to give lessons
1727 - BM Map Library has drawings of Bath of this date and
copies after them by Pricilla Combe, possibly a pupil there:
King's Maps XXXVII.26-0 is inscribed 'drawn and measured
upon the place at Bath 20th Aug't.1727 by Bernard Lens' -
there are others in the Holburne of Menstrie Museum, Bath
c.l732 - Horace Walpole learned to draw at home from Bernard
Lens, master to the Duke and Princesses (Walpole
Correspondence, vol. 13, p. 7 n. 28, where Reverend Cole
recalled having seen Lens with Walpole in Sir Robert's house
at Chelsea, c. 1732 but he remarked that Horace Walpole
profited little from the instruction) - Walpole may not have
been an accomplished topographical draughtsman, but he was a
good miniature copyist of oil paintings, something that BL
III was one of the last artists to practice (see Foskett;
and Long, p. 267 who states that he taught Goupy to do this
as well) - two small copies after Watteau and Parinigianino
were made by Walpole for his mother and are now in the Lewis
Walpole Library, Farmington (see Lewis, p. 16, plate 5) -
Walpole's lessons may have been at home before going to Eton
(drawing of Walpole as a child, drawing under a table, is
now in Chewton Priory, Walpole Correspondence, vol. 13, p. 6
n. 28) or may have continued during holidays away from Eton
- they were certainly still in contact while Walpole was at
Eton, because in 1732 Lens illustrated Walpole's scroll of
Bacchic Verses to be hung in the Hall at Eton: the drawing
is now bound in to an extra-illustrated edition of A
Description of Strawberry Hill (1784), p. 16, now in the
Lewis Walpole Library where it is inscribed 'Drawn by
Bernard Lens for Mr Horace [torn] when at Eton School about
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1732 to adorn a copy of Bacchus Verses' - Foskett stated
that BL III taught at Eton and her source was a notation by
Basil Long in his annotated copy of his book on miniatures
(letter to the author, 31 May, 1983) - Long did not give a
source but it must have been this continued contact with
Walpole while at Eton - I have explained in Chapter 6 that
this would not have been an appointment to the college, but
a matter of privately-arranged tuition that possibly
coincided with BL III's lessons to the Duke of Cumberiand
and the Princesses, who Waipole grew up with (Walpole
Correspondence, vol. 13, p. 6 n. 29)
1735 - BL III published his drawing book for the Royal
Children: A New Drawing Book for ye Use of His Royal Higness
ye Duke of Cumberland, their Royal Highnesses the Princess
Mary and Princess Louisa - Design'd & Etch'd by Bernard Lens
1735 (BM P & D, Eng. Etchings c.272* vol. 25) - the etchings
in this book (Illus. 105-107) are remarkably close in style,
composition, and even subject matter (ie. views of the camp
of Quarter Guard on Hampton Court Green, 1733) to the 10
Views of Hampton Court now in the BAC, which are dated 1731-
33 - note that he included drawings of ships in this drawing
book, as well as Italianate views - some of the shipping and
fortress scenes are remarkably close to plates that appear
in the 1750 drawing book for Christ's Hospital
n.d. - he also taught the Hon. Helena Percival (information
from Sheila OConnell)
1736/7 - February 11-14th, Sale included lot 38 'A View of
Glocester, painted on Copper by Vooglezon after a drawing of
Mr. Lens by the Life' - the original drawing for this may be
the one in pen and ink and grey wash now in the Ashmolean
Museum, Sutherland Coil., see Herrmann, p. 74, plate 14; see
also Brown, cat. no. 906
1737 - the Duchess of Portland wrote to Mrs. Ann Granville
on June 21st that'Mr. Lens has given me two lessons; but I
fear we shall go out of town too soon to make any progress
of it' (information from Dudley Snelgrove
1738 - that she did indeed make some progress, is evident in
the drawings by her in Dudley Snelgrove's collection of this
date, inscribed 'M Cavendishe Portland July 18th 1738
learn't 3 months'(the drawing, in pen and ink and wash, is
of a coastal fortress, much like those in the 1750 drawing
book)
- Huber, pp. 91-2, stated that EL III had not only the
reputation of an excellent artist, but that of a perfectly
honest man - Huber owned several pretty landscapes and
portraits etched by him

SONS OF BERNARD LENS III

1. BERNARD LENS IV
- Brown (cat. no. 904) states that he first studied art
before entering the Exchequer Office, but this is not stated
anywhere else in the literature - Vertue (V 1 p. 63), noted
that Horace Walpole had found him a place in the Exchequer

2. ANDREW BENJAMIN LENS (c.l7l3-d.after 1779)
1723 - miniature of him by father, age 10, in VAM (Long, p.
266)
1727 - BM Map Library has a drawing (XXXVII.25b) entitled
View of Bath 1727,and inscribed 'A.B.Lens delin. ' - it is
perhaps best to state that this drawing, in grey pen and ink
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and wash, was done by ABL after a view drawn by his father,
BL III, on the latter's visit to that city in that year
1735 - Dudley Snelgrove owns two topographical engravings,
much in the manner of Samuel and Nathaniel Buck, which are
engraved in the print: 'A South West Prospect of St. Leonard
Shoreditch Middlesex AB Lens: deliniavit & Fecit July 1735'
and 'An East Prospect of St. Leonard Shoreditch Middlesex AB
Lens: deliniavit & Fecit July 1735'
1738 - advertisement in London Evening Post, 31st October:
'Whereas it has been reported that PETER LENS, limner,
lodges at Mr. MacCulloch's, surgeon, in Broad St. nr Golden
Square, ANDREW BENJAMIN LENS, lirnner, (second son to BERNARD
LENS, limner to his present Majesty, who follows business as
usual at KNIGHTSBRIDGE, near the Hospital) lives at Mr.
MacCulloch's above-mentioned, and not PETER the youngest son
of Mr. LENS above-mentioned' (see Foskett; and Buckley VAM
and BM P & D)
1740 - View of City of London from this side of York
Buildings AB Lens 1740 (photo in BAC)
1742 - signed and dated self-portrait, aged twenty-nine
(Foskett)
1744 - December 10th published shaded version of father's
(BL III's) Grenadiers Exercise of the Granado 'to be had
only of And'w. Benj'm. Lens Limner at his Lodgings, at Mr.
Mitchess's a Peruke Makers in Jermyn Street, St. James's
(BML)
1756 - Long, 'A View of the Ha-Ha and Mountain in Kensington
Gardens', Connoisseur, vol. XL (1914), p. 215, described a
drawing of this subject by ABL, signed and dated 1756
1764 - exhibited at FS from same address as 1744
1765-6 - exhibited at SA from same address and is described
as 'Benjamin Lens'
1767 - exhibited a miniature at SA from same address, but
now as Mr. A.B.Lens
1777 - April 16, Sale of Miniatures and other pictures by
his father, brother, and self, at Langford's in Covent
Garden - at the end of the title of the sale catalogue, he
advertised himself as 'Mr. LENS, MINIATURE PAINTER and
DRAWING MASTER, respectfully hopes for the Continuance of
the Favours of his Friends, as he proposes continuing
TEACHING as uSUAL' - the sale included, as being their own
subjects (not copies after other artists), works such as:
view of Hampton Court Green, Boys at hustle cap, ruins and
figures, etc.
1779 - exhibited at FS still from the Peruke Maker's in
Jermyn Street

3. PETER PAUL LENS (b.c.l7l4-d. after 1754)
1729 - Foskett notes his date of birth is recorded by a
miniature of this date stating he was fifteen
1729 - July 23rd, apprenticed to his father (Foskett)
1734-5 - two full-length portraits of Sir Roger and Sir
Edward Newdigate (Goulding, p. 42)
1738-9 - Foskett says he lived in Dublin around this time -
also his name is mentioned by his brother in his
advertisement of this year
1744 - March 19, Daily Advertiser, 'Lost, a miniature by P.
LENS (Buckley yAM), May 4th 'Lost, a tortoiseshell Snuf f-
box, mounted in gold, ... painted by PETER LENS, 20 Guineas
reward' (Buckley yAM) - same year, married Elizabeth
Goswell at St. George, Curzon Street
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1747 - published three views of Bath this year, of North
Parade, South Parade, and Whitehall Stairs (BA)
1747 - 28th October Daily Advertiser, 'the celebrated
Portrait Miniature Painter (the same who did lodge in
Portland St., facing Portland Mews) at his house at the
Green Lamp in the middle of Berwick St., Soho' (Buckley yAM)
1750 - miniature of this date by him was the last work known
by him so it was the last date known by Foskett, Goulding,
etc.
1752 - March 15, Daily Advertiser, 'LENS, Miniature Painter,
Berwick St., nearho Square' (Buckley VAM)
1754 - December 1, Public Advertiser 'LENS, Miniature
Painter, New Berwick St., Soho' (Buckley VAM) - both of
these advertisements would seem to indicate he was still
active

JOHN LENS (christened 2nd January, 1683/4 - d.ante 1716)
(also LENTZ, LAUS, LENSE)
1703 - teaching at John Ayress school (see Chapter 2)
1708 - 'John Laus, aet. 24 Gunner. B. Laus, aetat 26,
fecit. March ye 24, 1708' - recorded as inscription of back
of his portrait in a note signed J.C.J. in Notes and
Queries, 4th series, vol. viii, no. 196, September 30, 1871,
p. 262 - this portrait was in a group which included a self-
portrait by BL III, inscribed 'Born 1682

1724
48

'Bernard Laus, Pictor, painted by himself, born in 1682,
done Nov. ye 26, 1724. Painter in Miniatura to his most
sacred majesty King GeOrge' - in the portrait he holds in
his hand a portrait of the Queen, and on his desk is one of
the King (see also Foskett)
1716 - in March of this year, BL II wrote his will, which
stated that his children at that date were Bernard [III],
Edward, William, Jane, and Elizabeth; therefore, his son
John must have been deceased by this date - the John Lens
whose name occurs in the 1750's and '60's cannot be this
John Lens, son of BL II (information about BL II's will can
be found in F-W's typescript 'Some Early Drawing Masters').

EDWARD LENS (christened 3rd February 1685/6 - d. 1748/9)
also LENSE (NB. Foskett states that he was the brother of EL
II, but he was actually his son, which is clear from the
parish register of St. Bride's, Fleet Street)
1712/13 - March 25 entry in the baptism register of St.
Bride's, Fleet Street, states that Edward Lens and his wife
Mary were living in New Street and on that day their son
Edward was christened
1725 - on the 8th of June of this year he was elected
Drawing Master at Christ's Hospital
n.d. - drawing in pen and ink of a fortress (Illus. 8) in
the collection of Dudley Snelgrove is so close to those in
the 1750 drawing book with EL's monogram, that it may be by
him
1749 - January, Alexander Cozens was elected Drawing Master
at Christ's Hospital, in room of Edward Lens, deceased

SONS OF EDWARD LENS:

1. EDWARD LENS (christened March 25, 1712/13, St. Brides,
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Fleet Street - d. January 1746/7, Bedlam)
1724 - July 6, Edward Lens the Younger [Haberdasher] married
Ann Turner of St. Clement Dames, at Clerkenwell, St. James
1739/40 - their son William born 15th January and christened
24th, at London St. Sepulchre, parents living in Ditchside
[next to Christ's Hospital]
1746/7 - Christ's Hospital Presentations (CH MS 12,818 A/25,
no. 125): 'Humble Petition of Ann Lens of Parish of St.
James Clerkenwell', whose husband was a freeman of the City
of London and the Company of Haberdashers and 'Dyed in
Bethlem in January Raving Mad and left her in very mean
circumstances with one child which she is not able to
Provide for without assistance' - William was then seven and
the Hospital would take him until he was fifteen - the
petition was signed by his mother and the wardens of her
church 26 February
1755 - Christ's Hospital Register of Admissions and
Discharges, vol. 9, p. 163, January 17th: 'William Lens is
this day discharged from the charge of this Hospital
forever, by Order of a Committee of Almoners this day,
having behaved himself very audacious and Insolent to the
Masters of this House'

2. JOHN LENS (christened 11 April, 1725/6 St. Bride's, Fleet
Street - d.?) (NB. Foskett mistakenly assumed he was the
brother of BL III, but, as noted above, the John Lens born
to BL II was dead before BL II's will of 1716)
1744 - married Mary Lyons, October 15, St. George, Mayfair
1747 - October 9, son John Edward, christened in Finsbury,
St. Luke, Old Street
- probably an artist - possibly the John Lens who applied
for the position of Drawing Master at Christ's Hospital when
Alexander Cozens applied for and won it, but there was
another John Lens, teaching in Norwich from 1761 (described
below) - either of these John Lenses may be the man
responsible for the following advertisements:
1752 - 14 September, Daily Advertiser: 'J. Lens, Drawing and
Painting in Miniature accurately taught by J. Lens at Mr.
Dickenson's, Print Seller, the Corner of Bell Sauvage Inn,
Ludgate Hill'
1752 - 25 October, ditto, except 'Nag's Head Court, Snow
Hill'
1753 - 2 October, Daily Advertiser, 'Lens, John Miniature
Painter: Price 2s. a new drawing book of 12 Landscapes
designed by John Lens, miniature painter, Engraved by John
Cousse' - one of these engravings is preserved in Richard
Bull's album of prints by amateurs (BM P & D), see Illus.
108 - all of these advertisements were noted by Foskett;
and Buckley VAM and BM P & D
1766 - this year's edition of The Compleat Drawing-Master
(printed for R. Sayer, Fleet Street, copy in BAC), contained
five plates, including the title page and from A New and
Easy Book of LANDSKIPS Design'd by Mr. Lens. Printed & Sold
by Hen. Overton at the White Horse without Newgate, LONDON.
Lens Del. Wm. Austin Sculp. (Illus. 109) - this contained a
plate (Illus. 110) remarkably similar to the etchings of
fortresses in the 1750 drawing book for Christ's Hospital
and the pen and ink drawing in Dudley Snelgrove's collection
- other plates are quite close to the one engraved by Cousse
in the Bull album
1775 - Sayer and Bennet (p. 118) advertised the above
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drawing book and 'four elegant Landscapes designed by John
Lens and engraved by Bowles'

JOHN LENS OF NORWICH (c.1703-d.1779: 	 (see Gentlemen's
Magazine, 1779, p. 506) (NB. - this John Lens may
conceivably have been the son of BL II's son John Lens, who
died before 1716 - for his activities in Norwich, see Trevor
Fawcett, 'Eighteenth-Century Art in Norwich', Walpole
Society, vol. XLVI (1976-8), pp. 76-7, where he states that
he taught drawing and watercolours, painting on silk, five
orders of architecture and miniatures).
1774 - February 24, 'John Lens, gentleman, only son of John
Lens of Norwich, gentleman, admitted to Lincoln's Inn'
1780 - January 29: Will Probate (PROB 11,1060.29, pp. 228)
indicates that he left everything to this son, including his
property in Norwich and Northamptonshire, which had been
obtained through his wife, Dorsis Brown - an executor of the
will was William Tooke, of Serjeant's Inn, London, Esquire

THOMAS LENS (christened 7th December, 1691, fourth son of BL
II - d. ante 1716, ie. before his father's will of that
year)

THOMAS LENS (son or grandson of above?)
1765 - 7th August Public Advertiser, 'At Richmond, Miniature
Painting in the neatest manner, at 1 guinea and a half,
Bracelets, and 1 guinea Rings. By Thomas Lens' (quoted by
Foskett and by Buckley VAM and EM P & D)

DATED ITEMS CONCERNING 'MR LENS' WITH NO INDICATION AS TO
WHICH LENS
1730's - A View of Eaton College and A View of Windsor
Castle are both unsigned, pencil, pen and wash drawings in
the extra-illustrated edition of Description of Strawberry
Hill (1785) in the Lewis Walpole Library - rio indication of
which Lens, although there is a connection through Horace
Walpole, with EL III
1751 - two payments made to 'Mr Lens for teaching my son to
draw' made by the father of Earle Welby, who was attending
Eton at the time (see Chapter 6)
1766 - the drawing book, A New and Easy Book of LANDSKIPS...
found in that year's edition of The Compleat Drawing Master,
was mentioned in connection with John Lens, but, as it is
only inscribed 'Lens Del.' it may be by any member of the
family still active at that date
1765 - Buckley (VAM) records Ll2yds Evening Post notice of
14th August, 'Lens, Miniature Painter (dec'd) Red Lion
Street, Clerkenwell. His Eldest Daughter wife of Eborall,
watchmaker of London died'
1766 - Buckley ( yAM), records Daily Advertiser, 11 July,
'Lens, Miniature Pictures, TASH St., Grays Inn Lane
1780 - Spectator, 23rd September, 1922, mentions that a son
of BL III was living in the Geffrye Almshouses, Kingsland
Road in 1780.
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APPENDIX D:

THE BICKHAM FAMILY

George Bickham the Elder and Younger have frequently
been given incorrect dates of death, so that confusion has
arisen as to which was the elder and which was his son. No
monograph has ever been written on their work, which has
always nearly always been mentioned only in passing. 	 The
opportunity, therefore, for noticing this discrepancy in
dates has never arisen. Recently their dates have been
noted correctly: that George Bickham the Elder died 7 May,
1758 and the Younger died 21 June, 1771. The correct dates
have been found in parish registers which are explained in
the family tree at the end of this appendix. However, it
may be useful to review which authors have written about
their work and which dates they have given.

Authors will be referred to by surname only (with page
numbers in brackets): complete publication details can be
found in the Bibliography at the end of this thesis.

DNB - states that George Bickham Senior was a member of the
Free Society of Artists from 1761 to 1769 and died in
Richmond in 1769 and Bickham Junior died in 1758.

Foskett (pp. 164-5) - used the same dates as the DNB

Hammelmann and Boase ( p . 15) - stated that the elder
Bickham died in 1769 and the younger in 1749.

Athertori (p.16,n.5l) - assumed that the younger Bickhani
survived his father, but did not give any source.

G.B. Clarke (p. i) - indicated their dates as: the elder
?l684-?l758 and the younger ?l706-l77l.

Davison (p. 99) - also uses the incorrect DNB dates.

Dobai (Vol. I, pp. 757-58) - does not attempt to establish
which Bickham was responsible for the drawing books he
discusses, and dates The Drawing and Writing Tutor to c.
1730.

Godfrey ( p . 36) - was uncertain about the date the younger
Bickham died and stated c.1768.

London,	 Victoria and Albert Museum, Rococo exhibition
(l984)(no. C.16) - have the correct dates

London, Victoria and Albert Museum, Caricature exhibition
(1985) (nos. 41, 42, 44) - also has the correct dates

Heal ( p . 14) noted that Massey, a contemporary of the
Bickhams, had written that the elder had died in 1758 and
was buried in St. Luke's, Old Street, but Heal was unable to
find the parish registers to confirm this. The parish
registers are now available and record the death of George
Bickham, from palsy on May 7, 1758. That this was the elder
Bickham is confirmed by the will of 'George Bickham, Junior'
in the Archdeaconry Court of Surrey, June 17, 1771; the will
being executed June 26th to his widow, Elizabeth. 	 His
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burial is recorded in the Richmond Parish Registers on June
23, 1771. The fact that it was the younger Bickham who
lived to this date, is also proved by the entry in
Mortimer's UD ( p . 5): 'Bickham, George. Drawing Master and
Engraver, Mays Buildings near Covent Garden; or Kew-Lane nr.
Richmond. This artist assisted his late father in engraving
the Universal Penman, a work of great labour...'.

JOHN W[CKHAM
Tn. c. 1680'
RRTDGET - -

GEORGE BICKHAM (SR) 	 FRANCES	 JOHN	 MARY
b. c. 1683?	 b. 1684	 b. 1688	 b. 1690
d. May 7, 1758	 (Steprtey.	 (London,	 (London,
in. c. 1702?	 St. Mary ,	 St. Sepulchre)	 St. Sepulchrp1

Whitechapel)

ELIZABETH ?

I	 I
GEORGE BICICHAM (JR)
b. 1704?
d. June 21, 1771
in. ?
ELIZABETH

ELIZABETH
b. 1705
(London,

St. Giles,

Cripplega te)

JOHN

b. 1706
(London,

St. Giles,
Cripplega te)

? = unable to confirm date in parish registers

NB. Heal (p.14) noted the marriage of a George BECKHAM to
Susanna GADSDEN, both of Stepney, at St. James's, Duke
Place, Aidgate, on 23 February, 1706. This George BECKHAM,
however, is probably not related to the BICKHAMS above, but
instead could be a relation of John BECKHAM who was married
in st. Saviour's, Southwark in 1697 and whose children, John
(1707), Mary (1709) and Humphrey (1712), were christened
there.
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APPENDIX E

SUBCRIBERS, PUPILS, AND PATRONS OF ALEXANDER COZENS

If the dates they attended Eton College are given, this
information has come from Austin Leigh's Eton College
Register:	 1753-1790	 (1921)	 which lists	 the	 pupils
alphabetically, so no page references will be given. In
addition to the abbreviations set out at the beginning of
Appendix A, the following abbreviations will be used:

A = they bought at least one lot in the auction by
Christie's after the death of Alexander Cozens (31st March,
1787)

ASH = examples of their work can be found in the Ashmolean
Museum, Oxford and the most recent discussion of the artists
and their works can be found in that Museum's Catalogue of
Drawings Volume IV: Earlier British Drawings (b. before
1775) by David B. Brown

BM LUCAS = examples of their work were in the albums of work
by amateur artists collected by a member of the Lucas
family, now removed from the albums, but can all be found in
the BM P & D, under the name of the individual artists

CHEL = examples of their work can be found in the albums of
amateur etchings collected by Doctor William Chelsum, now in
the BAC

DA = they are mentioned by David Alexander in his exhibition
at Wolfson College, Oxford of 	 (1983)

PQ = Print Quarterly article by dare Stuart Wortley,
'Amateur Etchers' (July, 1932), pp. 189-211

WA = pupil of William Austin; their names can be found in
Appendix A, listed under the entry for Austin, in which are
transcribed all the names on his advertisement of post 1768

Wilton = Andrew Wilton's catalogue of the exhibition, The
Art of Alexander and John Robert Cozens at the Yale Center
for British Art, New Haven (1982)

NB. Names of subscribers to Alexander Cozens's Principles of
Beauty are UNDERLINED and are spelt as they are found in the
list of subscribers; correct or alternative spellings are
given in brackets afterwards

ABDY ABDY,	 Thomas 5th Bart.,	 Reverend (Thomas	 ABDY
RUTHERFORD to 1775)
Eton 1766-72

ALDWORTH-NEVILLE, Richard (see BRAYBROOK)

ALLEN, Mr.
?a Thomas Allen attended Eton - 1767-74
- an Allen exhibited portraits at the SA and marines in oil
at the FS (see also W)
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ALSTON, Thorns. Esq.
- possibly related to Sir Thomas Alston, Bt.

ANGELO, Henry (1760-1839?)
Eton 1765-72
(see Chapter 6)

ANSON, Lady Elizabeth YORKE (m. George, Baron Anson in 1748)
- aunt of Lady Amabel POLWARTH (q.v.) (see Chapter 7)

APSLEY, Lord Henry (1762-1834), later 3rd Earl BATHURST
(q.v.)
Eton 1774-78

ARGYLL, Sir Charles A, Knt.

ARGYLL, Lady

ASHBY, Mr.
1746 - name listed on f. 87r of Alexander Cozens's Roman
sketchbook (see Wilton, no. 3, and Oppé, 1952, p. 14)

ATKINS, Hugh, Esg.

AYLETT, George, Mr. (d.1783)
- apothecary anurgeon at Eton and Windsor (see Etoniana,
no. 67 (3rd January, 1938), p. 269)

AYNSCOMBE, Lillie, Esg. (Ainscombe)
- his house stood on the eastern side of St. Leonard's Hill,
near Windsor (at top of hill was home of General, later 3rd
Earl HARCOURT (q.v.) and his wife Mary (q.v.)) (see
Robertson, vol. I, pp. 76-7) (his name is also found in A)

AYNSCOMBE, Miss (Charlotte ?)
- her album containing works by and after Alexander and John
Robert Cozens was sold at Christie's, 15th June, 1982; see
Chapter 7 and Appendix I

BACON, - Esg. (John? sculptor RA (1740-99))

BADEN, Margrave of
- headed subscription list with the King

BAGNAL, - Esg. (Walter?)
- Walter Bagnal attended Eton 1766-70

BAMFIELD, - Esg. (BAMPFYLDE) Copplestone Warre (1719-1791)
- amateur who made landscapes in oil and watercolour,
etchings, and caricatures and in 1763 several views from
nature (see CHEL, DA, W, M, BM LUCAS, ASH, BAC, BULL, SA,
FS, RA)
- there are several letters from him in the Somerset Record
Office, Taunton in the Hestercombe Papers (DD/GC) - in 1781,
he wrote from Bath that he had just been to see Sir John
BURGOYNE (q.v.), whose regiment his son had just joined:
there is a letter to Burgoyne from Cozens to Hoare in Bath
asking him to give his regards to Mr. Bamfylde (see Wilton,
cat. nos. 71, 73, 145)
- there is a possibility that this Bamfield may be Charles
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Bamfield, Esq. who was a pupil of WA

BARNARD, Rev. Dr., Provost of Eton Edward (1717-81)

BARNARD, Master, of Eton Thomas
Eton 1769-76

BARRET, Geo., Esg. (1732-84)
- landscapes in oil and watercolour (see PQ, M, WA, M, BULL,
W, SA, FS, RA)

BASTARD, John, Esg.
Eton 1766-74

BASTARD, Edmund, Esq.
Eton 1766-74 (see WA)

BATHOE, John, Esg.

BATHURST, Rt. Hon. Earl, Lord High Chancellor of England
'Henry (1714-1794)
- his son Lord APSLEY (q.v.) also subscribed

BEAULIEU, Rt. Hon. Lady

BEAUMONT, Sir. Geo. Bart. (1753-1827)
Eton 1764-69
- amateur painter of landscapes in oils and watercolour,
extensive sketcher and also drew caricatures (see M, W, RA,
ASH, and Chapter 6)

BECKFORD, Wm. Es. (1759-1844)
1775 - from this year was a private pupil of Alexander
Cozens (see Oppé, 1952, pp. 26, 30-7 and several monographs
on Beckford)

BESBOROUGH, Rt. hon. Earl of William Ponsonby (1704-1793)
- the Earls wife, Henrietta (Spencer) Ponsonby (d.182l) was
an amateur etcher (see BULL, PQ)

BIRCH, George, Eg. (subscribed for 2 books)
- a Birch purchased a number of drawings at the A

BIRCH, George

BIRCH, George

BIRCH, Thos., Esg.

BIRCH, Miss

BLOFELD, Thomas (1733-1817)
- attended Weston's Greenwich Academy
- Barrister in London, related to SINGLETON (q.v.) and GROSE
(q.v.) by marriage
- purchased several drawings by Alexander Cozens, notably a
watercolour of Greenwich, signed and dated 1764; all the
drawings have since been dispersed except this one (see F.
Hawcroft's article on this drawing in the Burlington, vol
102 (1960), pp. 486-9)
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BONNER, Mr. (Thomas? artist (1740-1807) or Charles? actor in
Bath 1772)

BOOTHBY, Sir Brooke
- purchased two of WRIGHT of Derby's (q.v.) copies after
Alexander Cozens (see Nicholson, vol. I, p. 125)

BOSTON, Rt. Hon. Lord (family name IRBY)
Eton 1765 (see List of 52 Noblemen at Eton by Richard
Adworth-Nevjlle (BRAYBROOK, q.v.), Essex Record Office,
D.DBy.F. 19)

BOWLBY, Thomas, Esq_.

BOWLES, Oldfield (1739-1810)
- amateur painter of landscapes and portraits in oils and
watercolour, also made a great number of sketches,
especially on tours with his great friend, Sir George
BEAUMONT (q.v.) (see W, M, SA, FS, RA)

BRAYBROOK, 2nd Baron, Richard ALDWORTH-NEVILLE (1750-1825)
Eton 1758-67 - Eton notebook with figural studies and
landscapes is now in Essex Record Office (see A.C.Edwards,
Eton Boy 1758-67 (1978) - his Nugae Etonensis (E.R.O.
D.DBy.F.18) included Cozens as drawing master - of the 52
'Noblemen at Eton' (D.DBy.F.19, 1765) listed by him, 13 were
subscribers and pupils of Alexander Cozens

BRETHERTON, Mr. (6 Books) George
- drawing master and engraver, New Bond Street (see App.A
and Chapter 7)

BROMPTON, Mr. (Richard?) (c.l734-83)
-portrait painter in oils
1771 - Court painter; portraits of Royal Children for their
Governess, Lady Caroline Finch
1780 - Catherine the Great rescued him from jail for debt by
sending for him to become her Court painter in St.
Petersburg (W, SA, FS, RA)

BROOKY (see A)

BROWN, Hawkins, Esg. Issac, the Elder (d.l785 Bath) or
Younger (1745-1818)
Eton 1756-63 (see also A)
1772 - a Hawkins Browne accompanied Richard Aldworth-Neville
(BRAYBROOK q.v.) and J.B.DURADE (q.v.) on a tour of the
glaciers of Savoy (MS of tour in Essex R.O. D.DBy)

BROWN, Dr. John (1715-66)
- amateur artist who had been William GILPIN's (q.v.) tutor
and gave Alexander Cozens the definition of a blot he was to
use in the New Method (see Barbier, p. 40)

BRUCE, Miss
- apparently a Scottish pupil of Alexander Cozens while he
was in Rome (see Oppé, 1952, p. 14)
1750 - Horace Mann wrote to Walpole about her stating that
'A Miss Bruce, who was sent to Italy some years ago to learn
painting, could no bear the filthy figures in the Gallery
[Pitti Palace].	 She was even offended at two little naked
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angels which I had got copied from a picture of Raphael,...
"The Pecture may be gud", said she, "but in troth, it makes
one seck to see such endecencies". She was a virgin of
about 30, went from hence to Rome, and married a great
Irishman...' (see Walpole Correspondence, vol. 20, p. 145)

BURDET, - Esg.
- a Peter Burdett was a Hon. Etcher at the SA, from
Liverpool

BURGOYNE, Colonel, later General, John (1722-92)
1761 - fellow M.P. of William HAMILITON (q.v.) for Midhurst,
Sussex
1768, Sept. 7, 9 - John Robert Cozens drew trees on the
grounds of Burgoyne's home 'The Oakes in Carshalton, Surrey
(NLW, Dwgs. Vol. 134, f. 8 & 9)
n.d. - Alexander Cozens wrote to him about an appointment
(see Wilton, cat. no. 73)

BURKE, Edmund, Esg. (1729-1797)
- his home was 'Gregory', in Beaconsfield, in the vicinity
of Windsor

BURTON, Col.

BUTLER, Esg.

CADOGAN, Dr. William (1711-1797)

CALEY, John, Esg. St. Petersburg (CAYLEY) (1730-95)
- merchant and British Consul in that city
1756 - married Sarah Cozens, sister of Alexander Cozens

CANTERBURY, His Grace the Archbishop of Arthur Onslow
- lived at Ember Court, Esher, near Windsor

CARTER (name appears in A)

CAVANAUGH, Nicholas, Esg. of St. Petersburg
- merchant of the city of St. Petersburg
1753 - married Mary Cozens, sister of Alexander Cozens

CAVENDISH, Rt. Hon. Lord Frederic (1729-1803)
- uncle of William, Duke of DEVONSHIRE (q.v.)
1751 - a Frederick Cavendish left Newcome's
Hackney that year, where he was 'a skilled
grandson of the second Duke of Devonshire (see
'Newcome's Academy and its Plays', p. 344)

CHADWICK (name occurs in A)

Academy in
artist' and
E.A. Jones,

CHAMBERLAYNE, The Rev. Mr. (one of three brothers who
attended Eton?)
Thomas - Eton 1753-61
George - left Eton 1755
Edward - Eton 1751-58, in 1772 was made Fellow of Eton
College

CHAMIER, Anthony, Esg. (1725-1780)
1760 - 'Chamier, Merchant, Holborn' elected Alexander Cozens
to the Society of Arts (see RSA Records).
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- Anthony Chamier first worked on the Stock Exchange, later
became a government official, and from 1775 was Under
Secretary of State (DNB)
1778 - MP for Tamworth (see London, Museum of London,
Hugenot exh. (1985), no. 217: portrait of 1777 by Reynolds
(q.v.))

CHELSUM, Dr. (name occurs in A)
- Oppé, 1952, p. 42 describes him as a 'collector'
- his two albums of prints (CHEL) by friends and pupils at
Oxford are now in the BAC and many of the prints are by
people named in this Appendix (see DA)

CHICHESTER, Earl of (see PELHAM)

CHILD, Mrs.
- possibly wife of Robert Child of Osterley House, near
Windsor

CIPRIANI, J.B., Esg. (3 Books) John Baptist (1727-85)
(see M, W, RA, and App. A of this thesis)

CLANBRAZIL, Rt. Hon. Earl

CLARENDON, Rt. Hon. Countess of Charlotte (wife of Thomas
VILLIERS, see also HYDE (q.v.))
Eton - her three sons attended from 1764

CLERK,.Sir Francis CARR, Bart.
1766 - Wrest Park Correspondence (L30/9/60), Lady Amabel
POLWARTH (q.v.) to her mother, Marchioness de GREY (q.v.):
'Sir Francis Clerke [earlier referred to as Francis Carr
Clerke] was charmed with Canada - romantic and beautiful
beyond description'

CLIFFE, Miss

CLIFFORD, Lord (Baron Clifford of Chudleigh)
- owned two copies of Cozens's New Method (blots only - one
set now in Tate Gallery)

CLIVE, Rt. Hon. Lord Edward (1754-1839)
Eton 1762-70
1784 - married Lady Henrietta HERBERT (q.v.) (see POWIS in
BM LUCAS for both)

COGGAN, Th. C. Esg. (possibly Rev. Dr. Thomas (736-1818)

COLBOURNE, Miss

COLLINS, Miss Charlotte
1780 - Hon. Exhibitor of History drawings at SA, from
Winchester

COOPER (name in A) (possibly Richard, artist, see Oppé,
1952, p. 45)

COSWAY, Mr. (probably Richard (1740-1821))
mainly miniature and portrait painter, but also a drawing

master (see DNB, W, SA, FS, RA)
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COURTENAY, John Esg. (1741-1816)
- M.P. for York, friend of Harriet LISTER (q.v.) and John
GRIMSTON (q.v.)

COXE, Mr. Edward (1748-1814)
Eton 1754-64 (father was physician to the King's Household)

CRAWFURD, Patrick George, Eq (of Auchenames, Co. Renfrew)
- Sons at Eton: James 1755-58 and John 1753-57
1768 - P. George Crawford, Painter (see W) was a Hon.
Exhibitor at SA, no. 221, 'A drawing (by invention) a
landskip by the seaside' (the result of Alexander Cozens's
1759 Essay, 'Stile 1'?)

CRESPIN, - Esg.
- there are several references to Mr. Crespin in Bath in
Cozens's letters to Hoare (see Wilton, cat. nos. 69-70)

CREW (name is in A) (possibly John CREWE, husband of Lady
Frances Anne Fulke GREVILLE (q.v.))

CUMBERLAND, Duchess of Ann HORTON
1771 - married Henry Frederick, Duke of Cumberland (amateur,
see BULL and PQ)

CUMBERLAND, Rich'd Esg. (1732-1811)
- dramatist and government official

CURZON, see SCARSDALE

DALTON, Rich'd, Esg. (1720-1791)
1750's - drawing master (to HARCOURTS (q.v.)
Chapter 6)
1760 - Librarian to King George III
1778 - from this year Surveyor of the King's
App.A; and also see SA, W, M)

especially; see

Pictures (see

DANBY, Mary (see HARCOURT)

DANIEL, Mr. (Thomas DANIELL? 1749-1840)
1764-67 - painter who exhibited at FS from the Old Bailey

DAVENPORT, Mrs.
- in portrait by Mercier of the children of Sharington and
Gratiana Davenport (photo in Witt Library), one of the
daughters holds a sketch and the other, a portfolio
- Oppé (1952, p. 2) believes the subscriber to be related to
Alexander Cozens's mother, whose maiden name was Davenport

DAVIDSON, Mr. (d.1828)
Eton 1755-66

DAVY, The Rev. Mr. Charles
- tutor to Sir George BEAUMONT (q.v.); made metric version
of Cozens's Various Species (Wilton, cat. no. 13)

DEHANY, Philip, Esg.

DELANY, Mrs. Mary (née Granville, first m. Pendarves (1700-
1788)
- well-known amateur artist and member of the Royal Court
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(see monograph by Ruth Hayden (1980))

DELAVAUX, Mr. (Francis Hugh?)
Eton day boarder 1764-71 - son of Coal Merchant to the King

DENBEIGH, Rt. Hon. Countess of (2 Books) Mary (Cotton)
Fe ii ding
- family papers in Warwick Record Office; her son was an
amateur

DESBARRES, J.F.W. Esg. (2 Books) (1722-1824)
- attended Woolwich Military Academy then went to Canada
with Wolfe and charted coast
1774 - George III asked him to return to England to publish
his charts (see DA)

DEVONSHIRE, His Grace the Duke of William CAVENDISH (q.v.)

DEVONSHIRE, Her Grace the Duchess of Georgiana SPENCER
(q.v.)
- several of her letters to her mother refer to drawing (see
Brian Masters Georgiana (1981), pp. 87-96)

DICKSON, - Esq William? (1745-1804)
Eton 1757-63

DONALDSON, Wm. Esg.

DOUGLAS, Rev. Dr., Residentiary of St. Paul's

DOUGLAS (name in A)
- Oppé (1952, p. 42) states that this was Lady L. Douglas;
see also SCOTT (q.v.))

DRAX, - Esq

DUCIE, Rt. Hon. Lady Mary (Ramsden) REYNOLDS (d.1786)

DUMBLETON, Chas., Esg.

DUNBAR, Chas. Esg.

DUNCOMBE, Henry, Esg.
1767	 - nominated with George SAVILLE (q.v.) as 	 M.P.
candidate for York (see Portland Papers, University of
Nottingham)
- saw Alexander Cozens at an exhibition and subscribed there
to Principles of Beauty (see GRIMSTON (q.v.) letter in
App.I: B.2)

DUNCANNON, Lord (name in A)

DURADE, J.B.
- tutor to Robert Grimston, discussed mountain scenery with
Alexander Cozens (letter transcribed, in part, in Ingram, p.
61) (see W)
1772	 - toured	 Savoy	 glaciers	 with	 Aldworth-Neville
(BRAYBROOK, q.v.), HAWKINS BROWN (q.v.) and others

DURHAM, Bishop of see EGERTON
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above?)
exhibited a picture of two ladies

transcribed about her drawing

DUVAL, Mr. John

EAST, Sir Wm. Bart.
- lived at Ha1FPTce, in vicinity of Windsor

ECKARDT, A.G. Esqj at the Ha
- a German, J.G. Eckdt, was a portraitist in London
(d.l779) (see W, SA)

EGERTON, John (1721-1787)
- exhibited SA (see W)

EGERTON, Rt. Hon. Lady Caroline
- pupil of WA

EGERTON, Rt. Hon. Lady Sophia née Grey (wife of John
EGERTON)
Eton - two sons atttended; Francis 1766-73 and John William
1764-68
1774 - letter from Amabel POLWARTH (q.v.) to her mother, the
Marchioness GREY (q.v.), Lady Sophia's sister,
(L30/9/60/48): 'Pray who did the two views which I found
unexpectedly in one of the drawers in the Library. They are
both pretty, especially the view of Ross, & I should think
they came from Lady Sophia...'

EGERTON, Miss (daughter of
1779 - Hon. Miss Egerton
at RA (W)
1780 - see App.A letter
mistress, Miss Black

ELLERKER, Miss

ELLERKER, Miss
- both may have been the daughters of E.M.Ellecker of Risby
Park, near Beverley, Yorkshire, a friend of Harriet LISTER's
father (see Green, p. 5)

ELLIS, George, Esg.
Eton 1764-70

ELMSAL, Rev. Mr. Henry

ERSKINE, Sir James, Bart. (1762-1837)
Eton 1772-77

EVANS, Mr. Thomas (2 Books) (Bookseller? 1742-84)
1819 - Queen Charlotte's Auction, drawings lot 437: 12
Studies by T. Evans

FELL, Mrs.

FELLOW
1768 - John Robert Cozens sketched at 'Mr. Fellow's Park on
the banks of the River Orwell at Nacton (see album in
NLW, f. 18, 19)

DE FERRARS, Rt. Hon. Lord George TOWNSHEND (q.v.); became
Lord de Ferrars on his mother's death in 1770
Eton 1761-70
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1769 - letter from Rev. J. Norbury, tutor to the Townshends
at Eton, to their father: 'The establishment of the Academy
for Sculpture, Painting, etc. ERA] is, I think, very
prettily described in Mr. Townshend's verses [George]; and a
compliment paid to the King on that occassion; which need
not put any Sovereign to the Blush...' (Etoniana, vol. 56
(June 25, 1934), p. 88)

DE FERRARS, Rt. Hon. Lad7

FIELDING, see DENBEIGH

FITZWILLIAM, Rt. Hon. Earl William Wentworth (1748-1833)
Eton 1756-64

FITZWILLIAM,	 Rt.	 Hon.	 Countess Charlotte (Ponsonby),
daughter of 2nd Earl of BESSBOROUGH (q.v.)

FITZWILLIAM, Rt. Hon. Lady Frances

FITZWILLIAM, Rt. Hon. Lady Dorothy

FITZWILLIAM, Hon. Mr. (d.1786) (brother of Earl above)
Eton 1766-69

FLEMMING, Miss (2 Books) see HARRINGTON, Jane Countess of

FOLJAMBE, Mrs. Mary Arabella (Hewitt), wife of Francis
E.Foljambe of Aldworth, Yorkshire and Osberton,
Nottinghamshire
- family papers in Notts. Record Office, with several
references to drawing and the HARTLEYs (q.v.); also niece of
George SAVILLE (q.v.)

FONNEREAU, Martin
Eton 1753-57
1768 - John Robert Cozens sketched in his park (Christ
Church Mansion, Ipswich) (see NLW, Dwgs. Vol. 134, f. 21);
was also a good friend of Simon Pine (JRC's uncle) and of
Gainsborough

FORD, Richard
- owned drawing(s) by Alexander Cozens (see	 Sheffield
exhibition (1946), no. 4 Coast scene with castle on cliff

FOUNTAIN, Miss Elizabeth (daughter of John FOUNTAYNE, Dean
of York)
(see GRIMSTON (q.v.) letter in App.I, B.3)

FRASER, Wm, Esg (d.l781)
Eton 1773-78

FRENCH, Capt.

FRUSHARD, Mr.

GARDNER, Mr. (Daniel? (c.1750-1805) portrait painter, see W)

GARRICK, David, Esg. (1717-1779)
- nephews attended Eton with Henry ANGELO (q.v.)
- visited 'Burleigh	 House at the same time as Alexander
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Cozens (see App.I, n. 10)

GEORGE III
- headed list of subscribers
1778-84 - his Sons were taught by Alexander Cozens

GEORGIO, Signore
1746 - Alexander Cozens sketched and outlined landscapes
from life with this gentleman in Rome (see Wilton, cat, no.
3, and Oppé, 1952, P. 14)

GILBERT, Mrs.

GILPIN, Mr. Sawrey (1733-1807)
- for his connection with Alexander Cozens, see Chapter 4;
App. I; and Barbier, pp. 37 & 40 (see also: W, M, RA, SA)

GILPIN, Rev. Mr. William (1724-1804)
- for his connection with Alexander Cozens, see Chapter 4;
App. I; and Barbier, pp. 37 & 40 (see also M)

GODFREY, David, Esg.

GOOCH, Rev. Mr. John, Rector of Benacre Suffolk (1752-1823)
- several examples of his work,	 mainly landscape and
topographical, in CHEL (see also BULL, DA, M)

GOODENOUGH, Rev. Dr. Samuel (1743-1827)
- see App.B and Chapter 4

GOODENOUGH, Richard, Eq

GOWER, The Hon Mrs. Levesori
l754 - her husband, John, attended Newcome's Academy in
Hackney (see list of pupils in Hackney Borough Archives)

GRAFTON, His Grace the Duke of Augustus Henry FITZROY (1735-
1811)
1751 - attended Newcome's Academy to this year (DNB)

GRANBY, Rt. Hon. Marguiss of, Charles MANNERS (1754-87),
later (from 1770) Duke of RUTLAND
Eton 1762-70 (as Lord ROOS)

GREEN, - Esg. (Amos, Benjamin or Valentine? see App.A)

CRENVILLE, Miss

GRENVILLE, Miss Hester

GRENVILLE, Miss Catherine (married Lord BRAYBROOK q.v.)
- the brothers of the above young women, George, Thomas and
William, all attended Eton between 1764-76: George was
taught by Kirby and Bonneau (see App.A)

GREVILLE, The Hon. Mr. (6 Books) Charles (1749-1809) or
Robert (1751-1824), brothers of the Earl of WARWICK (q.v.)
- all three brothers were patrons and amateurs of the arts
and their sister, Lady Louisa Ann Greville, was a prolific
landscape etcher (CHEL, BULL PQ, DA, WA)
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de GREY, Rt. Hon. Marchioness, Jemima Yorke, also often just
GREY (1722-97)
- see Chapter 7 and App.I for her and her daughter's (Lady
POLWARTH q.v.) patronage of Alexander Cozens

GRIMSTON, John Esg. (1725-80)

GRIMSTON, Robert, Esg. (c.1747-?)
Eton 1759-64
- for all GRIMSTONS, see Chapter 4, App. I, Barbier, pp.
37,39, 40 and GROVE (q.v.) and LISTER (q.v.)

GR IMSTONL Mrs.

GRINDALL, - Esg.
1754 - there was a Grindall attending Newcomes Academy this
year (see list of pupils in Hackney Borough Archives)

GROSE, Francis, Esg. (173l?-91)
- one daughter married a SINGLETON (q.v.) and another
married BLOFELD, (the younger) (q.v.) (for Grose himself,
see DA, M, BM LUCAS, RA)

GROVE, Joseph
1776 - GRIMSTON (q.v.) Papers DDGR. 42/27: letter from Grove
to Grimston '. . . I have obeyed your orders and executed part
of your Commissions, having paid Faden & Mr. Cozens as you
will see by the enclosed receipts [see Barbier, p. 39]... I
was much pleased with Mr. Cozens's designs - that of moving
the dress of Ornaments has a pleasing Effect. I hope you
get him several subscribers the beginning of this Winter'.

GWATKIN, Robert Lovell, Esg.

HAMILTON, Gavin, Esq; Rome (1723-98)
1746 - poily knew Alexander Cozens in Rome (see Opp,
1952, p. 14) (see also W, SA, FS, BA)

HAMILTON, Sir Wm.; Bart. (1730-1803)
- possible	 connection with Alexander Cozens 	 through
Hamilton's nephew, William BECKFORD (q.v.)
1761 - M.P. of Midhurst Sussex with John BURGOYNE (q.v.)
1782 - John Robert Cozens, travelling with Beckford, fell
ill and convalesced at Sir William's villa at Portici, near
Naples (Oppé, 1952, p. 112)

HAMILTON, Mr.
- possibly	 William (1751-1801),	 BA,	 SA - decorative,
history, and portrait painter who also designed cabinets and
stained glass for William BECKFORD (q.v.) (see W and M)
- or John (fl.l767-87) - amateur, landscapes at SA, with
titles reminiscient of type of work Alexander and John
Robert Cozens produced (see W and M)

HARCOURT, Lady Elizabeth, later Lady LEE (1739-1811)
1750's - pupil of Alexander Cozens, see Chapter 7 and App.H

HARCOURT, George Simon, 2nd Earl (1736-1809) also Viscount
NUNEHAM or NEWNHAM
1755 - took lessons in landscape from Alexander Cozens (see
Chapter 7 and App.H) (see also DA, BULL, BM LUCAS, PQ, M)
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- he was a great friend of William MASON (q.v.)

HARCOURT, Hon. Mary (Danby Lockhardt), later Countess (1749-
1833)
- brother William Danby of Swinton Park, Yorkshire, attended
Eton 1763-70
1781 - in this year she was described as 'an assiduous
pupil' of Alexander Cozens (see M, Oppé, 1952, PP. 34, 35,
9ln., 119 and Wilton, cat. nos. 156-9, and Chapter 7 here)
1783 - Horace Walpole mentioned her in his MS 'Book of
Materials' where he stated that she drew landscapes 'finely
in chiaro scuro (see Horace Walpole's Miscellany 1786-1795,
ed. L. E. Troide, 1978)

HARCOURT, General William, later 3rd Earl (1742-1830)
- at A, purchased seven lots of drawings (see Oppé, 1952,
pp. 34, 35, 42)
- succeeded Col. BURGOYNE (q.v.) as Colonel of the Queen's
Dragoons
(see BULL, CHEL)

NB. All HARCOURTS were closely involved with the activities
of the Royal Court.

HARDINGE, George, Esg. (1743-?)
Eton 1753-60

HARDWICK, Mr.
- a Mr. iiwick who lived at Eton, purchased a skin
[vellum?] from Pote, the Bookseller (see 'Pote's Day Book',
Etoniana, Dec., 1950)
1773 - Mr. Hardwick at the Tower' exhibited at the FS (W)

HARDY, Mr. (James?) (fl.1750-77)
- writing and mathematics master at Eton (see Heal, p. 57)

(or Thomas?) (1757-c.1805)
- portrait painter and mezzotint engraver involved 	 in
radical politics (W, SA, RA)

HARRINGTON, Jane, Countess of (née FLEMMING) (d.l824)
- subscribed for 2 Books, 	 as Miss FLEMMING (for her
activities as an amateur, see M and BULL)

HARTLEY, Miss Mary (d.l803)
- great friend of Harriet LISTER (q.v.) GREEN (q.v.) in Bath
(see Mrs. Green's Memoirs, PP. 76, 81) - both may have met
Alexander Cozens while there - she also knew BAMPFYLDE,
WRAY, MASON, LOCK and GILPIN (all q.v..)
- see CHEL, BULL, DA, SA, BM LUCAS, W

HAWKINS, John (d.l785?)
Eton 1756-63
- a John Hawkins copied a drawing of The Great Beech-Bole by
Alexander Cozens (both now in the Leeds City Art Gallery)
- the blot of Hannibal Passing the Alps by Alexander Cozens
(?), now in the yAM, was from his collection
1800 - a John Hawkins contributed 5 guineas to the fund for
John Robert Cozenss daughter (see Oppé, 1952, pp. 97, 100,
119)
(it appears doubtful, then, that the John Hawkins who
attended Eton and died in 1785, is the same that Opp
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mentions)

HAYS, Samuel, Esg.

HAYWARD, Mr.
a Charles Hayward attended Eton 1753-60

1771 - a Hayward was Hon. Exh. at RA
1761-66 - Richard Hayward, Sculptor, exhibited at SA during
these years

HEARNE
- attended the A; Oppé, 1952, p. 43, believes him to be
Thomas Hearne, the artist (1744-1817) (mentioned in M and
exhibited at SA)

HERBERT, The Hon. Lay Harriot (2 Books) Henrietta Antonia
- sister of the Earl of POWIS (q.v.), daughter of Countess
of POWIS (q.v.) and later (1784) married Edward Lord CLIVE
(q.v.)
1768 - letter of December 3 to her brother at Eton: 'We are
extremely happy that Beaufidelle's Master comes to us on
Tuesday.
We therefore beg that in case you should forget how to

exercise your hands so we intreat you wou'd exercise them on
Martha and her Pigs Dogs and Horses do not pray forget to do
so... - (NLW, Powis Papers, 1414)
1783 - Herbert, Hon. Exh. RA, of a view in Italy (W)
1797 - March 4, Farington (vol. III, p. 784) stated 'Lady
Clive did not pay the Bill due to Old Mr. Cozens for
teaching Her to draw'.

HERBERT
- attended A: see Opp, 1952, where he describes him as a
pupil along with SUNDERLAND (q.v.)

HOAR[E], William, Esg. (1707-92)
1760s - Alexander Cozens wrote several letters to him in
Bath concerning various publications and asking for regards
and thanks to be sent to CRESPIN, BAMPFYLDE, and TAYLOR (all
q.v.) (see Wilton, cat. nos. 69-73)

HOLDSWORTH, Governor Arthur
Eton 1766-74
1771-74 - ordered drawing masterials from POTE (q.v.)
bookseller at Eton, as did PRAED (q.vJ, also from Devon
(see Oppé, 1952, p. 27, n.l)
1777-87 - Governor of Dartmouth Castle, Devon (lived at
Widdicombe)
- first cousin to Pierce TAYLOR (g.v.)

HOWARD, Mr.

HOWES, Mr. John? (fl.l770-95)
- see W1r John Howes, who painted miniatures, portraits
and pastorals (reproduction of landscape in watercolours by
him in W, shows a manner of painting trees that is very
similar to those in oils by Alexander Cozens) (see also RA
and SA)

HUMPHRY, Mr. Ozias? (1742-1810)
- one of Humphry's pocket books in BM (MS 22,949), contains
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a transcription of a scheme by Cozens: 'A sketch of a Great
Work by Alexander Cozens 1772....' as well as four receipts
for varnish (see Whitley, vol. II, p. 320; and Oppé, 1952,
p. 28; and W, SA, RA)

HUNTER, Miss Isabella
- pupil of WA

HUNTER, Mr. John (1728-93)
- anatomist and surgeon, established museum (DNB)

HUNTER, Dr. William (1718-93)
- brother of above
c.1763 - appointed Physician Extraordinary to the Queen
(Charlotte) (see NPG, Zoffany exh. (1977), no. 75)
1768 - appointed 1st Professor of Anatomy at RA

HURLESTONE, Mr. Richard? (fl.1763-80)
- portrait and literary genre painter (pupil of WRIGHT of
Derby (q.v.) who went to Rome with him in 1774-6, therefore
would know of Alexander Cozenss work through Wright, who
already possess drawings by Cozens at this time) (see W, RA,
SA)

HYDE, Rt. Hon. Lord Thomas VILLIERS (from 1786 Earl of
CLARNDöN q.v.) -
Eton 1764-70 - the names VILLIERS and HYDE are found in
BRAYBROOK's (q.v.) list of noblemen at Eton in 1765

HYDE, Miss
1775 - Hyde, crayon painter, exhibited drawings in chalks at
FS (W)

INGILBY, John, Esg. later Baronet, of Ripley, Yorkshire
(1758-1815)
Eton 1773-75

JEFFERY, Mr. George
- the letter describing Alexander Cozens as Mrs. WRAY's
(q.v.) drawing master, and describing his visit to Burleigh,
was written by M. Jeffreys; it was written from Richmond and
also described events at Court (see App.I, p. 356, n. 10)

JEFFERY, Mr., Rome James JEFFREYS (175l-4)
1775-78 - history painter, in Rome, where possibly met John
Robert Cozens (see W, SA)

JUBB, Mrs.

KAY, Mr.
1776 - letter of August 15th, from Alexander Cozens to John
GRIMSTON (q.v.), asks his eldest son to give his regards to
Mr. Kay (see App.I, B.3)

KER, David, Esg.
- a David Ker of Portavo and Montalton, County Down, had a
son at Eton 1788-95

KER, Rich'd Gervas, Esg.

KER, Miss
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KIMBER, Mr.
1757 - from around this year he was an apothecary at
Eton/Windsor
1769-71 - son attended Eton (see Etoniana, no. 61 (Nov. 1,
1935), P. 169)

KING, Rev. Dr.

LAMBE, Mrs.

LANE, Miss
- Anne Louisa exhibited miniatures and portraits in oil at
SA and RA from 1769-82 (W)
- Mary Lane exhibited landscapes etc. in hair, at SA 1770-77
(W)

LANGFORD, Rev. Wm. - Rev, of Eton College (d.1814)
Assistant Master at Eton 1766-75
Lower Master at Eton 1775-1802 (see Farington, Diary,
Sept.5, 1805 and Sept. 27, 1806)

LAURENTS, Rev. Mr., Master of Bury School

LEE, see Lady Elizabeth HARCOURT

LEFANU, Joseph, Esg.

LEIGH, Robert, Esg.

LISTER, Miss Harriet, of York; 1796 m. Amos
GREEN (q.v.)
- knew several other subscribers, ie. GRIMSTON, HARTLEY,
GILPIN, COURTENAY, BEAUMONT (see her Memoirs, written as
Mrs. Amos Green)
1778 - letter from her to John GRIMSTON relates a meeting
with Alexander Cozens (Humberside County Record Office,
DDGR.42/28)(transcribed in Chapter 4)

LITCHFIELD, The Lord Bishop of

LIVItJS, George, Esg.

LOCK, Esg. William of Norbury? (1732-1810) or his son, also
William (1767-1847) who were both amateurs (see W, M, BULL,
WA, and Barbier, PP. 158-61)

LOCKWOOD, Miss
1781	 - Matilda Lockwood made a copy of a Bartolozzi
engraving (ASH, cat, no. 909)

LOWTHER, The Hon. Lady Mary 2 Books
- wife of Sir James Lowther, Bart., who lived in the
vicinity of Windsor Castle

LtJMLEY, Rt. Hon. Lord Viscount George Augusta (later 5th
Earl of SCARBOROUGH) (1735-?)
Eton 1764-70

MACCLESFIELD, Rt. Hon. Earl of
- pupil of WA
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MAJOR, Mr. Thomas? (1720-99)
- engraver (ARA, FA)

MARRIOT, Dr.

MARTIN, James, Esg. 2 Books

MASON, Rev. Mr. William (1724-97)
- poet and precentor of York (W says he exhibited at the RA,
but that was another William Mason, see DA)
- corresponded with several subscribers and patrons of
Alexander Cozens: HARCOURTS, GRIMSTONS, SAVILLE, GILPIN (his
correspondence with the latter contains references to
Cozens's ink and methods of blotting (see Barbier, p. 39)
- Cozens used a later (1783) edition of his poem, 'The
English Garden' in his New Method (see Oppé, 1952, pp. 57,
n.2, 166)

MAYNARD, Lord Charles (1751-1824) of Easton Lodge, Essex
Lord Henry (1758-1806)

Charles at Eton 1764-69, Henry 1769-74
- Charles was a neighbour of BEAUMONT (q.v.) at Dunmow,
Es sex
- Angelo stated that they were his fellow drawing pupils of
Alexander Cozens at Eton (see Angelo, vol. II, p. 126)

MAYRICK, Edmund, Esg.

MICHELL, Peter (7 Books) possibly misspelling of MAZELL
- Peter Mazell was an engraver, who exhibited at SA 1761-91

MITFORD, William, Esg. (174-1827)
- according to William GILPIN (q.v.), he was 'well-skilled
in painting' (see Chapter 4)

MONRO, Dr. Thomas (1759-1833)
- purchased several lots at A and attended John Robert
Cozens during his illness during which time he owned or had
under his care, drawings by the latter which were copied by,
amongst others, Girtin and Turner (see Oppé, 1952, pp. 42,
226-19, 160; and Wilton, cat. nos. 168-77)

MORTON, Rt. Hon. Earl of George DOUGLAS (1761-1827)
tton 1775-77
1775 - William BECKFORD, a private pupil of Alexander
Cozens, wrote to Morton about 'The Persian', his nickname
for Alexander Cozeris (see Brian Fothergill, Beckford of
Fonthill (1979), p. 42 and n. p. 357)

MOTJNTAGU, Mrs. Elizabeth MONTAGU (1720-1800)
- Bluestocking, authoress, and leader of society

NEVILLE, Richard Aldworth- see BRAYBROOK

NEWTON, Capt.
- a boy named Newton attended Eton 1753-60
1768 - September 18th, John Robert Cozens sketched at Maze
Hill in Greenwich 'in company with Stubbs and Newton'
(NLW, Dwgs. Vol. 134, f. 136)
- a companion etching to a view of Lundy Castle after John
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Robert Cozens was by J. Newton (see Oppé, 1952, p. 95n.)
1776-7 - James Newton, engraver, exhibited at SA

NEWTON, Miss
- a Mrs. Newton was a dame at Eton at this time
- a Miss Newton was a pupil of WA

NEWTON, Mr. William (1735-90)
1760-83 - Clerk of the Works at Greenwich and architect who
exhibited at SA, FS, etc. during this period

NIXON possibly John (c.1750-1818) or brother Rev. Robert
(1759-1830)
- both were amateur landscape watercolourists who went on
extensive sketching trips (see M, W, SA)
- Oppé, 1952, p. 42 thought this may have been the name used
by John Robert Cozens at A

NOLLEKENS, Mr. Joseph (1737-1823)
- sculptor who 'formed his taste on the antique and
introduced a purer style of art' (quote from Flaxman, see
Whinney, p. 113)

NOUAILLE, Peter, Esq.

NUNEHAM, see HARCOURT

O'HARA, Miss

ORLOFF, His Highness Prince Orloff, Generalissimo of the
Artillery of the Empress of Russia
[771 - acted as foreign ambassador for Catherine the Great
and met George III and the Royal Family (see P. Fitzgerald,
Royal Dukes and Princesses of the Family of George III
l882), vol. I, p. 251)
1775 - ambassador for Catherine the Great in Italy, at Pisa,
and corresponded with Sir William HAMILTON (q.v.), the
King's Envoy to Naples at that time (see Brian Fothergill,
William Hamilton, Envoy Extraordinary (1969))

ORWELL, Lord, see VERNON

PALMER, Sir Charles, Bart., born Charles HARCOURT, of Darny
Court, (1760-1838)
Eton 1775-76, Darny Court was nearby

PARKER, Doctor
1768 - letter from Alexander Cozens to John GRIMSTON (see
App.I, B.I, p. 360): 'waited on Dr. Parker who receiv'd me
in his usual easy friendly manner'
1771 or 2 - 'Mrs. Parker, ye Doctor of St. James's Lady' was
being talked of as a possible future Mistress of the Queen's
BedchaTnber in the letter from Mrs. JEFFREYS (q.v.) (see
App.I, p. 356, n.10)

PARS, Mr. Henry (1733-1806)
1763 - he described himself as a drawing master from this
year at least (see App.A and M, W)

PEARSON, Mr.
c.1798 - possibly the drawing master in Ripon who was a
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landscape painter and imitator of Girtin (information from
Susan Morris, see App.A) (see also M)

PELHAM, Rt. Hon. Lady Anne FRANKLAND (m.Thomas, Lord Peiham
in 1754)
- there are etchings by Thomas Frankland (1750-1831) (of
Yorkshire, 6th Bt., pupil of Maichair) in the BULL album
(see PQ)

PENDARVES, Mary see DELANY

PENN, Hon. Lady Julianna (née FERMOR)
- mother of Granville (Eton 1773-77) and John (Eton 1773-76)

PENNICK, Rev. Mr.

PENNICOT, Rev. Mr.

PERRY, Hon. Mrs.

PETERS,	 - Esg. Mathew William Peters? (Rev.from 1781)
(1741/2-1814)
- Mathew Peters exhibited mainly portraits and figure
drawings at SA and FS; studied in Italy - his portraits
derived from Greuze, therefore, he would probably have been
interested in Alexander Cozens's Principles of Beauty

PETHER, Mr. probably William (c.1738-182l)
- mezzotintist who executed the plates for Cozens's New
Method
- also painted miniatures and portraits in oil (see W, FS,
SA, RA)

PIERCE, Mr. possibly PEARCE
c.1781/2 - 'Mr. Pearce, nephew to Late Bishop of Rochester,
an Eton man, at Magdalen College, Oxford' (Etoniana, vol. 18
(May 10, 1915), p. 282) (possibly also pupil of WA)

PIERRIE, Lieut. William (fl.1768-75)
1768 - Lieutenant in Artillery, made drawing of Niagara
Falls from which Richard Wilson made an oil painting (see D.
Solkin, Richard Wilson (1982), cat. no. 137)
1775 - as Captain in the Artillery, exhibited a landscape
view at SA (W)

PINE, Mrs. Jane Hanbury
- Alexander Cozenss sister-in-law (m. Horace Pine of
Nacton, son of John Pine: see Parish Records, Suffolk Record
Office, Ipswich)

PLUMPTRE, Mr. John, of Eton (1754-1825)
Eton 1764-72
1774-78 - private tutor to Lord APSLEY (q.v.), while he
attended Eton

PLUMPTRE, Mr. Charles (1755-1812)
Eton 1767-73
- their mother, Charlotte Young Plumptre,
of Rev. Bartholomew Young, an assistant
whose wife kept a boarding house there (see

was the daughter
master at Eton,
also YOUNG)
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POLWARTHL Rt. Hon. Lady Amabel GREY (1751-1833)
(see App. I, p. 356, 356n.1O; and Chapter 7; and BM LUCAS,
and BULL)

PORTLAND, Her Grace the Duchess Dowager of Margaret BENTINCK
11722-84)
- patroness of the arts and friend of Mrs. DELANY (q.v.)
- step-mother of Marchioness de GREY (q.v.) and grandmother
of Lady Amabel POLWARTH (q.v.)

POTE, Mr. Sen. Joseph (d.1787)
- owner of bookstore at Eton, where Cozenss pupils obtained
their drawing supplies; also sold prints
1769 - shop taken over by his son Thomas (d.1794) (see
Etoniana, no. 13 (March 1, 1912), p. 268) (see Oppé, 1952,
p. 27) (it was probably the younger Pote who attended the A)

POTT, Mr. Sen. probably Percival
- Surgeon of great esteem in London, great friend of Harriet
LISTER's (q.v.) father (see Green, p. 6)

POTT, Mrs.
- wife of above and great friend, along with her son
(below) of Harriet LISTER (q.v.) and her mother in London in
1765 (see Green, p. 10)

POTT, Mr. Jun. Joseph Holden, later Archdeacon of London
Eton late 1760's
1782 - published An Essay on Landscape Painting and in it he
mentioned Cozens's work and laments that he did not paint
more oils (see Dobai, vol. II, p. 901; and Herrmann, p. 61)

POWIS, Pt. Hon. Earl of (2 Books) George Edward Henry Arthur
HERBERT (d.l8Ol)
Eton 1768-72 as Lord LUDLOW, from 1772, was Earl of Powis
- sister was Lady Harriot HERBERT (q.v.), who later married
Lord CLIVE (q.v.)

POWIS, Rt. Hon. Countess of (2 Books) Barbara
- mother of above

PRAED, Wm. Mackworth, jun. Esg. (1756-1835)
Eton 1766-74; ordered drawing materials from POTE (q.v.)
(see Oppé, 1952, p. 27n.l)
1820 - at Dr. Curry's sale, purchased album of drawings by
Alexander Cozens, once belonging to STEBBING (q.v.), for his
daughter (see Opp, 1952, p. 83 and Chapter 6)

PRATUIEL, Capt. (2 Books)

PRINGLE, Sir John, Bart. (1707-82)
- Physician - his letters on scientific subjects are listed
in the National Registry of Archives (Quality Court,
Chancery Lane)

PRINGLE, Miss
1772 - Lady Amabel POLWARTH (q.v.) taught Cozens's blot
method to a Miss Pringle in Scotland on a visit (L30/9/60/3)
(see App. I, p. 356n.lO)

QUEENSBURY, His Grace the Duke of
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RAMSAY, Allen, Esq. (1713-84)
- important portrait painter, originally from Scotland, no
longer painting at this date (1775)
1782 - in September went to Italy with son John, who kept a
journal of their stay there, which states they met John
Robert Cozens shortly after his arrival there and he was a
frequent guest for tea - his name is also often mentioned
there in connection with Sir George BEAUMONT's (q.v.) (see
Alastair Smart, Life and Art of Allan Ramsay (1952), pp.
173-4)

RAPER, Henry, Esq.

RASHLEIGH, Rev. Peter (1746-1836)
Eton in 1760's
- later pupil of Malchair at Oxford, painted landscapes and
topography (see M)

REYNOLDS, Sir Joshua, Knt.

RICHARDS, John, Esq. (possibly John 'Inigo') (1731-1810)
- exhibited rural landscapes, ruins, seaviews, views of
country houses, and was early exponent of the picturesque -
also possibly connected with Harrow as drawing master (see
App. A)
- may also be John Richards, landscape painter in body
colours (see M, W, RA)

ROBERTS
- at A; possibly Alexander's son-in-law, Charles Roberts,
who visited Farington several times in the 1790's (see Oppé,
1952, p. 42)
- may possibly be the drawing master at Oxford (c.l766-1800)
(see App.A)

ROBINSON, John, Esq. (1743-?)
Eton 1755-60; son of William Robinson of Fleet Street,
druggist

ROMNEY, Mr. probably George (1734-1802)
1776 - returned to London after studying in Rome - was a
neo-classical history painter, therefore, would be
interested in Cozens's Principles of Beauty (W, SA)

ROOS, Lord and RUTLAND, Duke of, see GRANBY

RYLAND, Mr. William (1732-83)
- studied in Rome and on return became engraver, favourite
of George III, went bankrupt and was hung for forgery - also
a drawing master (see App.A and RA, SA, M)

SAUNDERS, Mr. possibly John (1750-1825)
- pastellist and drawing master (see App.A)

or Morley Saunders (d.l825)
- of Baltinglass, County Wicklow - in 1767, wrote to his
parents from Eton (see Etoniana (November 29, 1969), p. 364)

SAVILLE, Sir George, Bart.
- correspondent and friend of many other Cozens subscribers,
ie. GRIMSTON, MASON, PORTLAND and DUNCOMBE (all q.v.)
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Younger (q.v.)	 and

under a tree, now at
is inscribed: 'A.

SCARSDALE, Rt. Hon. Lord Nathaniel CURZON (d.1804)
1770 - etchings of this date, by "2nd Lord Scarsdale", are
in BULL, CHEL; see also WA
1789 - it was noted that Alexander Cozenss two oils of
Matlock (s. & d. 1756) were at Keddleston, Lord Scarsdale's
home in Derbyshire - they may have been there since the time
they were painted (see Nicolson, vol. I, pp. 88 and 88n.5)

SCOTT, Lady Frances, from 1783, Lady DOUGLAS (1750-1817)
- amateur (see gouache drawing of her drawing from a camera
obscura by Paul Sandby in the BAC)
- four drawings in a private collection, U.K. are by her
(one after Robert Adam); Mr. Oppé stated that they were in
the Home Drummond Murray sale (Sotheby's Nov. 2, 1921 (283)
and there was evidence to show that Alexander Cozens had
pupils among members of the family (see FS, and A)

SEAFORTH, Rt. Hon. Earl of (4 Books)

SEATON, Hugh, Esg.

SELKIRK, Rt. Hon. Earl of (2 Books)

SINGLETON, Gov. Anketell
- brother-in-law of Thomas BLOFELD the
GROSE (q.v.)
1764 - his finished drawing of a figure
Whitworth Art Gallery,	 Manchester,
Singleton Invt. 1764. A Cozens delt.
- Governor of Landguard Fort - was possibly there in 1768
when John Robert Cozens sketched the fort (see album now in
the National Library of Wales)

SKIPPE, John (1741-1812)
1766-77 - travelled in Italy
C.J. Vernet; Alexander Cozens
in 1746

and studied landscape under
also studied with the latter,

- like Cozens, he worked primarily in monochrome (Williams,
p. 235) (see M, BULL, PQ)

SMELT, -Esg.
- Captain Leonard Smelt, military engineer C?)

SMITH, - Esg.

SNELLING, Mrs.

SOLANDER, Dr. (Daniel Charles ?, botanist) (1736-82)

SPENCER, Lord (George John, 2nd Earl from 1783) (1758-1834)
- for comments on drawings purchased by him at A, see Oppé,
1952, pp. 43, 87
1796 - Rev. James BOURNE became teacher of drawing to Lord
Spencer (see App.A)
- wife, Lavinia Bingham (1762-1831) was amateur, mainly of
figural subjects (see DA, W, FS)

SPRANGER, - Esg.

STANLEY (see A)
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1779-80 - Sir J. T. Stanley Bt. sent his son to Mr. James's
Academy in Greenwich (see App.G)

STEBBING, - Esg. Henry (1752-1819)
- see A, and Chapter 6

STONEHEUR, Richard, Esg.

STRONGE, James, Es

STUBBS, Mr.
- there were two George Stubbs (father and son) (1724-1806,
and c.1756-1815) and one Richard Stubbs, a relative of the
elder George Stubbs
- the subscriber here could be any of the above, since a
'Stubbs' was with John Robert Cozens and NEWTON (q.v.) at
Maze Hill, Greenwich in 1768
1766 - R. Stubbs won prize at SA for an etching of a
landscape with figures after Visscher

SUNDERLAND, Thomas (1744-1828)
- described as a pupil by Oppé, 1952, p. 43 with HERBERT
(q.v.)
- owned several drawings by Alexander Cozens (see Williams,
pp. 239-40 and Oppé, Sheffield Cozens exh., 1946, cat. nos.
45, 46, 92)
- his views of the Lake District are easily confused with
John Robert Cozens's and the latter provided him with
instructions for tinting landscapes (Oppé, 1952, p. 116) and
may have stayed with Sunderland in the Lake District

TAFT (see A)

TALBOT, John, Esg. (1749/50-93)
Eton 1760-65

TASSAERT (see A)
- well-known dealer, according to Oppé, 1952, p. 43

TATE, William, Mr. (1748-1806)
- portrait and occasional history painter, pupil of WRIGHT
(q.v.)
- his nephew, Thomas (d.1825) was a patron and close friend
of Wright's and an amateur watercolour landscapist
- apart from the use of Principles of Beauty for painting
portraits, Alexander Cozeñs's work may have been recommended
to them by Wright (see M, W, SA, RA)

TAYLOR, Pierce Joseph (Pearce Taylor) (1754-1832)
Eton 1766-71
1769 - letter of September 22 to mother:
'I shall soon go into the 5th form when I shall have more
time to write I promise you will I will mind my French, and
will attend dancing once in a week constantly and sometimes
twice. I shall learn Latin Greek French Drawing Dancing. I
do not like to learn so much as one thing will hinder
another (Etoniana, vol. 46 (June 4, 1929), p. 723)
- his home was Denbury near Newton Abbot, Devonshire, and he
was related to Arthur HOLDSWORTH (q.v.) arid also knew
William Mackworth PRAED (q.v.) - one of these three men must
have been the author of the letter from Devon defending
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Cozens's oil painting and his method of teaching his boys to
draw at Eton (see Whitley, vol. II, pp. 319-20)
-this may be the 'Mr. Taylor' Cozens refers to in one of his
letters to HOARE (q.v.) in Bath - this Taylor may also be
John Taylor of Bath (1735-1806) a wealthy amateur landscape
painter and etcher (W) - he is mentioned in these letters to
Hoare, in connection with BAMPFYLDE (q.v.), whose brother-
in-law, Edward KNIGHT also knew 'Pearce Taylor' (mentions
him in his notebooks now in the Kidderminster Public
Library)

THOMPSON,	 , Esq.

THORNTON, Godfrey, Esq.

TIERNEY, George, Mr. (1761-1830)
Eton 1776-77
- later a Whig politician who had a duel with Pitt in 1798

TOULMIN, Richard, Mr.
Eton 1773-76 (this Toulrnin's first name is unknown)

TOWNSHEND, Rt. Hon. Dowager Lady Viscountess

TOWNSHEND, Rt. Hon Lady Viscountess
- wife of George, 4th Viscount Townshend, later 1st Marquis
(1724-1807), a talented amateur caricaturist (M, BULL, DA,
PQ)

TOWNSHEND, Hon. John
Eton 1763-72
- son of George, 2nd Viscount and brother of George Lord
FERRARS (q.v.)

TOWNSHEND, Hon. Thos.
- brother of George, Viscount Townshend
1754 - a teller of the Exchequer, mentioned as going to
great lengths to serve his childrens tutor (Edward
BARNARD, q.v.) at Eton (Etoniana, no. 80 (June4, 1940), p.
467)

TOVJNSHEND, Miss (see WA)

TUDMAN, = Esq.

TURNER, Capt.
1802,3 - Col. of the Guards, in Egypt during Napoleonic wars
and drew mainly figural subjects there
- later General Turner, Secretary to Prince Regent
- educated at Eton, according to Farington (Diary, October
28, 1813) (see BULL, PQ)
- possibly may be John Turner, Esq., winner of I-Ion. Premium
at SA for under 16's, in 1759, for a landscape view after
nature (Dossie, p. 423, says he was Captain of the Guards
afterwards and now (1782) deceased)

UDNEY (see A), probably John (fl.1773-98)
- consul at Venice and Leghorn and well-known collector (see
Oppé, 1952, p. 43)

VALLTRAVERS, Rudolph, Esq. (2 Books)
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amateurs regarding
em Ireland Record

(later Lady Henry
), who was also an

- originally from Switzerland; appears to have been print
dealer and executed business for John Grimston at Kilnwick
re prints, painting materials, and books: there are letters
from him in London to John GRIMSTON (q.v.) on April 19, 1774
(DDGR 42/24), February 7, 1775 (DDGR 42/24) and November 11,
1775 (DDGR 42/23)

VANDERMAN, Mrs. ?Cornelia Van der Mijn (1709-c.1772)
- Dutch-born, painter of still-lifes, flowers and portraits
(W, FS)

VERNON, Francis Lord ORWELL (d.1783)
1768 - John Robert Cozens drew in Orwell Park on his visit
to his uncle Horace PINE (q.v.) in Nacton (see Album now in
NLW, f. 19-21)

VESCI, Viscountess de

VIGOR, Mrs. (d.1783) formerly Mrs. RONDEAU
- author of Letters from Russia, where she was Mrs. Rondeau
and where she met Alexander Cozens's father, Richard
- later married Mr. William Vigor, a Quaker, and lived in
Windsor (see App. H, p. 70 and 70n.2)

VILLEBOS, - Esg.

VILLETTES, Miss Maria

WALPOLEJ Hon. Sir Edward, Bart.
- brother of Horace Walpole, 4th Earl of Orford, who
collected Sir Edward's drawings and had them bound in his
master copy of his Description of Strawberry Hill (1774)
(see Lewis, pp. 23, and 23n.34)
- it was through Sir Edward that John Robert Cozens's
sister's husband, Charles Roberts, obtained a post in the
Exchequer (see Oppé, 1952, p. 42)
- lived at Frogmore, near Windsor

WALSINGHAM, Hon. Mr. Robert BOYLE (1736-80)

WALSINGHAM, Hon. Mrs. Charlotte Williams (d.1790)
1768-83 - at Windsor Castle - a Bluestocking but esteemed by
her peers to be 'the first lady Painter' (see Oppé, 1951, p.
28)
- several letters to her from other
painting and drawing are now in the NortI
Of f ice (see also Crabtree in App.A)
- their daughter was Charlotte Boyle
Fitzgerald, Baroness de Ros (1769-1831)
accomplished amateur (see Oppé above)

WARWICK, Rt. Hon. Earl of (6 Books) George GREVILLE (1746-
1816)
Eton 1753-54
- amateur painter of mountain landscapes
- well-known patron of 'Warwick Smith', Paul Sandby (to whom
he gave a recipe for aquatint) and William GILPIN (q.v.) (M)
- his sister, Lady Louisa Churchill, was an amateur etcher
(DA, BULL, PQ)

WATSON, Hon. Henry (1755-?)
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Eton 1765-72
1772 - toured Savoy glaciers with Richard Aldworth-Neville
(BRAYBROOK q.v.) and other subscribers

WATSON, Mr. Hey
1760 - Miss Moore, later wife of Henry Watson, exhibited a
landscape at SA

WATSON, Mr. Thomas
- engraver, exhibited SA

WEDDELL, Mrs. ne Elizabeth RAMSDEN
1771 - married William Weddell of New Hall and painted the
ceiling there c. 1780
1780 - she was a great friend and close neighbour of Mary
Robinson, Lady Grantham (sister of Lady POLWARTH q.v.) -
Lady Grantham wrote to her mother (Marchioness GREY q.v.)
describing a visit to the Weddells and Miss Black, Mrs.
Weddell's drawing mistress (for transcription, see App.A)

WEDDERBURN, Pt. Hon. Alex., Solicitor General

WEST, Benjamin, Esg. (1738-1829)
1760-63 - travelled in Italy and received guidance in neo-
classical history painting from Mengs and Gavin HAMILTON
(q.v.), thus, would be interested in Principles of Beauty

WHATELY, Thomas
1769 - 26th March, wrote to William GILPIN (q.v.) at Cheam
from Old Windsor, where he lived, asking for further
information about Cozens's drawing methods and ink (see
Barbier p. 38, 39, 48, 49)

WHEELER, Mrs.

WHICHCOTE, Sir Christpher, Bart. (1738/9-1786)
Eton 1753-56
- records of his Eton bills survive in the Lincoinshire
Record Office, Aswarby Papers and, although there is no
mention of bills from Cozens, the Whichcotes did purchase
Indian ink, brushes and pencils fro the bookseller in 1755
(ASW 10/96/1)
- his own sons attended Mr. Newcome's Academy in the 1770's

WILKES, Miss
1797 - March 4, Farington in his Diary mentions that 'Wilkes
some years since acknowledged the debt due on his daughtrs
acct. to Mr. Cozens, but afterwards Miss Wilkes being
applied to for payment, she said Her Father said it had been
paid'
-Therefore this is probably Mary (1750-1802), the daughter
of John Wilkes - she never married

WILLIS, Webb, Esg. Joseph (1754-1778)
Eton 1762-72
- Angelo (vol. II, p. 126) mentions the Willis brothers as
fellow pupils of Cozens's at Eton (brother was Benedict
Freeman Willis, at Eton 1759-69)

WILMOT, Sir Roger
- purchased from WRIGHT (q.v.) a copy of a blot by Cozens of
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c. 1786 (now in Derby Museum and Art Gallery; see Nicolson,
vol. I, p. 125)

WILTON, Joseph, Esq. (1722-1803)
- sculptor who trained in Italy from 1747-54
- worked in mixture of baroque and classical styles, thus
would have been interested in Principles of Beauty

WINCHESTER, Dean of

WINDHAM, Josep_h, Esg. (1739-1810)
Eton 1753-54
- antiquarian who travelled in France and Italy from 1759-69
- related to the WALSINGHAMS (q.v.) by marriage
- amateur who made antiquarian and natural history drawings
(M)

WOOD, Mrs.

WOODFORD[E] ? Samuel (1763or5-1817)
- portraits, history and fancy pictures, patronized by
Hoares of Stourhead and sent to Italy by them 1786-91, but
may not be this Woodford

WORCESTER, Lord Bishop of

WRAY, Daniel, Esq
- teller at the Exchequer
- very good friend of the Yorke family, especially Lord
Hardwicke (husband of the Marchioness GREY q.v.) - a large
amount of his correspondence with them (in Wrest Park Papers
in Bedford Record Office) discusses contemporary artists,
such as Hogarth, Knapton, Scott, and Pond (see Lippincott)

WRAY, Mrs. Mary?
- see above
1771/2 - a letter from M. JEFFREYS (q.v.) to Marchioness de
GREY (q.v.) relates a story about 'Mr. Cozens. Mrs. Wray
Drawing Masters [sic] ' (see App.I, p. 356, no.10)

WRIGHT, Mr. of Derby Joseph (1734-97)
1773 - purchased Cozens drawings from Greenwood's and was
familiar with Cozens's work before leaving for Italy that
year
- there are copies of drawings by Cozens as well as a blot
drawing and landscape after it by Wright in the Derby Museum
and Art Gallery (see Nicolson, Vol. I, p. 75n.2)

WRIGHT, Mrs. of Pall Mall

WRIGHT, Mrs., of Newport Street
- either of these may be Mrs. Patience Wright, a modeller in
wax who came to England from U.S.A. in 1772 (W)

WYNN, Sir Watkins Williams, Bart. (1749-89)
1777 - building account of St. James's Square house, June 7
'pd Mr. Cozens for a Landscape and Gilt Frame 15/15/-'
(Wynnstay Papers, National Library of Wales, Box 115.9, p.
35)

YONGE, Mrs. ?Frances (d.l779)
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1754-77 - Dame at Eton, as were her two daughters Frances
(d.1782) and Catherine (d.1804)	 (see Etoniana,	 no.
(September 27, 1904), P. 31)

YOUNG, Miss

YOUNG, Miss
1750-75 - Mrs. Young was Dame at Eton who had at least one
daughter (see above, YONGE)
1754-55 - Whichcote Papers include payments to Mrs. Young
(dame) and Mr. Young (assistant at Eton)
17774 - a Mrs. Young bought quires of paper and copy books
at Pote's (Etoniana, (December 19, 1950), p. 131)
1773 - Miss Young, pupil of Atkinson, exhibited at FS
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APPENDIX F

Drawing—A "Polite Recreation"

in Eighteenth-Century England

KIM SLOAN

"Yesterday begun my wife to learn to limn of one Browne, which Mr.
Hill helps her to, and by her beginning, upon some eyes, I think she will
do very fine things, and I shall take great delight in it."l Thus Samuel
Pepys, in 1665, recorded in his Diary the commencement of his wife's lat-
est diversion—learning to draw and to paint in miniature. The subse-
quent entries in his Diary about his wife's progress during the following
year provide useful information about the methods employed for teach-
ing drawing in the seventeenth century; one learned, for example, to
draw parts of the face first before proceeding to complete figures. We also
learn that although Pepys praised and encouraged his wife in this leisure
pastime, her drawing master, Mr. Browne, was not considered to be of
sufficient social standing to sit with them at table. 2 The purpose of this es-
say is to provide a brief compendium of amateur art instruction in
eighteenth-century England and, at the same time, to illustrate whether
the methods and social status of amateur art and drawing masters altered
significantly during the 150 years after Pepys.

In order to put eighteenth-century art education into a framework and
finish establishing points of comparison, let us first look at an amateur in
the nineteenth century. This particular young lady (from Wilkie Collins's
Woman in White) is introducing herself to her new drawing master and
discussing his duties:
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Upon my word, if you can be contented with a quiet country life, I
don't see why you should not get on well here. . . . After lunch, Miss
Fairlie and I shoulder our sketchbooks and go out to misrepresent Na-
ture, under your directions. Drawing is her favorite whim, mind, not
mine. Women can't draw - their minds are too flighty, and their eyes
are too inattentive. No matter - my sister likes it; so I waste paint and
spoil paper, for her sake, as composedly as any woman in EngIand.

From the framework thus provided by Pepys and Collins, one could be
forgiven for assuming that for two hundred years women had been
spending their leisure time in the company of drawing masters, "wasting
paint and spoiling paper," and being humored by their husbands and
friends. Wilkie Collins also indicated, in a later passage, that drawing
masters were still considered by the majority of the English gentry as little
more than servants. 4 The question to keep in mind, therefore, when con-
sidering eighteenth-century amateur art education, is whether these as-
sumptions hold true.

Throughout his Diary, Samuel Pepys shows a fascination with various
instruments which could be used as an aid to drawing. A Mr. Spong in-
troduced him to the parallelogram or pantagraph with which persons
with no skill in drawing could copy designs, prints, maps, etc. in any pro-
portion.5 He also attended lectures at Gresham College explaining the art
of drawing pictures by Prince Rupert's rule and machine, and another
method of Sir Christopher Wren's—although the latter told him that
nothing worked as well as the use of squares 6 or, "best in the world, a
dark room Icamera obscura)." Pepys was not unusual in his interest in
pictorial arts; numerous entries in his Diary relate discussions of this sub-
ject with friends, notably John Evelyn and his wife who also painted.
This fascination with mechanical methods of drawing and the sharing of
their interest between husband and wife continued into the eighteenth
century.9

Pepy's knowledge of drawing, however, had an important effect on the
development of art education in the eighteenth century. As Clerk of the
Acts of the Navy in 1672, he persuaded King Charles II to endow a Royal
Mathematical School at Christ's Hospital. The Hospital was a charity
foundation which prepared poor children for apprenticeships in trades
and the more talented of them for university. The Royal Mathematical
School at Christ's Hospital would take promising students and prepare
them for apprenticeship at sea. This preparation included learning per-
spective, chart-making, and taking prospects. Twenty years later Pepys
and Wren were advising that drawing would benefit all the students at
Christ's Hospital, as it would aid not only the apprentice, but his master,
the customer, and the quality of the product. In 1705 the Hospital hired
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Bernard Lens II to teach drawing to the boys from both schools, which he
did until his death in 1725 when his son Edward took over. He too taught
there until his death in 1749 when Edward's grandson John Lens applied
for the position. He was unsuccessful in his application, however, and
Alexander Cozens became the next drawing master at Christ's Hospital.b0

By introducing drawing to the curriculum of future trade and naval ap-
prentices, Christ's Hospital and Samuel Pepys had established a precedent
which was taken up with vigor in the eighteenth century. After 1700,
naval and military academies, both governmental and privately run, in-
variably included some form of drawing in their training. Paul Sandby,
for example, taught at Woolwich, and many of his pupils became prolific
amateur draftsmen." They were mainly taught perspective, and how to
draw ground, coastlines, and fortifications, but their first lessons were al-
ways in drawing the human figure. In eighteenth-century art, man was
still "the measure of all things," and until the last decade of the century
nearly every drawing manual began with depictions of parts of the face
and body. This fact will be illustrated later.

It is very difficult to trace more than a fraction of the work of military
and naval draftsmen because their numbers were immense, and most of
their work that has survived is not strictly "amateur" but done as part of
their jobs. The drawings of harbors and coastlines that Captain Cook
made to illustrate his journals are good examples of the type of work re-
quired and taught by the military and naval academies. 12 This training,
however, contributed a great deal to the increase throughout the century
in the number of amateur artists, because those who found they had a tal-
ent for drawing and enjoyed it would invariably cultivate it as a recrea-
tional activity.

Not all the students of Christ's Hospital pursued careers as craftsmen or
aboard ship; one pupil, Jeremiah Andrews, trained as a teacher when he
left and then went on to become one of the first drawing and writing mas-
ters at Portsmouth Naval Academy.'3 Presumably he was prepared for
this by the instruction he had received under Bernard Lens in the drawing
class at Christ's Hospital, and his method of teaching at Portsmouth was
no doubt closely based on that of Lens. At Christ's Hospital in 1706, Lens
had his fee for teaching fifty boys raised from £30 to £50, complaining
that he spent more time at home preparing drawings for the pupils to
copy than he did teaching them.'4 This gives us an important insight into
the methods drawing masters used, and the plates in a book first pub-
lished in 1750 by Edward Lens illustrate the type of drawings the pupils
copied.'

Although this book was intended for use at Christ's Hospital, where
both trade and naval students used it, it was also recommended for all
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Figure 1: Figure studies, 1750. Engraving. Plate 18 in
E. Lens,. . . A New and Complete Drawing Book. Courtesy of

the National Art Library, Victoria and Albert Museum.

drawing and boarding schools and "Curious Young Gentlemen and Ladies
that study and practice the noble and commendable Art of Drawing, Col-
ouring, and Japanning." The forty-two-page text was intended for the use
of pupils without a master and contained detailed instructions which
were mainly borrowed and translated from numerous earlier manuals,
something very common in eighteenth-century drawing books.16

Nearly half of the plates were of the human body - starting with facial
features and progressing to limbs, nude and draped figures - and a large
number of these were also borrowed from earlier drawing books. As
mentioned earlier, the drawing of the human figure had to be mastered
before pupils were allowed to progress to the landscapes and seascapes.
Figs. 1 and 2 are taken from Lens's book and are typical examples of the
type of figure studies and seascapes students were required to copy. This
book was popular with amateurs, since it went into at least four editions
and continued to be used at Christ's Hospital by Alexander Cozens and
his successors. Cozens did not remain there very long, however, as the
committee at Trinity House, who examined the boys for the sea, com-
plained that their work was not up to standard. Examples of the pupils'
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Figure 2: Seascape with fortress, 1750. Engraving.
Plate 46 in E. Lens, . . . A New and Complete Drawing Book.

Courtesy of the National Art Library, Victoria and Albert Museum.

work are in the archives at the Hospital and show that Cozens had ne-
glected the study of the human figure and concentrated on landscapes.
Examiners at Trinity House must also have subscribed to the traditional
importance of being able to draw the human figure, and Cozens, warned
of their disaproval, resigned before he was asked to leave.

As mentioned above, the amateur work of military draftsmen cannot
be studied at length in this essay. Nevertheless, Captain John Bernard Gil-
pin" merits a brief discussion here because of the important influence he
had on the development of amateur art in the eighteenth century. Unlike
Jeremiah Andrews, Gilpin did not teach drawing professionally in an
academy. He was taught drawing by his father, also an amateur, and by
Mathias Read, an artist from Whitehaven. His earliest drawings are topo-
graphical and full of painstaking detail. They coincide with the beginning
of his military career, so possibly his teachers concentrated on this type of
drawing, believing it would help his career. He was away from home
quite often while his children William and Sawrey were young, but in-
sisted that they, too, learn to draw and sent home landscapes and chalk
drawings after old masters for them to copy.

Captain Gilpin sketched mainly in his spare time, and during his peri-
ods at home in Carlisle where he had a studio, he taught drawing to local
children, who in turn became amateur draftsmen or, in a large number of
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cases, professional artists. Dr. John Brown (his sons' tutor), John 'War-
wick Smith, Robert Smirke, and Guy Head were some of his numerous
pupils, but undoubtedly his most important influence was on his two
sons. Sawrey Gilpin became a professional painter (mainly of animal sub-
jects), teacher, and a member of the Royal Academy, and Reverend Wil-
liam Gilpin became an amateur landscapist, the most important propo-
nent of the "picturesque" in the second half of the century, and author of
several important drawing books.

In 1752 William had become headmaster at a private boys' preparatory
school at Cheam in Surrey, where he drew up a new list of regulations,
one item on which stated: "Drawing too is much recommended as a useful
amusement. If any hath a genius for it, it is encouraged." 18 Drawing had
been taught there at least since 1731, when the drawing master received
2s. 6d. from one student for a half a year's lessons, while the dancing and
writing masters each received £1.'

This episode in William Gilpin's career is important because it serves to
illustrate how drawing was being included increasingly on the curriculum
of private academies. These establishments prepared the sons of gentry
for the life of an officer in the army or at sea, and the sons of the merchant
and middle classes for lives as clerks, ministers, doctors, etc. John Gywnn
justified the inclusion of drawing on the curriculum for these latter pupils
by stating, for example, that a divinity student needed to be able to draw
a map of the Garden of Eden or Noah's Ark (in proportion) and that phy-
sicians and scientists needed to be able to draw the anatomy and parts of
the universe.20

Some private academies also acted as finishing schools, preparing the
sons of gentry and nobility for their Grand Tours or university and for
their future lives on country estates. In the late seventeenth and early
eighteenth centuries, people had begun to question the validity of an edu-
cational system based on medieval precepts, and these private academies
were founded almost in the hundreds throughout the eighteenth century
in order to fill the need for more discipline and more modern subjects. If
the academy was sufficiently enlightened to provide the services of a
drawing master, and most were, even if only for a few hours a week, then
any pupil who showed an aptitude or interest in the subject would leave
the academy with some knowledge of drawing. The number of academies
increased throughout the century and so did the number of amateur artists.

To illustrate how drawing was taught in these private academies, let us
look at the one founded in Greenwich by Thomas Weston ca. 1715. It con-
tinued to prosper there through the century until the 1820s, when it moved
to Portsmouth under the mastership of Fanny Burney's nephew Charles.
The Academy in Greenwich taught all modern subjects to young men
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from the gentry and merchant classes, but in its early years it based its
reputation on preparing young gentlemen for military and naval careers.
James Wolfe and his brother attended it, and at least one author has
stated, 'WIt has been said that by Nelson's day, half the flag-officers in the
fleet had received their instruction at the Greenwich Academy started by
Weston."

Thomas Weston had been apprenticed to John Flamsteed, the Astrono-
mer Royal, 22 and was well versed in mathematics and astronomy as well
as being an excellent writing and drawing master. In 1726, he published a
large copybook called Writing, Drawing and Ancient Arithmetick for the
use of, and dedicated to, the young gentlemen at his Academy in Green-
wich. The plates in the drawing book follow the usual progression from
parts of the face and figure to antique statues and on to landscapes. That
Weston had kept in mind the different types of pupils who would be using
his book is indicated by his inclusion of well-known classical statues and
a few old master paintings for prospective grand tourists and connois-
seurs, and of seascapes and detailed perspective drawings (Fig. 3) for fu-
ture naval and military officers and amateur architects.

Two etchings by one of the Academy's pupils are preserved in a volume
of etchings by amateurs (often after their own drawings) in the Print
Room at the British Museum. A manuscript note above these two etch-
ings reads:

Anthony Wilson Esqr. Student at Christ Church Oxford, elected
thither from Weston's School, etched 5 or 6 small Landscapes, all
from nature, except one after a Drawing of the present Earl of
Aylesfords. He died young in consequence of a fever caused by sit-
ting to draw when overheated by walking. He had a very elegant turn
for the art and promised much.2

The two etchings show an imaginative, if immature, young artist with
still-obvious ties to the style of his former drawing master. Some of the
trees and buildings in his landscapes bear a suspiciously close resem-
blance to certain plates in Weston's copybook, perhaps indicating that
although he drew outdoors, he embellished nature rather than merely re-
cording it.

The teaching of drawing in schools and academies has been emphasized
here because we tend to assume that most amateurs learned privately in
their homes from drawing masters. As I have shown, however, a large
number of young men were taught the rudiments of drawing and even
some art appreciation on the pretext of aiding their studies or careers or
even to enable them to deserve the epithet "connoisseur" or "man of taste."
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Academies for young women were slower in their growth than those for
men, but by the last few decades of the century they were seen as very ac-
ceptable institutions for the education of genteel young ladies, and draw-
ing, along with the other polite accomplishments of dancing and music,
was invariably listed on the advertisements of such schools.

Henry Angelo was a fencing master whose Reminiscences are an im-
portant, if exaggerated, source of information about the activities of art-
ists and musicians in the eighteenth century. He taught fencing at several
academies at once, travelling to four or five each week to teach for one or
two hours in each. He mentions several drawing masters who did the
same, as well as holding classes in their own homes and teaching privately
to individual children or ladies in the homes of gentry and nobility. Al-
though not mentioned specifically by Henry Angelo, George Bickham Ju-
nior is a good example of this type of drawing master because he taught at
Weston's Academy just before 1740, as well as privately in his own or pu-
pils' homes. He was the author of several manuals on drawing, one of
which, The Oeconomy of Arts, was published in 1747. It was intended for
pupils without masters and included sections on watercolor, japanning,
mezzotinting, and varnishing, and the plates followed the usual progres-
sion. It will prove useful to digress a little here and discuss the different
types of artistic activities which drawing masters were required to teach
amateurs in the eighteenth century.

Japanning, which was basically just cutting and pasting, was very pop-
ular with ladies, perhaps because it required much less ability than draw-
ing. Sayer and Bennett, who were booksellers, in 1775 published a cata-
logue which listed 289 drawing books of all types, including several
books on japanning, drawings, and ornaments in the "Chinese taste."
They also sold prints of all sorts to copy after and "diagonal mirrors or
optical pillar-machines . . . after the newest inventions," and even 400
different sorts of copybook covers. Drawing manuals with texts usually
included instructions for several different methods of tracing butterflies,
leaves, and medals, and ways of copying prints and drawings ranging
from tracing and squaring to the use of complicated equipment like the in-
struments advertised by Sayer and Bennett and the parallelogram de-
scribed by Pepys.

For taking views from nature the camera obscura was a favorite
method, as was the use of a Claude glass.26 Those who couldn't draw
could still have the reputation of being artistic merely by coloring and
varnishing prints or by papering their parlor walls with them.

Amateurs usually had colormen prepare their watercolors for them: a
difficult task as can be seen in the number of colors in oyster shells on the
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Royal Library, Windsor Castle, RL 14377.

Reproduced by Gracious Permission of Her Majesty the Queen.
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Figure 5: Diagram of a portable paint box, 1732. Engraving.
In J. Peele, The Art of Drawing and Painting

in Water Colours. page 67. Courtesy of
the National Art Library, Victoria and Albert Museum.

lady's table in the watercolor by Paul Sandby illustrated in Fig. 4. It is also
obvious from this just how impractical it was for most amateurs to do
watercolors outdoors. There were occasional attempts to simplify this,
however, as Alexander Cozens, when in Rome, tried to work out a less
cumbersome method for painting out of doors,27 and at least one author
of an instruction manual for painting in watercolors, written in 1731, in-
vented a small portable ivory box, the size of a snuff box, with hollows
carved in it for 32 colors (Fig. 5).28

George Bickham Junior has been mentioned as a typical example of a
drawing master, but he is also interesting because his father, who was
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mainly an engraver, taught drawing too and wrote books on the subject.
He had engraved Thomas Weston's copybook and he was the teacher of
William Austin.

Austin is remarkable because, in the second half of the century, he pub-
lished an advertisement which listed the names of approximately 400 pu-
pils to whom he had taught drawing, painting, etching, and engraving.
The list is about half male and half female, with names of nobility and
gentry listed first in each. The two volumes of amateur etchings in the
British Museum contain examples by some of his pupils. Before looking at
them, however, we can determine something of his method and what he
taught by looking at his own work.

In the Universal Director of 1763, Austin had advertised himself as the
author of two books titled A Specimen for Sketching Landscapes in a
New and Easy Manner and The Complete Drawing Book. There is a copy
of the former in the Print Room which consists of copies of sketches by
Locatelli (Fig. 6) with a two-page introduction defining the term sketching
and thereby explaining to the public why the drawings might seem crude
and unfinished. There is, however, no copy known to me of The Com-
plete Drawing Book with Austin's name on the title page as the author, al-
though a book with this title and listed as a second edition was published
anonymously several times by various booksellers from 1757 onwards. In
his occupation as an engraver, Austin had often engraved landscapes by
other artists such as Gainsborough, John Lens, and Thomas Sandby. The
anonymous Complete Drawing Book, therefore, may have been a compi-
lation put together by Austin of engravings he had done after other artists
as well as himself.

Miss Catherine St. Aubyn, who along with her brothers was listed as a
pupil of Austin's, produced several etchings, some of which are preserved
in Richard Bull's second volume of amateur works. The view by her of Sir
John St. Aubyn's house in Cornwall reproduced here (Fig. 7) shows a
clear debt to Austin's own work (Fig. 8) in composition, style, and loose-
ness of handling (especially in the foliage). What Miss St. Aubyn has not
learnt, however, is Austin's sureness of touch, nor has she developed a
style of her own. The quality of her drawing is typical of the work of most
amateurs, and it is easy to see why it was called a "polite recreation" and
taken seriously by very few. Amateurs tended to learn only enough of
the rudiments of drawing to be able to include it on their list of accomp-
lishments.29

Professional drawing masters and engravers were not the only people
who taught drawing to amateurs: it was common practice for profes-
sional watercolor artists to also occasionally supplement their earnings
by teaching amateurs. Paul Sandby had visited Sir Watkins Williams-
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Figure 7: Catherine St. Aubyn. Clowance in ornwalI. 178.

Etching. In R. Bull. Etchings and Engravings Done by the
Nobility and Gentry of England. . . . II, 107.

British Museum, Prints and Drawings, 1931-4-13-396.
Courtesy oi the British Museum.

Wynn at his home in Wales in 1770 and been paid £20 9s. 6d. for some
sketches and forty-six drawing lessons.° In 1771 he charged £34 for the
journey and 2 guineas per day for being forty days absent from London.
This second visit resulted in a volume of aquatints of landscapes of
Wales.'

Sandby published several of these volumes which also must have been
popular to draw after. There is one such copy by an unknown hand in an
album of amateur drawings collected by the Duchess of Sutherland and
now in the Print Room at the Victoria and Albert Museum (94.F.9). This
volume also contains copies after watercolors by John Robert Cozens,
several figural studies after paintings by William Bunbury. and the cover,
by the Duchess of Rutland, illustrates the popularity, especially among
ladies, of drawing flowers, insects, birds, etc.

Thomas Jones was another artist who was persuaded to accompany an
amateur to his country estate to teach drawing there. The patron he ac-
companied was Oldfield Bowles, who in Jones's own words was so pas-
sionately fond of landscape painting, that he had, when in town, about
the latter end of the year 1771, fixed upon me as a kind of Tutor, not that I
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Figure 8: Landscape after Locatelli, n.d. Etching.
Plate 14 in W. Austin, A Specimen for Sketching Landscapes.

British Museum, Prints and Drawings, 1865-1-14-1115.

Courtesy of the British Museum.

received any Gratuity as such." He persuaded Jones to go with him to
North Aston, where the two of them applied themselves to painting "with
very little intermission for 5 months." Jones was still unfortunate with this
pupil, since at the end of this period Bowles exhibited a painting which
the critics said surpassed his teacher's work; this so offended Jones that he
extracted a promise from Bowles not to exhibit anymore.32

Uvedale Tomkyns Price and the Reverend Thomas Gisbome were two
other successful amateurs who received instruction from well-known
painters. The first was taught by Gainsborough and greatly influenced his
son, Uvedale Price, another theorist on the picturesque. 33 The second, the
Reverend Thomas Gisborne, was taught drawing by Wright of Derby and
became a very competent watercolorist.M

Drawing was also included in the curriculum of Royal pupils through-
out the century. The type of drawing they were taught and the methods
their drawing masters used reflect the general trends in art education
through the century, as the following brief review of three generations of
Royal amateurs will illustrate.
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In 1735 Bernard Lens HI (the son of the Bernard Lens who taught at
Christ's Hospital) was teaching drawing to the Duke of Cumberland and
Princesses Mary and Louisa. He designed and etched a drawing book for
them consisting of fifteen land- and seascapes. 33 There were military and
naval scenes with fortresses and encampments for the Duke, who was in-
tended for a military career, and more picturesque, Italianate landscapes
and populated street scenes for the Princesses. There is an obvious simi-
larity in style and in the aims of this work by Bernard Lens to the one pro-
duced by Edward Lens, his brother, and to the ones produced by Austin
and Weston for the use of their various types of pupils.

The next generation of Royal pupils, George III and his brother the
Duke of Cumberland, were taught by William Chambers and Joshua
Kirby. These two artists would have concentrated on architecture and
perspective, with landscape incidental and only as it related to buildings.
Joseph Goupy was a very popular drawing master with the gentry, and
we know he also drew on command for George III's father, Frederick,
Prince of Wales, so it is possible that he gave the Princes the requisite in-
struction in figural studies. We know a little of Goupy's method from one
of his pupils, a Miss Talbot, who wrote to a friend advising her to draw in
black and white for a few years, copying figural prints of the best masters
and attending to the outline rather than the finish and shading.36

Though not proficient herself, Queen Charlotte insured that her chil-
dren were well instructed in drawing, and the procession of drawing mas-
ters consists of those also most popular with amateur artists amongst the
gentry. Indeed, some of them probably owed their success as drawing
masters to patronage by the Royal Family; Alexander Cozens, for in-
stance, taught them from at least 1778 until his death. A copy by Cozens
on tracing paper after a landscape by Marco Ricci was in Queen Char-
lotte's portfolio of the Princesses' drawings, 37 and may indicate that he did
not always teach the blot method he was famous for, but rather upon oc-
casion taught the conventional method of copying. There were also some
gouache drawings of Windsor of 1780 after Paul Sandby in the portfolio,
and it is possible that Gainsborough, who was doing the Royal portraits
in 1782 and is said to have given instructions to the children, set them to
drawing after Sandby, who he acknowledged was the best landscape
draftsman from nature in the country.

A small book of etchings by the Princess Royal in 1784 may show
Gainsborough's influence (Fig. 9), but Alexander Gresse and Biagio Re-
becca also taught the Royal Children, so these etchings by the Princess
Royal and those done by Princess Elizabeth in 1810 may also show their
influence. Lavinia, Countess Spencer, was an amateur artist whose style
was very similar to the Princesses' and who was fond of illustrating stories
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Figure 9: A Girl Listening to a Bird Singing, 1784. Etching.
Plate 9 in Princess Charlotte Augusta Matilda, Etchings.

Victoria and Albert Museum, Prints and Drawings, E. 497-1950.
Crown Copyright.

and myths. Queen Charlotte owned several in the same manner by the
Countess's daughters. All of these ladies show the strong interest in fig-
ural subjects that was prevalent during this period.

The Royal Children were also taught figure and landscape drawing in
chalk, and this was another type of drawing especially fashionable with
amateurs in the second half of the century. I haven't any examples by the
Royal Family to illustrate here, but a manual titled The School of Art,
composed by Gabriel Smith in 1765, was an extremely popular copy-
book, filled with drawings from Boucher, Watteau, Le Brun, etc., in the
chalk or crayon manner (Fig. 10). Fig. 11 is a detail of a portrait, c. 1775,
of Jane Reilly39, who is displaying a sketchbook which clearly shows that
she was one of the many young ladies who drew in this manner.

The following advice to a young amateur was written in 1743 by a
young painter in Rome to his sister and is an excellent illustration of the
progressive steps made by an amateur. It could apply equally to the first
or second half of the century:

Pray inform me particularly how Drawing goes forward. By this
time, I suppose, you have begun to colour; and having already shewn
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Figure 10: Studies of heads, 1765. Engraving.
Plate 10 in C. Smith, The School of Art. Courtesy of

the National Art Library, Victoria and Albert Museum.

your skill upon the inferior part of the family, the cat and dog, are
now proceeding higher to the rest: for we painters, you know, rise by
degrees. My advice is, that you would chiefly studie heads as big as
the life, drawing them in crayons.4°

In the final decade of the century, however, women amateurs concerned
themselves less with the ability to draw and were turning more and more
to the easier artistic accomplishments of japanning, varnishing, and col-
oring prints. A friend of Mrs. Delany who couldn't draw outlines had an-
other lady do them for her (fn. 29), and Girtin was offered £30 to instruct
Lady Elgin in decorating fire screens and worktables, etc., for one year.
£30 was less than half the wages of Lord Elgin's valet de chambre.4'

Serious artists were understandably less free with their advice than
they had been earlier in the century. Thomas Jones's five months of free
tuition to Oldfield Bowles contrasts strongly with the later attitude of
Jones's teacher Richard Wilson: 'Wilson had been invited to a gentleman's
house but when he approached it he turned to an acquaintance and said,
'Are there any young ladies?' He was answered to the affirmative, Do
they draw?' continued Wilson. The reply was 'Yes'; 'Good morning to
you, then' sd. Wilson & turned away."2

In little more than a century, then, drawing had progressed from being
only one of many leisure occupations of the elite upper middle classes to
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Figure 11: T Pope Stevens, Jane Reilly of Scaruagh.
Detail. Private Collection, on loan to Castletown House, near Dublin.

Courtesy Myles R. Drury, Esq.
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being a requirement for naval and trade apprentices and for young men
about to embark on the Grand Tour or life on a country estate. For vary-
ing reasons, by 1800, drawing was being taught to all levels of society
from orphans to nobility and even to Royalty. But whether the purpose
was to enable young seamen to read charts or draw coastlines; young
gentlemen to plan the façades of their mansions or the layouts of their
gardens; young ladies to decorate fire screens or to color prints; or to en-
able noblemen to scientifically copy old masters or paint picturesque
views, the basic lessons remained the same throughout the century. One
always learned to draw the human figure first and always the method was
by copying an example, never by looking at nature itself. Only after a pu-

pil had mastered the art of copying was he allowed to go out and paint
from nature, but even then he had to perfect nature by making it conform
to the "ideal" beauty set forth in the work of the masters and in the manu-
als on the picturesque.

If, therefore, by the end of the century drawing masters were so disillu-
sioned with the number of amateurs and the superficiality of their work
that they went to extremes to avoid them, perhaps they had only them-
selves to blame, or at least in part. Their universal teaching methods had
ensured that the activity of drawing was open to anyone who could hold
a pencil and trace a line, and as a result also of their ban on originality and
the use of the imagination, the products were predictably dull, frivolous,
or just plain bad. There were, of course, exceptions amongst amateurs,
and these were often due to the efforts of those exceptions amongst draw-
ing masters, a few of whom have been mentioned here. However, qualifi-
cations for becoming a drawing master were nonexistent and the majority
of them tended to be failed artists who had turned to teaching when their
dreams of becoming Royal Academicians came to nought.3

As a result, in the nineteenth century the status of a drawing master
was so reduced that he was often an object of ridicule." Rowlandson's
caricature of Lady Kirkwall and her daughters with their drawing master,
Monsieur Bononi, is a brilliant illustration of this (Fig. 12). By 1848 the
teaching of drawing had sunk to such depths that the Art Union was forced
to admit that:" . . . assuredly it will take time to remove a very general
impression of its Idrawing's] utter incapacity for all practical and really
useful purposes." 45 Even today the term drawing master brings to mind a
picture of a foppish, affected artist and his young, pampered pupil. Al-
though this image may be representative of certain practices in late Re-
gency and Victorian society, the points raised in this brief review should
make it apparent that this picture must be revised when thinking of the
drawing master and his amateur pupil in the greater part of the eighteenth
century.
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Figure 12: T. Rowlandson. Lady Kirkwall and her daughters
taking a lesson from Monsieur Bononi the Drawing Master.

Pen and grey and red ink and watercolor.

Courtesy of Spink and Son. London.
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Thomas Weston and the Academy at Greenwich

BY KIM SLOAN

I
N THE SIXTEENTI-1 century the royal court had been cen-
tered in Greenwich, thus the town had been the home of

many wealthy nobles and gentlemen. The monarchy retained
a seat in Greenwich until 1694 when William and Mary granted
the Queen's House to the nation for a Royal Hospital for naval
pensioners, widows, and their children. When Thomas Weston
opened his Greenwich Academy near the Park Gates early in
the eighteenth century, it apparently provided a special type of
education for which there was a particular need in the area,
since, from the beginning, the Academy attracted the sons of
the nobility and gentry whose families were now firmly estab-
lished in Greenwich.1

Although there were well-known men by the name of Weston
in Greenwich and Lewisham from the sixteenth century, Thom-
as Weston has not been found in the birth or marriage registers
of St Alfege, Greenwich. The burial registers c.1728 are missing
so that his death, too, is unrecorded. His will, however, was
proved on 21 August 1728. Described there as 'Gentleman', he
left his entire estate in Greenwich to his wife Esther. 2 In spite
of this lack of documentation for his vital statistics much of
Thomas Weston's life in Greenwich can be traced. It will be-
come clear from his own early life, his education, and his
apprenticeship, that they had a great bearing upon his decision
to set up an academy and upon the type of education it would
provide.

John Flamsteed, the first Astronomer Royal, resided and
worked in the Royal Observatory built for him by Christopher
Wren. His salary was not sufficient to cover the cost of his
observations, so from 1676 he began to take in pupils to sup-
plement his income and in 1678 the King ordered that he
should also instruct two boys from the Royal Mathematical
School at Christ's Hospital; he continued to do so until l7O9.
He also examined the boys from the Hospital: this may have
led J. W. Kirby to state that Flamsteed was Professor of Math-
ematics to Trinity House, where the R.M.S boys were examined
before being bound out or sent to university.' Many of Flam-
steed's notes and letters survive, including a list of 140 names of
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his former pupils and their then occupations. 5 The list includes
several sons of gentlemen and noblemen and their servants, but
the majority were young men who later became captains or
clerks in the Navy or East India Company or worked for the
Ordnance Office. Several of the young men stayed on for sever-
al years as Flamsteed's own servants, assisting him in making
observations, calculations, charts, etc., and it is in this latter
category that we find the name of Thomas Weston. The list
gives the date when Weston came as 2 February 1698/99 and
the date he left as 12 May 1706.

Another note by Flamsteed, however, 'A Short Note of Dates
for my Works, Dec. 19, 1710', states that Weston came in 1696.

I wanted some person that had a faculty of drawing, to design the
figures of the constellations - . . The same Good Providence that
furnished me with 2 or 3 calculators, sent me an ingenious but
sickly youth (Mr Weston) into my service, who was addicted to this
practice: and by my directions drew the charts of the constella-
tions so well, that a good designer said he needed no directions but
his draughts to perfect them.

There are few letters before 1700 so that it is impossible to
confirm which of these dates is correct, but in June 1701
Flamsteed wrote to Dr John Wallis describing Weston as his
'youngest servant' who 'has been educated with learning, has a
good talent at drawing, and I design to set him to draw the
maps of the constellations this summer, and, perhaps, to en-
graving the plates for them; for those that draw well seldom
fail of engraving as well'. 7 Flamsteed hoped to publish a new
atlas of the stars with their correct positions on engraved maps
as well as all the observations and calculations of their positions
in table form.

By February 1702 Flamsteed had 'with much pain' caused
Weston to form all the figures of the constellations according
to Flamsteed's new translation of Ptolemy's descriptions. One
of Flamsteed's other servants, James Hodgson, who had come
to him seven years previously and had done a large number of
the calculations and observations for him, was now 'out of his
time', and it would have taken two or three years to train
Weston to take his place. By December of the same year Hodg-
son had gone to London to teach mathematics, Weston was not
yet trained, and Flamsteed, who was already over £1,000 out of
pocket in the production of his book, had to do most of the
calculations himself.S

By the end of 1703, however, Flamsteed needing only a few
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more observations was able to get them 'by the help of Mr
Weston who was then expert in observing. . . In November,
and in April 1704, I got some of the maps of the constellations
to be anew delineated by P. Vansomer, an excellent draughts-
man, but in years: the charts being prepared by Mr Weston'
(Baily, p.65). After Flamsteed died in 1719 his last servant,
Joseph Crosthwait, found twelve maps of the zodiac constel-
lations and three, much larger ones, of Virgo, Sagittarius and
Aquarius; and he knew that Flamsteed, had he had the means,
would have had not only the zodiac, but all the other constel-
lations done in the same manner as the larger three. Cros-
thwait was under the impression that Hodgson had done at
least one of the maps and

many faults have been discovered since the time that they were
drawn. Besides, I am afraid that due care has not been taken in
drawing the lines and divisions. (Baily, p.338)

When Flamsteed died, Mrs Flamsteed and James Hodgson
decided to publish an Historicle Coelestis Britannica in atlas
form with all Flamsteed's corrected calculations and with the
size of the engravings he had always wanted. But the multitude
of correspondence between Crosthwait and A. Sharp over the
next ten years shows that these two men did most of the work,
finding artists and engravers and ensuring that the work was
done correctly. In 1730 Mrs Flamsteed died, leaving everythiug
to James Hodgson's son. Meanwhile Crosthwait had turned
down two important posts to continue the work, and his result-
ant bitterness was understandable. Already in 1720 Crosthwait
was writing to Sharp that they could depend upon little help
from Hodgson:

the maps must all be drawn again; and the stars laid down from the
new catalogue: but how can this be done, I know not for the per-
son who transcribed Flamsteed's table of variations had committed
a mistake, which runs through the whole catalogue.. . there is not
one person left in this town capable of reading a proof sheet of Mr
Flamsteed's works. (Baily, pp.333-36).

As we will see later, Hodgson may have been responsible or
some of the calculations and observations and for laying down
the lines and stars on some of the maps, but it was Weston who
drew the figures on them, and when he became more proficient,
was responsible for laying down the lines as well as making
observations and doing most of the transcribing for the press
for the rushed first edition of the catalogue (Historiae Coelestis,
1712). Crosthwait's last statement, therefore, is very puzzling,
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as is that Weston's name is not mentioned once in the entire
ten-year correspondence of Crosthwait and Sharp. His Academy
was well-established by 1720 and Thornhill, whom Crosthwait
eventually employed to draw the zodiac figures on the new
charts, portrayed Weston next to Flamsteed on the ceiling in
the Great Hall in Greenwich Hospital, describing Weston as
Flamsteed's 'ingenious Disciple'.'° In the face of these facts it
seems unlikely that Crosthwait did not at least know of Weston.
Perhaps he dismissed Weston as a source of help because he had
once made mistakes and Crosthwait did not trust him. It is still
strange, however, that he never actually accused Weston of these
mistakes by name. Whatever the reason, although Weston had
drawn a number of the figures on the maps and had made many
of the observations himself, he was not called in to help with the
special posthumous publication of the atlas and Crosthwait ran
into endless problems before its eventual publication in 1729.

Perhaps some explanation why Weston's assistance was not
requested or even desired may be found in his relationship with
Flamsteed after the point in April 1704 when Weston, now ex-
pert in observing, was preparing the charts and Vansomer draw-
ing the constellations. The work was proceeding well and Flam-
steed began to look for financial assistance for its publication.
But this work, too, was fraught with difficulties. In October
Weston was ill with consumption. Flamsteed was worried he
would die and, an offer of financial assistance having just been
made, Flamsteed had planned for Weston to look after the en-
gravers and copy the observations for the printers. In the last
three months Weston had suffered two attacks of fever and
ague during which he was deprived of his senses, and afterwards
he did not properly regain his health, although he could still
walk about; so Flamsteed thought he might recover.

By the end of that year, 1704, the financial assistance was still
being delayed, Vansomer had done about a dozen figures but
he died shortly afterwards; they were again left to Weston who
was not yet fully recovered and was apparently suffering from
fits. Throughout that spring Weston copied observations for the
press, copied out the work of the two calculators, and went to
the printer to check and assist the work. Every summer Flam-
steed went to his farm in Surrey to oversee the harvest and this
year he took Weston with him to copy observations, take dic-
tations, etc., but again Weston was taken with fits and it cost
Flamsteed a guinea for medicine and for a physician. In Sept-
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ember he wrote to Sharp: 'My man Thomas Weston is pretty
well recovered and has had no fits this 3 weeks; so that now I
dare put business to him again: he writes very close when
desired.11

On 2 February 1706 Flamsteed wrote: 'I am preparing the
second volume: near 100 sheets are transcribed by Mr Weston,
who is this day out of his time' (Baily, p.257). In his list of
pupils, Flamsteed records that Weston left 12 May 1706. A new
amanuensis had come in January and presumably Weston had
stayed on to help Flamsteed train him and finish transcribing
the second volume, even though his seven-year apprenticeship
was finished.

In Flamsteed's Manuscript Notes Volume 36, item 80 is a
draft of a letter (not transcribed by Baily) to a Captain Stanyon,
a former pupil, dated 24 May 1706, saying that three letters had
come from Stanyon for other people and he had forwarded them.
One was for Weston and Flamsteed wrote: 'T. Weston has left
me: where he will fix I am not yet certain but I belleve in the
neighbourhood, if it should be at a distance it shall be no injury
to you, most less for myself...'. This is a puzzling and ungrate-
ful statement from a man who had kept Weston loaded with
work while he was ill, to say nothing of perhaps causing that
illness, begrudged him the money to have a doctor attend him,
and for whom Weston had continued to work as a favour after
his apprenticeship. Flamsteed held grudges against many people
and it is possible that he was annoyed that Weston held up his
work with his illness, and by this time he may have discovered
the mistakes that Weston had made in his transcriptions.

There does not appear to have been any permanent serious
rift (Manuscript Vol. 35 of Flamsteed's notes, item 98). A
partial copy of a warrant dated 4 May 1714 with a list of costs
of repairs is marked 'To Mr Weston'. These repairs may have
had something to do with Heyton Hail, a large mansion formerly
called Copped Hall, which Weston was leasing on 29 October
1715, the date when the freeholder, William Peachy of Pet-
worth, sold his land to the Trustees of the Royal Hospital. This
land consisted of seven acres of garden ground bounded by the
old road along the Park wall from the Queen's House to King
Street, up King Street to Romney Road and along that road to
Friars Road, the eastern boundary. On it were two other houses,
one built of brick on King Street, and one called 'The Naked
Boy'. In the deed Weston's was described as 'all that large
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Tenement with Stables, Outhouses, Coach Houses, Yards,
Court Yards, Orchards, Gardens and appurtenences whatsoever
therewith used and enjoyed now or late in the tenure or occu-
pation of Thomas Weston Gent1eman'.'

The Academy
Nothing in this description indicates that Weston was

then running a school; for this we must look to the records of
the Royal Hospital at Greenwich. On 4 November 1715 the
Council of the Hospital decided to act finally upon a resolution
by the Board of Directors which had originally been taken in
1712: to take in the sons of dead or disabled seamen, to feed,
board and clothe them, and teach them reading, writing, ac-
counts, navigation and mathematics and thus prepare them to
be bound out to sea service. The minutes state that 'Mr Weston
of this town being a person well-qualified for the purpose and
being approved and recommended by the Governors for teaching
and instructing the boys, ten boys are appointed to go to the
said Mr Weston's school on Monday morning next'. Weston
was to be paid £40 per head per year plus the cost of books and
paper he was to provide for them. By February 1716 the num-
ber of boys was up to fifteen and by May Weston was request-
ing a pair of globes to use while instructing the boys.

The articles set by the Hospital Governors dictated that
Weston would teach the boys arithmetic, trigonometry, plain
sailing, mercator sailing and maritime time-keeping. A list of
books requested by Weston for each boy in 1717 included a
Bible, catechism, spelling book, Euclid, Treatise of the Globes,
and Hodgson's Navigation." Weston was therefore aware of
the work done by James Hodgson at the Royal Mathematical
School at Christ's Hospital. Both had done their training under
Flamsteed and both were preparing charity boys for careers in
the sea service. Hodgson, however, taught a much larger num-
ber of boys, while Weston had his Royal Hospital navigation
students coming to his own private school outside the Hospital
grounds, where he already taught many other subjects to other
pupils of a much higher social class.

For information about the beginnings of Weston's own school,
we must turn to the records of the Court of Arches. On 8
July 1716, Weston was officially granted a licence from the
archbishop of Canterbury to teach writing, grammar and mathe-
matics at his school in East Greenwich.'5 His application for
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this licence pre-supposes two facts about his school: one, that
it was already well-established; two, that Weston was serious
in his desire to attract the right type of student, as not every
master of a private school bothered to apply for this particular
official mark of approval from the archbishop of Canterbury,
as it was not at that time a pre-requisite to teaching.

There appears to have been some problem, however, be-
cause a marginal note states that the licence was recalled on 15
December 1716. The Muniments Book for that date (fos.
ll9v to 121) contains transcripts of three letters. The first,
dated 6th December, states that Weston was a man of sober life
and conversation, a member of the church of England and loyal
to the King; it was signed by members of the community of
East Greenwich including the vicar and John Flamsteed. The
second, dated 14th December, says that Weston had educated a
great number of young gentlemen and shown himself a skilful
teacher of grammar and mathematics: it was also signed by the
vicar and Flamsteed. The third, of 2nd December, is from the
minister and churchwardens of St. Peter Cornhil stating that
Weston had taken communion that day. These are followed by
an order from the archbishop with a list of oaths Weston must
take in front of a magistrate stating his loyalty to King George,
denying that the Pope could depose him, that James iii the
Pretender had no right to the crown, and that he would conform
to the liturgy of the church of England, etc. The explanation
why it was necessary for Weston to prove his abilities, loyalty
and faith in this manner is found in the proceedings of the
Court of Arches for 1717, the Court of Appeal for the Pro-
vince of Canterbury. The act book of the Court shows how
from January through the year of 1717 Weston was in court
defending himself against an accusation by Thomas Moore 16 of
teaching without conforming to the church.

Weston's licence had allowed him to teach grammar, writing,
and mathematics. Any astronomer at this time trod a fine line
between the facts he found in the stars and the teachings of the
Bible. Sir Isaac Newton, with whom Weston had often had
personal dealings during his preparation of Flamsteed's works
for the press, had always been careful to fit his theories within
a christian framework.' 7 Perhaps Weston had been a little too
zealous in sharing his scientific knowledge with pupils and, as
Locke's philosophy of toleration had not yet permeated suffici-
ently in 1717 for the age to be called one of enlightenment,
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accusations from a rival schoolmaster could still be taken ser-
iously by a religious court. In any case, on 11 May 1717 Weston
appealed to the Court for what he had lost up to the time he
had been offered a second licence on 9th January.19

On 14th September of that same year, 1717, Weston appealed
to the Governors of Greenwich Hospital for help, stating that
he had had the care of their boys for nearly two years and asking
to be confirmed in the same by public warrant. The board wrote
to the archbishop as follows:

We the Govrs. and Directors of the Royall Hoapti. at Greenwich
do earnestly request your Graces immediate favour in behalf of Mr.
Tho. Weston, our Teacher of Grammar and Mathematiks, who
notwithstanding the Authority Your Grace has given him to keep
a Mathematicall and Grammar School in Greenwich, has been for
some time, and still is prosecuted by the Lord Bishop of Rochester,
in Doctors Commons; which prosecution is not only very great
charge to him, and must ruine him if not soon ended, but makes
him incapable of attending his School, to the great detriment of
those under his care.

As to his character we farther crave leave to represent to Your
Grace, that he is not only a very sober and ingenio man in his
profession, but has at all times showed himself very Loyall for the
present succession.19

It appears that the case had originally been heard in a lower
court where it had been found in favour of Moore (which pre-
sumably resulted in the taking of oaths in December 1716) but
now on 12 November 1717, the Court found in favour of Wes-
ton and he was awarded costs of £24.20

Next year things appeared to have returned quickly to nor-
mal and Weston, now teaching twenty Hospital boys, requested
the Board of Governors of the Hospital to allow him to use the
title 'Teacher of the Hospital Boys in Grammar and Mathe-
matiks' in his public advertisement. 2' However, even though his
private school was now well under way, Weston was apparently
concerned to bind out to sea only those Hospital boys who were
properly qualified. At one point he recommended to the Board
that four of their boys be bound to watermen or 'some of those
Mean Trades' as they would never make enough improvement
to answer the expense of further education.

The Board of Governors never heard any complaints about
Weston: indeed, in 1721 he erected a theatre 'for the use and
diversion of the young Gentlemen under his tuition', who per-
formed Tamberlaine before the Lords of the Admiralty 'with
great applause'? The number of 'young gentlemen' attending
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Weston's Academy at this time is impossible to judge. Is it
possible, however, to assume that since the plays were per-
formed before the Lords of the Admiralty, some of the Hos-
pital boys might have participated? And if they were allowed
to participate in this, might not some of them have been allowed
to join other classes taught to the 'young gentlemen' which
might help them with their naval studies - such as drawing?
It is impossible to answer this question definitely but at that
time the Hospital boys were not being taught in a separate
building from the Academy boys. Weston, on one occasion at
least during his apprenticeship to Flamsteed, had accompanied
him to Christ's Hospital to examine the boys of the Royal
Mathematical School.' Weston also knew of James Hodgson's
work there, so it is safe to assume that he also knew of the
drawing lessons given by Bernard Lens to the navigational
students. 25 Weston was a very capable draughtsman himself
and, being a mathematician and astronomer as well, would be
aware of the assistance that the ability to draw would give to
the boys destined for sea service.

Many of the young gentlemen sent privately to Weston's
Academy were sons of prominent naval officers who lived in
Greenwich. James Wolfe's father moved to Greenwich partly
so that his boys could attend the Academy there, and Jack
Jervis, later Lord St Vincent, attended the Academy while his
father served as Treasurer at the Royal Hospita1. The Masons
and Bretts, naval families who lived in Greenwich, had several
Sons who attended the Academy and later became admirals,
captains, etc. One author has stated that 'indeed it has been said
that by Nelson's day half the flag-officers in the fleet had receiv-
ed their instruction at the Greenwich Academy started by
Weston' . 2s Weston was undoubtedly, therefore, qualified to
train boys for any level of service in the navy, and indeed his
Academy's reputation was built on this. An advertisement in
The Evening Post, 9-Il February, 1727/8 indicates that the
school also acted as a 'finishing school' for the young gentlemen
as well as preparing others for mercantile careers.

BY THOMAS WESTON at the Academy at Greenwich in Kent,
Young Noblemen and Gentlemen are in the handsomest Manner
Boarded, And in the most rational Way, and at reasonable Rates
Taught Writing, Arithmetick, Merchants Accompts, or the Italian
Method of Book-Keeping, Foreign Exchanges, the Mathematicks
(in English. Latin or French) Short-hand, Drawing, Fencing, Musick
and Dancing: The Languages Taught there are English, Latin,
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Greek, Hebrew, French, Italian, High-Dutch and Spanish; for
such as learn French there is provided a convenient Place in the
French Church at Greenwich, a Master attending there every
Sunday.

There are thirteen Masters employ'd, five constantly reside in
the House and the rest attend at proper Times, some twice a
Week, some thice. He has also provided an excellent apparatus of
Instruments (Geometrical, Geographical, Astronomical and Philo-
sophical) and for the further Advantage of those under his Care,
has frequent Courses of Philosophical Experiments, and Reads
Explanatory Lectures concerning them: He also Reads in his
Schools Lectures of Geometry, Geography and Astronomy three
Days a Week.
NB. Children of five or six Years of Age may with great Care and
Tenderness be entertain'd (as several of great Rank now are) and
for such there is an English School. Foreigners are also taught
English.

Further evidence of the type of pupils attending and the form
of education they received at Weston's Academy is provided by
a book he published in 1726: A Copy-Book Written for the Use
of the Young-Gentlemen At the Academy in Greenwich. The
dedication to 'The Young Gentlemen of the Academy in
Greenwich' indicates that Weston composed this book of 'Writ-
ing, Drawing and Ancient Arithmetick' for their use. The book
is prefixed by a portrait of Weston, painted by M. Dahi and en-
graved by John Faber in 1723 (Plate 3). The objects on the
table in front of him show him to be a man well-versed in
astronomy and mathematics. 3° The Writing Copy-Book contains
beautiful examples in most of the different hands or styles,
some of them signed "Thomas Weston scripsit" with the date.
The Drawing Copy-Book, however, contains no signatures or
initials at all except for 'G. Bickham sculp.' on the title and last
page.

The plates in the second part of the drawing book concentrate
on landscapes. There is a variety of styles in them, indicating
that Weston had chosen his samples from a number of sources
and it is impossible to say whether he himself was the original
artist of any. The first two plates may be his, in a fonnat not
often seen but certainly very useful. All the landscapes have
figures in them, several are topographical, many have detailed
architecture and fortifications, but only one has a harbour and
ships, very disappointing in a book partially intended for future
naval officers. There was, however, a stress on drawings of
buildings, as two plates have four small drawings each of two
scenes in a style which indicates they may have been borrowed
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from Hollar. Stress is also laid on perspective. 3' Some attention
therefore has been given to the preparation of naval officers,
but the fact that the majority of the landscapes are pretty rather
than instructive serves to remind us that Weston was also teach-
ing drawing as an accomplishment to young men who were not
being trained for any vocation other than that of a gentleman.

Although masters would have attended the Academy to teach
fencing, dancing and French, we know that Weston himself was
good at writing, drawing, arithmetic, astronomy, and he spoke
Italian at least, so presumably he would have taught these sub-
jects himself. If the school was very large, however, he would
have needed assistance even in these subjects. When he died in
1728 his brother John petitioned the Governors of the Hospital
to be employed as mathematics master to the Charity boys.
John Weston also took over the Academy, so it is very likely
that he helped his brother in the Academy as an assistant
master.

Later history of the Academy.
Hasted's History of Kent refers to 'the school of John Weston,

Assistant Astronomer Royal' 33 but there is no record of John
ever being at the Observatory; he had obviously been confused
with Thomas. The title too is an error, common in early his-
tories, and can safely be ignored. 3' How qualified John was to
take over the Academy and whether he had the capabilities to
teach the same subjects as his brother cannot be stated for cer-
tain, but it appears that he had a Writing Master at least, so it
is doubtful whether he taught the boys drawing as his brother
probably had done. His brother's Copy-Book, however, would
have continued to be used by the pupils at the Academy and
this is attested by the signature of Thomas Howe, 1739, on the
fly-leaf of the copy in the Victoria and Albert Museum library.

Samuel Vaux acted as Writing Master at the Academy in
Greenwich and afterwards left to set up his own school, also in
Greenwich, where he taught merchants' accounts and qualified
boys for clerical work as well as instructing them in 'Latin,
Greek, French and various branches of mathematics, by himself
and proper masters'. 35 There must have been a good demand for
private education in Greenwich to allow for the existence of two
schools, although Vaux seems to have left the education of
gentlemen and future seamen to Weston.

Sir William Norwich, 4th Baronet, was sent to Weston's
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Academy from April to September 1729 to learn 'the co-ordin-
ation of mental and physical activities'. 3' As the Norwich family
account books survive for this period we can determine what the
Academy was like under John Weston's headmastership and
what was considered the proper education for a young aristo- -
crat at this time. Sir William had already attended Eton and
Harrow, and after Greenwich Academy went to Sir Charles
Smith's in Islington for half a year to learn fencing and dancing.
The entire expense for his education from age thirteen to twenty
was over £702. Weston charged £80 per year for fees and
boarding, but as Sir William was only there for one quarter he
only paid £10 plus £5 upon entry. During his attendance at the
Academy in Greenwich Sir William made several trips to the
Tower of London, presumably for extra training, as the Ord-
nance Office was there. 37 The cost of these was not included in
Weston's fees but appears to have been part of the requirements
while attending the Academy. If this is the case, Weston was
certainly providing a very comprehensive course. Unfortunately,
however, Sir William was an orphan who, as he grew older,
became more and more spoilt, spending beyond his allowance,
borrowing money or pawning his possessions, and becoming
ill from over-indulgence. When he reached the age of majority
he did not follow any career, but instead wasted his fortune,
ruined his family and his health, and died unmarried at the age
of thirty-one!

The names of other private pupils of the Greenwich Academy
through the century can be gleaned from advertisements for re-
union dinners or 'Greenwich Feasts', which listed the names of
former pupils from whom tickets could be bought. 38 Among
these names were Sir Ralph Payne (later Baron Lavington),
William Wheatly, John Weller Adye, James Fisher, Thomas
Fitzgerald, and Charles Long. However, for the history of the
Academy during the years when these boys attended, after the
death of Thomas Weston, we must rely upon the Greenwich
Hospital papers and one or two clues from the wills of the
successive headmasters and owners.

By 1730 the number of Hospital boys was ordered up to
thirty by the Governors, and these continued to be taught in
the same school as the private students until January 1735 when
the number of Hospital boys was increased to 100. At this
point John Weston erected a separate building to teach them and
requested that his salary be raised from £60 to £80 per year.3'
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He also hired John Ederingham to help him to teach them.4°
When James Wolfe attended the Academy in 1739-41 he was
taught by the Reverend Francis Samuel Swinden who later
became a good friend of the Wolfe family. 4' John Weston was
therefore, at this point, using at least two full-time assistants to
teach the Charity boys and private pupils of the Academy.

There were rumours in 1742 that John Weston was to leave
the school but in a public advertisement he declared these
false and business was 'continued by him and the usual Mas-
ters'.42 Beckles Wilson's biography of James Wolfe says it was
Swinden's school when Wolfe attended it; this error is possibly
due to the fact that Weston was participating less in the actual
teaching, leaving it to his assistants, etc. John Weston died in
June 1744 and James Rossam, the Westons' brother-in-law
through their sister Sarah, inherited the Academy and applied
to the Hospital for the responsibility of teaching the Hospital
boys. 43 Rossam's headmastership was short, however, since on
19th December of that same year, 1744, we find in the minutes
of the Directors of the Hospital that a petition was read from
the Rev. Francis Swinden to be appointed Mathematical Master
to the Charity boys in the room of James Rossam, deceased.

Swinden had taken over the lease of the Academy and its
grounds in 1743." The plan which accompanies this lease shows
that there had been no alteration to the main building, Heyton
or Copped Hall, as it was seen on the 1728 map of Greenwich
when Thomas Weston leased the property: however, a long
rectangular building had been added by the wall at the north-
era end of the property and is clearly labelled 'Hospital Boys'.
This would be the building erected in 1735 by John Weston.
In 1747 the Hospital took possession of the garden ground and
made the unoccupied land into a burial ground. Swinden was
allowed to use the southern part of this land as a play area for
his pupils and in 1750 he built a wall to separate it. Swinden's
lease describes in detail all the buildings on this property, in-
cluding their dimensions and use. Greenwich Academy, the
Hospital boys school, the separating walls and the burial ground
can all be seen in their relation to the Hospital in the plan on
Plate	 4 (facing page 327).

If Thomas, and then John Weston, had taught extra subjects
such as drawing to the Hospital boys under their care at their
Academy, it probably stopped in 1735 when the separate build-
ing was erected for them. Drawing, however did not cease to be
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taught to the Greenwich Academy private pupils. In 1750
George Bickham, Junior, advertised in the back of a book
(The Beawies of Stow. BL 578. b. 60.) a three-page list of

'Prints and Books, Sold in May's Buildings Covent-Garden. Printed
for George Bickham, Engraver, late Drawing-Master to the Aca-
demy at Greenwich'. Included in this list were: Deliciae Briton-
nicae, a guide to tasteful appreciation of the architecture, gardens,
and paintings of Hampton Court and Windsor Castle; an illustrated
Introduction to Dancing; the Art of Fortification delineated; with
Rules for Designing, Drawing, Washing and Colouring in the most
elegant Taste..., for the use of Gentlemen, Officers, and Archi-
tects; the Oeconomy of Arts, a new Drawing Japanning, and
Writing Book; as well as books on writing, mathematics, music,
horses, etc.

All these works would have been ideal texts for the young gentle-
men at the Greenwich Academy. How long Bickham taught
drawing there is impossible to say, but he was producing drawing
manuals as early as 1737, and as noted earlier, a George Bickham
had engraved Thomas Weston's Copy-Book in 1726.

Very little is known about either George Bickham in the 1720s
when Weston produced his book. George Junior would have been
twenty-two years of age and old enough to engrave such a work,
but the skill with which it is engraved and the fact that no work
is known to be by him until 1731 would point to the likelihood
that it is the work of his father. By this time George Bickham
Senior had taught drawing and writing for several years and had
engraved several writing books for other writing masters as well
as copy-books of his own. 45 He knew Bernard Lens at Christ's
Hospital and it was perhaps through him that Thomas Weston
came to know of his work and engaged him to engrave his own
Writing, Drawing and Mathematical Copy-Book. The fact that
George Bickham Senior never advertised that he had taught the
gentlemen at Weston's Academy is another indication that
Thomas probably did this himself.

A political satire issued in 1740 alluded to 'Mr. George Bick-
ham, junr., Engraver and Drawing Master at his House in Exe-
ter Change, Strand', and in an edition of the same print in 1744
his address had been changed to May's Buildings, Covent Gar-
den.46 Mortimer's Directory of 1763 called him 'Drawing Master
and Engraver' in Covent Garden and Richmond, possibly indi-
cating that drawing master was now his main profession. Right
through the 1740s he had been the author of a stream of politic-
al satires and had a printing press on his premises, but the busi-
ness of running the print shop was left to his wife. 4' It is con-
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Plate 3.--THof.s WESTON. 1723 mezzotint by John Faber after painting
by Michael DahI. Department of Prints and Drawings. Victoria and
Albert Museum.
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ceivable, then, that he taught at Greenwich Academy during that
decade, travelling there to teach one or two days of the week
and the rest of that time engraving or teaching in his home or at
other pupils'. In any case, George Bickham's advertisement of
1750 calling himself 'late Drawing Master to the Academy at
Greenwich' may indicate that Swinden no longer offered that
particular subject to the young gentlemen at his Academy.

In 1755 the number of Greenwich Hospital boys had risen by
twenty and Swinden had had to make extensive alterations to
the Hospital boys' building and hire another assistant. The num-
ber of Charity boys was now well over 100 and Swinden was
granted a rise in salary to £100 to compensate." In 1759 the
Hospital boys were moved to a building built for them by Green-
wich Hospital in the burial ground, not far from the building that
John Weston had built for them in 1735 and Swinden had ex-
tended in 1755. Four years later Swinden sent a letter of resign-
ation due to ill-health to the Hospital, who hired John Edering-
ham to take his place as Mathematics master to the Hospital
boys.'9 In this year also Swinden gave the lease of the Academy
to Thomas Bracken. The plan of this lease shows that John
Weston's 1735 building for the Hospital boys had been torn

• down. From this time, 1763, onwards, the Greenwich Academy
was no longer responsible for the education of the Charity boys
of the Royal Hospital.5°

Until 1763 the Charity boys of Greenwich Hospital had been
unfortunate with regard to their education in comparison with
those at Christ's Hospital. The Directors at Greenwich had been
content to dictate that the boys be made fit for sea service, and

•	 apart from listing the four basic subjects they were to be taught,
• they left their education completely in the hands of 'outsiders',

in schools owned by other concerns, for at least forty-five years.
They do not appear to have ever visited the boys in school to
check on their Masters or their diligence as at Christ's Hospital,
and instead, once a year, were given a report from the Master
and shown some specimens of the boys' work. They also often
left to the Master the decision if the boys were ready for binding
out. Assistants did not have to have the board's approval until
1779 and, during Swinden's time at least, it was the assistants to
whom was left most of the Charity boys' teaching.

While the boys were under the Westons in the Academy, it is
possible that they received a good nautical education, including
drawing, but under Swinden it is doubtful, and under Ederingham
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highly unlikely, that they were taught drawing. They were fort-
unate in the mid 1770s to be assigned finally the dedicated, talen-
ted Master Thomas Furbor who constantly brought his concern
for the quality of the boys' education before the Directors and
who ensured that at least some were given the advantage of being
taught to draw.

Meanwhile, how did the Greenwich Academy prosper without
the extra burden of the Hospital boys on the Master's time and
purse? A letter in the Weston folder in Woodlands mentions that
William Paley came to the Academy in 1763, the year when
Swinden transferred the lease to Thomas Bracken. Paley had
come on the recommendation of his tutor to teach classics, but
left over a money dispute only three years later. In his will
Swinden had left three funeral rings to friends, one of whom was
the Rev. Thomas Bracken. This is all we know of Bracken and the
Academy until 10 September 1782 when, at a meeting of the
General Court of Greenwich Hospital, it became apparent that
the late Mr Bracken had been granted the lease of the Academy
buildings by the Hospital and in turn had assigned the lease to
the Rev. Mr James. This is the only mention of James in the
Hospital records. However, once again a pupil's accounts survive
to indicate the social status of the students the Academy attracted
and the type of education it provided. The accounts, unpublished,
are to be found in the Household Account Book of 1772-82 of
Sir J. T. Stanley, Bt. 5' The payments are too extensive to print
in full here: a brief summary must suffice. They show half-
yearly payments to 'Mr. James, Greenwich' from 21 January
1778 to Christmas 1780. There does not appear to have been an
entrance fee, but a basic payment every six months of £15 15s.
covered the cost of board, teaching and a separate bed. Mending
and washing clothes, cutting hair, laying fires, taylor, etc. were
all separate. The subjects taught as extras were French, Latin,
drawing, and dancing while other subjects such as English
grammar, history, arithmetic, geography were included in the
basic payment, although texts for them were purchased separate-
ly. Other miscellaneous disbursements were recorded for ushers,
charity sermons, and a visit to the theatre. From this list it
appears that the young Mr Stanley was not being prepared for
any naval or mercantile career in particular, but rather his ed-
ucation was being 'finished' at Mr James's Greenwich Academy
before he was sent to University or on a Grand Tour.

It was stated at the September 1782 meeting of the General
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Court of the Hospital that the Rev. Mr James had found
new accommodation in town and the Hospital hoping to expand
their rapidly-filling burial ground adjacent to the Academy,
inspected the property, found it to be in a ruinous condition and
decided to tear it down. This was the incongruous end of Heyton
or Copped Hall and the building that had been the home of the
famous Academy run by Mr Weston at Greenwich.52

It was not, however, the end of Greenwich Academy alto-
gether. Two interesting advertisements from this year 1782
indicate that James had not only re-accommodated himself, but
also the Academy 'where have been educated many gentlemen of
distinguished rank, as well as many celebrated commanders both
by land and sea.. . to a commodious and elegant house at the
bottom of Cromes Hill, lately occupied by John Savary'. Ap-
parently many were confusing the Academy with the new school
opposite Park Gate, 'not long since the Star and Garter Tavern'.
Mr Bakewell, who owned this new Academy, assured the public
that his school was not to be moved, and that in it he qualified
boys for public schools and universities, army and navy, and
masters attended for drawing, music, dancing, and fencing.
Academies like the one Thomas Weston began in the first decade
of the eighteenth century must have continued to flourish through
the century: indeed the need for them was so great by the end
of the century that two such academies could survive within
two minutes walk of each other in Greenwich.

Doctor Charles Burney, Fanny Burney's brother, took over the
Academy at the bottom of Crooms Hill in 1793 and in turn gave
it to his son, Charles Parr, in 1812. He moved the Greenwich
Academy to Portsmouth c.1825 and the house at the bottom of
Crooms Hill was demolished to form Burney Street in 1834,
just over a century after the Academy had been begun by
Thomas Weston.
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Greenwich. Francis Bailys' An Account of the Reverend John
Flomsteed was based on these MSS and is one of the main sources
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6 Baily, p. 64.
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by Margaret Flamsteed after her husband's death when she re-
moved everything she possibly could, including all his instruments,
books, and papers... their present whereabouts, as with many
things associated with Flamsteed, is unknown'.

10 Sir James Thornhill, An Explanation of the Painting (1729), pp. 10-
11. The entire quotation is:
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nomer the Reverend Mr. Flamsteed, who holds the Construction
of the Great Eclipse which happened April the 22nd, 1715. Close
by him is his ingenious Disciple Mr Thomas Weston. who is now
Master of the Academy in Greenwich: He is assisting Mr Flam-
steed in making Observations,with a large Quadrant (whilst an
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Old Man at the Clock is counting the Time) of the Moon's
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17 Norman Hampson, The Enlightenment (Harmondsworth 1968), p. 39.
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11/ 900/ 284, proved 20 July 1764, states that he was of the
parish of St George, Bloomsbury and had a house in Southamp-
ton Street which was to go to his wife Rebecca. The profits
from the property in Greenwich were to go towards its upkeep
and be held in trust until his three daughters came of age. He
also mentioned a brother-in-law, Thomas Rossam, son of James
Rossam, the previous master of the Academy in Greenwich and
brother-in-law of the Westons.

Heal, p. 167.
' Dorothy George, Catalogue of Prints and Drawings in the British
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Nos. 2452, 2453: 'The Champion'.
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48 PRO, ADM 67/ 24.0, 5 February 1755.
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° For the subsequent history of the Royal Hospital School see J. E.

Evans in the School Magazine from 1907 to 1912.
51 Victoria and Albert Museum Library, MSS English 86. B. 96, faa.

227-28, 234-35.
52 The building erected by the Hospital for the Charity boys in 1759

was also torn down because it was inconveniently situated in the
now over-crowded burial ground; a new large school with dorm-
itories was designed by James 'Athenian' Stuart.

3 GLHL, Weston's Academy folder.
54 Platts, p. 212 and GLHL, Dr. Burney's Academy folder.
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Meetings and Visits 1983

Wednesday, 26 January—Mrs Bridget Cherry talked on the
revision of the Buildings of England sections on South
London. She is the editor of a new comprehensive volume
covering twelve Greater London Boroughs and eventually
published later in 1983 as London 2 : South. In addition
to mention of discoveries made by research or the cleaning
and restoration of buildings since Sir Nikolaus Pevsner
brought out the first volume on London in 1951, she
explained how certain re-appraisals of architectural merit
had been necessary and that Pevsner's non-understanding
and scant treatment of Palladianism had to be made good.
The new volume paid attention to stations and minor
buildings. She criticized the bureaucratic delay and lack
of energy even where preservation had been approved:
and instanced Albury Street (Deptford—West Greenwich)
where many of the houses had been destroyed, and even
door-cases preserved in a GLC store had been stolen.

Wednesday, 23rd February—Mr David Briggs gave an amusing,
not to say jocular, account in a somewhat condescending
manner on ELIOT PLACE SCHOOL. The Rev. John Potticary
(or Pothecary) started the school in 1805. Benjamin Disraeli
had been a pupil, but there seems to be only slender evi-
dence about his time there. The school had other distin-
guished pupils. Under the Rev. Thomas Nunns it moved to
Maidenhead in 1873, and became a distinguished prepar-
atory school as St Piran's, Maidenhead, where Mr Briggs
is a master.

Wednesday, 23rd March—ANNuAL GENERAL MEETING held, like
the other meetings, at Kidbrooke House, Mycenac Road,
Blackheath. After the usual business meeting for the elec-
tion or re-election of Vice-Presidents, members of Council,
Officers and Auditors, the President, Mr Neil Rhind, pre-
sented an address on the Cator Blackheath Estate (see page
298). Mr F. A. White was elected to Council in the room of
Mr R. F. Moy.
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invigorating than passing along a gallery of portraits in a 	 question of who is suitable for inclusion. The care and

country house. Today, though a strong element of 	 research which goes into the acceptance of portraits ofpast

national pride still pervades the rooms, the tone of the 	 figures is not so feasible when the more fluid and uncertain

Gallery has changed. For one, we are as likely to see a face 	 reputations of present day sitters are being considered.
Fine lines have to be drawn between great renown andalready known to us from the television or newspapers as 	 temporary celebrity. How for example are sportsmen to bewe are to see some long familiar, long dead figure from the 	
tackled? Are they to be included young and at the peak ofpast. For another, a visit is more informative now, gently

underlining for us the interrelation ofgroups of people and 	 their powers and popularity? Or do we wait to see them

of each subject's emergence from a particular social back- 	 grey and portly, managing a club or restaurant, their

ground or cultural milieu. And third, there is a higher	 names already dimmed? In this context, the Gallery's

proportion than before of portraits which pass muster as 	 policy towards entertainers is curious. We have images of

works of art or at least which were conceived with pur- 	 the bandleader Henry Hall, of Max Wall and Paul

poses beyond that of simply achieving a factual likeness. 	 McCartney. But it is astonishing to find no portraits of

This leads us to the heart of the problem. In the nine- 	 Marie Lloyd, Vesta Tilley and other great artists of the

teenth century anyone with the slightest claim to local or	 Music Hall. And surely the name of Vera Lynn will long

national eminence sat for his or her portrait. Except for a 	 outlast many a Cabinet secretary or Trade Union leader.

few retiring figures (usually writers - though even 	 Nevertheless, one of the pleasures of the collection is to

Charlotte Brontë sat to Richmond, at her publisher's 	 be reminded of those whose fame has perhaps been

behest, on a rare visit to London), everyone was delin-	 eclipsed. The gallery's recent purchase, for example, of a

eated in a more or less reliable manner. And so pervasive	 portrait of Richard Church (Fig.56 in the acquisition sup-

was the practice of drawing that we often have satisfactory	 plement on p.1 24) is a case in point. At the other end of

amateur likenesses of those who eluded the attentions of a 	 the scale, great fame and aesthetic excellence are corn-

Royal Academician. How lucky we are, for example, that 	 bined in two double portraits - William Roberts's of

the aunt of Gerard Manley Hopkins showed competence 	 Maynard and Lydia Keynes (reproduced in this

with her box of water-colours. In this century, sitting to 	 Magazine as Fig.53 in July 1983) and Ben Nicholson's

either professional or amateur has been a much less certain	 succinct profiles of himself and his wife Barbara Hepworth

occurrence partly owing to the rise and popularity of 	 (cover illustration).

photography and the corresponding decline in the painted 	 By its very nature, the NPG can never be a showcase for

portrait, partly to a wider accessibility of the famous and 	 developments in recent art but it can demonstrate the

celebrated through other media. Up to about 1900, the	 evolution of informal and intimate portraiture in the last

NPG serves us well and there are few outstanding gaps. 	 decades, as it does in fact in a handful of remarkable works

Consequently, the subjects of recent purchases from those 	 - from Heron's T.S.Eliot to Kossoff's Selfportrait (Fig.60).

Centuries have been increasingly obscure and among those	 A purchase such as the last-named emphasises the de-

listed in the new Illustrated Report for l9834* only	 sirability of a still more adventurous and comprehensive

Cromwell (a Cooper miniature, now making eighteen im- 	 attitude to sitters and artists alike. But if the Gallery is to

ages of the Protector available) has household familiarity,	 maintain its present liveliness and increasing public

The present emphasis is on extending and consolidating 	 affection, it must expand. In spite of the recent extensive

the twentieth-century collection and here the question of 	 devolution of historically appropriate pictures to

commissioning by the Gallery must be accounted for.	 Montacute and Beningbrough and recently announced

In 1921 an editorial in this Magazine had emphatically 	 plans for nineteenth-century works to be shown at Bodel-

recommended that, in view of some lamentable commis-	 wyddan Castle in North Wales, the Gallery remains

sions of war-time personnel, no more portraits of contem- 	 acutely short of space. Plans to move to the South Bank -

porary sitters should be bought or commissioned; only	 an unhappy solution at best have been halted, not with-

photographs of them should be collected. Happily, such a 	 out a sigh of relief, and ways of extending on the present

policy was not pursued, though there was a noticeable 	 site are under investigation. It seems essential for its well

caution in the choice of artists to paint living subjects. 	 being that so peculiar and absorbing an institution should
remain in the heart of London, just as the women and menVirginia Woolf tartly refused an invitation to be drawn in 	 celebrates within have been central to the development1934. They 'send a wretched boy to draw one in one 	
of national life.titting; then they keep the drawing in a cellar, and when

r've been dead ten years they have it out and say Does 	 •Jj!akd R.p.,t aad Lut oJAcqau,tioru /983-4. 35 pp. + 26 b. & w. 111*. National
anyone want to know what Mrs Woolf looked like? No, say 	 Portrait Galkry, 1984 ISBN 0904017 57 5.
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APPENDTX H

KIM SLOAN

A new chronology for Alexander Cozens
Part I: 1717-59

HE two hundredth anniversary of the death of Alexander
ozens will fall on 23rd April 1986. Rumour and con-

usion have often obscured the few known details of his life,
ut in recent years a substantial amount of new material
as emerged which sheds light, not only on his early years
n Russia and England before the visit to Italy of! 746, but
iso on his later work as a mature artist. By presenting this
ew material as briefly as possible in this article and its
equel, I hope to establish a new chronological framework,
hich should provide a sound basis for future research.
A. P. Oppe was the first to establish the identity of

lexander Cozens's parents and to suggest 1717 as the
ikely year of his birth. Having ruled out the old rumour
hat Alexander was the illegitimate son of Peter the Great,
ppé surmised that the presence of the imperial crowns

ver the names of Alexander and his brother Peter on the
amily tree might indicate that the Czar had been their
odfather.' These educated guesses of Oppé can now be
rmly established as fact by two recently-discovered items.
The first was found in an edition of Letters from Russia,

ritten in the first half of the eighteenth century by Mrs
illiam Vigor to her sister-in-law in England. In 1728 she
rote that she had met an English shipbuilder and had
sked him to tell her stories of Peter the Great, 'knowing
e had more opportunities of seeing the Great Peter in his
ours of recreation, as well as those of business, than most

r.ther people, having travelled up the country with him on
the affairs of his navy'. 2 A footnote to this letter stated that
this shipbuilder was 'Probably Mr. Cozens, who attended
Peter the Great from England, father-of the present inge-
nious painter, Mr. Alexander Cozens, to whom Prince
Mcnzikov was sponsor, as was the Emperor to his brother
Peter (deceased)'.

As 'sponsor' was a usual eighteenth-century term for
godfather, Oppé's surmisal that the crowns on the family
tree denoted imperial godparents is thus confirmed.
Prince Alexander Menshikov was Peter the Great's closest
friend, chief political assistant, and an Admiral of the Fleet
in 1717, when Alexander Cozens was born.

This date of birth is confirmed a second time by a
recently-discovered document relating to Alexander Co-

zens's early years, which also for the first time firmly
establishes his whereabouts and activities for the first
twenty years of his life. It was found in the archives of the
Russian Admiralty by Asya Kantor-Gukovskaya, who de-
scribes it in detail in an article published in the Hermitage
journal of l983. Briefly, the document is a petition which
relates that Richard Cozens had sent his sons Peter and
Alexander to England to be educated in 1727 and that
when he died in 1736, his widow asked the Russian Admi-
ralty to petition the Czarina for a pension to enable her to
support her three youngest children still at home in Arch-
angel, and to continue the educations of the two eldest
sons still in England. Mrs Cozens stated the children's
ages, confirming that Alexander was born in 1717 and also
stated that Alexander was studying 'painting' and his
brother Peter 'Latin'. In a decision of February 1737 the
Admiralty resolved that if the Russian state was to support
them, then Alexander and Peter should return to St Peters-
burg to study their father's trade, shipbuilding, at the
Admiralty school. 4 After this special resolution, there is no
further mention of any Cozens's name in the Admiralty
records: in particular, there is no record of Mary Cozens
receiving any sort of additional pension of the type she
requested.

Having thus established that Alexander Cozens was
educated in England from the age often and not in Russia
as has always previously been assumed, we must now
attempt to unravel his activities in England during these
formative years up to the age of twenty in 1737.

Searches of the existing school registers of Christ's Hos-
pital, Eton, Harrow and Merchant Taylors for the years
1727-37 have not yielded the names of either Alexander or
Peter. I think it far more likely that they were sent to a
private academy, like Thomas Weston's in Greenwich,
founded c. 1715, where classical subjects were taught
along with modern extras such as geography, mathe-
matics, navigation, and drawing. This last was taught by
Thomas Weston himself and later by George Bickham,
who engraved the Writing, Drawing and Ancient Arithmetick
copybook published by Weston in l726. Mr Weston's
Academy was very popular with naval families and would

'A. P. oPPE: .11exander and John Robert Cocens, London [1952], pp.1-4. This is the
standard reference work on the Cozenses. The exhibition catalogue by *.
wILToN: The Art of Alexander and John Robert Coeits, New Haven [1980], contains
the most up-to-date bibliography. Henceforward: osa (1952] and W5LTON

[19801.
2 Eleven Additional Letters from Russia, in the Reign of Peter II by the late Mrs. Vigor,
[1777], pp.12 and 13. Mrs Vigor was a subscriber to Cozens's Pnat-sples of8eaaty
and, as she lived in Windsor from c. 1750. she may have been a pupil.

A. C. .Awrog-cuKovsKAyA: 'Drawings by Alexander Cozens in the Hermitage
connected with his Method of Composing Landscapes', Trsids Erem,tazha,
VoL XXII. Leningrad [1982], pp.88, 89. 1 am very grateful to Mrs Kantor for
her generosity in sending me a typescript of her article before it was published
and for the kindness shown tome by herself and her colleagues on my subsequent

visit to the Hermitage. The funds for this trip and my other research on Cozens
and his pupils were provided by a grant from the University of London Central
Research Fund, which I should like to acknowledge gratefully.
°The Russian custom which insisted that sons lullow their fithers' trade is
mentioned in several visitors' accounts of Russia during this period, including
a. jus'rsca: A Voyage to Russia, 2nd ed., [1746], p.36.

For more information about Weston's Academy see a. u,oAs4: 'Thomas Weston
and the Academy at Greenwich', Transactions of i/ic Gree,uwirh and Lwithan,
Aittiqsianan Soci4, Vol.IX, No.6 [1984], pp.3 I3-33. There is a complete copy of
Weston's book in the National Art Library (l27.T.86). Cozens's Roman sketch-
book at Yale B 1978.43.166 contains a drawing of a female head, p.2r, which
is identical to one found in Weston's book. There are one or two other motifs
from this copybook which also recur in Cozens's work.
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ALEXANDER COZENS

have been well-known to any of Richard Cozens's re-
lations still in the Woolwich or Deptford shipbuilding
areas.

Mrs Cozens's statement that Alexander was studying
painting in 1736 probably indicates that he had been
apprenticed at the age of thirteen or fourteen to a painter
or engraver, as at the time this was still the most common
method of becoming a painter. In February 1737, when
the Russian Admiralty made its special resolution that he
and his brother return to Russia to study shipbuilding,
Alexander would have been five or six years into his ap-
prenticeship and presumably unwilling to leave it to em-
bark upon a new career. It is tempting, because of later
connnections with the Pine family, to suggest that Alex-
ander was apprenticed to John Pine, a respected illustra-
tor, topographer and engraver. It is also tempting to
surmise that he may at the same time have been attending
evening life-drawing classes at an academy like the free
one in St Martin's Lane that Hogarth advertised in I 735•6

In its collection of tokens, the Museum of London has
a curious object (Figs.2 and 3) which gives another clue to
Alexander's activities during this period in London. 7 Al-
though classed as a token, comparison with others of the
period shows it not to be one, as it bears neither value nor
address and is etched in reverse. It is in fact a re-etched
coin, probably a very worn halfpenny from William III's
reign; there are several of these in the department of Coins
and Medals at the British Museum, although none there
appears to have been worked by professional artists, nor is
any of them etched in reverse. George Stubbs narrated to
Ozias Humphrey how, in 1747, he had been taught to etch
by a house-painter in Leeds on worn pennies covered by
layers of varnish and wax. 8 Although no other artist men-
tions this as a stage in learning to etch, it is not altogether
implausible that it was a fairly common practice and that
Alexander Cozens tried his burin on a few worthless coins
before attempting to etch on a more valuable sheet of
copper.

Already at this early date the style of the landscape on
the obverse is recognisably Cozens's, 9 but the trouble he
has had with the correct direction of his 's' illustrates that
he has not yet mastered the technique of etching in re-
verse. The old man's head on the other side is rather
deeply cut, which may also be due to Cozens's inex-
perience, as this would seem to indicate it was left too long
in the acid solution. It is not inconceivable, however, that
the depth of the etching means that Alexander was work-
ing for a die maker or seal engraver. Again John Pine's
name comes readily to mind, as in 1743 he was made
Engraver to the King's Signet and Stamp Office.'°

If, as seems likely, Cozens was apprenticed for seven
years, his apprenticeship would most likely have ended
around 1739 or 40. Previously, it has been assumed that
the 1742 date of publication of the Eton College print
engraved by Pine meant that Cozens was in England in
that year. 1 ' This need not necessarily be true, however,
since this print was only part of a larger undertaking by
its publisher, William Collier, which probably took a
number of years to complete. 12 Alexander Cozens, there-
fore, could easily have executed the drawing near the end
of his apprenticeship, and perhaps as much as two years
before the publication date.

The possibility that Cozens spent from 1743 to 1746 in
Russia was discussed by Oppé, but without reference to
the state of the arts in Russia at that time or to Cozens's
possible occupation if he was there.' 3 However, since it
now appears that Cozens could have been in Russia even
longer, from 1740 to 46, and since his mother appears to
have received no financial assistance and he would have
needed some method of earning money to support her and
his three sisters and brother still not of age, it is worth
considering where in Russia he might have used the skills
he had acquired in England.

The only place employing designers or engravers in
Russia in the 1740s was the Art Department of the Acad-
emy of Science in St Petersburg. This department had
been established at the Academy's foundation in 1726
expressly to teach the various arts to native Russians, and
to design allegorical figures, illustrate the publications of
the Academy, and create schemes for firework displays.'4
A plan and description of the Academy of Science, pub-
lished in St Petersburg in l74l,' includes detailed views
of all the rooms in the Academy, among them the Kunsi-

kammer, with its collection of plaster casts, antiquities and
paintings. It also contains lists of the various subjects
taught and the number of pupils in each class. In the art
department, there were eight draughtsmen with twenty-
one apprentices (some to become painters and some en-
gravers), one painter with two apprentices, two engravers
with three associates and six apprentices, one printing
master, nineteen printers, a gem carver, and so on.

Although the publication does not list the names of the
instructors, some of them are known through Hasselblatt
and other sources.' 6 Unfortunately, the scarcity in west-
ern collections of surviving works by these artists and by
Cozens at this period makes it difficult to compare his style
with that of his contemporaries in Russia or to suggest
possible influences. However, the work of Russian pupils,
as seen in a 1753 book of views commemorating the fiftieth
anniversary of the founding of St Petersburg, is worth

6 The Walpole Soneqy, VoI.XXII Vertue Note Books, Vol.111 [1933-34], p.76.
'Museum of London A 24225. 1 am very grateful to Tessa Murdoch for bring-
ing this object to my attention and to Miriam Archibald of the British Museum
Department of Coins and Medals. Richard Godfrey, and W. S. Sloan for their
helpful suggestions.

y a: .tlemoirs of Thomas Dodd, William flpcot, and George Slubbs, R.A.,
Liverpool [1879], pp.9 and 10.
° It is also sufficiently close to a signed and dated drawing of 1736 of a windbreak
of trees, which was sold at Christie, Manson & Woods, on 17th Nov. 1981, Lot
52 illustrated
10 R. 0. STEWARD: Robert Edge Pine, A British Portrait Painter a, America I78-l788.
Exh. cat., National Portrait Gallery, Washington, D.C. [1979], pp.13 and 14.
The P R.O. Apprenticeship List 7 170 2319 records a John Pine, citizen and
goldsmith who, in 1720, took as apprentice John Wiliiam Gray, citizen and
stationer. Since there was no specific guild for engravers, John Pine may have

belonged to the goldsmiths' guild, especiall y since he had been trained possibly
by John Stun) as a silver- and copper-plate engraver. Yet another interesting
fict is that George Bickham, who was closely connected with Weston's Acad-
emy, had been trained by John Stuet at about the same time as Pine.
"Reproduced in wsiToN [1980], Cat. No.1.
"The Map Library in the British Museum has a copy of the print of Eton
College K.8.30b) and its companion, a plan o(%%'indsor Little Park antI Eton,
surveyed and drawn by Collier and engraved by Pine K.7.39b.
' 3 orpt [1952], pp.11-13.
4J. stAss!LILATT: Hrstiwsscher Ueberblick dir Eatwscke!sing dir Kaiser!when R,wzsche.

Akadems, dir Kwuie in Si. Petersburg, St Petersburg [1886], pp.34-40.
' 5 GeM suds dee Kayserlichen Acadsmis dir Wuse*schaftsa uebst dee Bibliothec uui,d Kw,s1-
Kammer in Si. Petersburg..., St Petersburg [1741].
i6	 r example, C. AIsDRN: Palmjra of the Ytirth - L'se First Days of St.
Petursbiirg, London [1942], pp.203-Ol.
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ALEXANDER COZENS

ferring to here as an example of the type of work the
epartment of Art at the Academy of Science was cx-
ected to produce. These perspectival views of docks, ship-
ing, harbours, fortifications, etc. make interesting
mpansons with Cozens's Eton engraving, his finished

en and ink drawings of the Porta Pinciana and S. Maria
taggiore, Rome, and the type of drawing he would later
e expected to teach to navigational students at Christ's
ospital.' 7 The Russians' use of straight lines for shading,
e carefully worked sky, and the attention paid to the
affage in the foreground, all find parallels in the little
at we do know of Cozens's early work.
An often-quoted letter from William Beckford to Co-

ens, which was thought to contain more fantasy than fact,
an now be seen possibly to contain a great deal of truth
nd reinforces our new information about Alexander's
any life.' 8 In particular, Beckford now seems correct in
Lescribing Alexander's route to Italy as beginning from St
etersburg, passing the shores of England and his friends

here, and sailing on to Leghorn.
Fortunately, Cozen's activities in Italy in 1746 are well

locumented by his surviving drawings and have been
liscussed in the literature,' 9 but no new information has
merged about Cozens's activities between his return from
taly in 1746 and his appointment as drawing master at
hrist's Hospital in I 74920 His work during the five years
f the latter appointment is partially documented and has
)een discussed by Richard Canine and Ian Fleming-
Villiams.2'

Of the 1 750s, Oppé knew only that Alexander Cozens
%'as Rouge Croix at the College of Heralds in 1751, that
us son John Robert was born in 1752, and that he re-
igned from Christ's Hospital in 1754. Only two known
vorks, an etching of 1752 and a water-colour of 1757, were
latable to that decade; in 1759 he was known to have
'nitten An Essay to Facilitate the Inventing of Landskips, al-
hough no copy appeared to have survived. 22 However,
wo of Cozens's works, datable to the beginning and end
)f the 1750s, have recently come to light and they should
nable a large number ofundated drawings to be assigned
o this decade.

The first of these items (Fig.4), a drawing of a landscape
with fishermen, signed and dated 1751, has an interesting
)rovenance and may incidentally shed some light on

the reasons for Cozens's resignation from Christ's
Hospital.23

Carline and Fleming-Williams noted that the Admi-
ralty Board who examined the Christ's Hospital boys had
complained about the quality of the boys' drawings and
that Cozens had resigned upon hearing of a second similar
complaint. This seems surprising in light of the fact that
Cozens's own ability to draw ships, coastlines, harbours,
etc. is well-evidenced by his Italian drawings. A closer
examination of Cozens's unpublished letter of resignation
indicates that he may have had a reason for wishing to
leave the post other than the Admiralty's complaints. In
his letter, dated 9th May 1754, Cozens apologised for not
appearing in person because of 'something intervening
which makes it impossible for me to wait on you' and gave
as his reason for resigning, not that he was unable to teach
what they required, but rather that his 'Affairs are so
Circumstanced that I cannot attend Your School any
longer'.24

Although Cozens's name was not included among the
five or six drawing masters that Malchair mentioned to
Farington as working in London at this time, the recently
discovered 1751 drawing provides evidence to indicate
that Cozens already had private pupils by this date. It is
therefore possible that commitments to a growing private
clientele did not leave enough time for him to teach at
Christ's Hospital the requisite three afternoons a week. It
must also be noted that the fees from private clients would
be far greater than the £50 salary he received from the
Hospital.

The 1751 drawing, Landscape with fishermen (Fig.4),
bears an inscription that states that it was found in the
portfolio of Lady Elizabeth Lee at Hartwell in 1828. This
portfolio, still containing twelve monochrome and water-
colour drawings by Lady Lee herself, was recently depos-
ited on loan at the Buckinghamshire Record OfTice.25 A
pair of oval drawings now in Boston, one a blot and the
other a landscape after it (Figs.5 and 6), were noted by
lob Williams as having an inscription that they had been
found among Lady Lee's papers, and there were appar-
ently several similar drawings at Hartwell. 26 These two
oval drawings were attributed to Alexander Cozens by the
Boston Museum of Fine Arts, 27 but they bear a much
stronger resemblance to Lady Lee's own style, as seen in

7 Cozens's Roman views are reproduced in the Cotoiogv.e of the Loan Exhibition,
teld at the Institute of Art Research, Ueno, Tokyo [1929]. lam very grateful
o Nicholas Plumley, Librarian and Archivist of Christ's Hospital for allowing
ne to examine their cop% of the first edition of LENS'S book: For the curious ronng

entlemen and Ladies that stud y the .1obIe and Commendable Art of Drawing... A Vew
md Compleal Drau ing Book... [1750] and the 1755 examination book of Cozens's
upil.James Lily , which contains his copies after plates in Lens's book and after

irawings by Cozens. For reproductions of these and discussions of the teaching
Idrawing at Christ's Hospital seen. cAnuNE: Draw Tfr, Must. London 11968],
p.35-49, and Fig.6, and E. SLOAN: 'Drawing - A "Polite Recreation" in

Eighteenth-Ccntury England', Studies us Eighteenth-Century Culture, Vol.11
1982]. pp.2l8-21. Figs.l and 2. A complete set of colour and detailed re-
,roductions of these Russian view,, engraved mainly by Mikhail Ivanovich
Aakae 1716-1770 . may be found in 0. N. K0MELOVA: hens of St. Petersburg
rndSurrowsdings us the middle of the 18th Century, Leningrad [1968). c. H. HAIIiLTON
tlso discusses these artists and reproduces some of their work in The Art and
lrclutedure of Russia, Harmondsworth [2nd ed. 19751, p.240, plates 108, IlIb.
112, 113, 115, 116, 118b.
"This letter is transcribed in A. tOftRJSON: Collection of Autograph Letters and
hstorual Documents Second Series ,Vol.l, (1893). pp.198-99 and in part, with
orrrctions, mS. ALEXANDER: England's Wea/thoest Son. London [19621, pp.46-47.

' complete discussions, see: WILTON [1980]. pp.19-23; orb (1952],

pp.1 1-20; and o ps.E: 'A Roman Sketchbook b y Alexander Cozens', Wa/pole
Soon,, Vol.XVI [1927-28], pp.81-93.
20 w1LrON, [1980) Cat. No,. 3-6, has tentatively assigned some of Alexander
Cozens's drawings in the Yale Center for British Art to this post-Italian period.

CARUNE, .cst. at n.17 above, pp.43-49, and i. ,LEMING-WILUAMS: 'Drawing-
Masters', in M. HAnDlE: hater-Colour Painting us Bntaui, London [1968], Vol.111,
Appendix I, pp.214-15.
22 oprE [1952], pp.22-23. See Part II of this article in a future issue.
23 Enghsh Watercolour Drawings. Annual Exhibition Spink & Son [1981], Cat.
No.18.
14 Guildhall Library. London. Ms. 12.806 Christ's Hospital. Court Minutes,
Vol.11, Almoner's Committee, 10th May 1754, p.209.
25 County Record Office. Buckinghamshirc, Recent Accessions AR 121/79.
Elizabeth (1739-1811), daughter of Simon, lit Earl Harcourt. married Sir
William Lee, 4th ban, in 1763. See w. H. sxrrH: Andes Hartwellianaa, London
[1851]. Permission to reproduce two of the drawings from the portfolio and to
quote from Hariwell Papers was very kindb gsen by 0. J . M. Lee, to whom,
along with the staff of the Buckinghamshire Record Office, I am greatly in-
debed r assistance during the final preparation of this article.
2 ioLO WILUAMS: Earl, English Watercolours [1970 reprint]. p.39.
27 Boston Museum of Fine Arts, Ace. No.63.1528 & 63.1529.
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her drawings still in the portfolio (Figs.7 and 8), than they
do to Cozens's.

In fact the style of her monochrome drawings and the
presence of this early Cozens drawing in her portfolio
would seem to indicate that she was taking lessons from
Cozens in the early I 750s. This supposition is strengthened
by a letter to her from her brother, George Simon, Vis-
count Nuneham (later second Earl Harcourt, 1736-1809),
while on his Grand Tour in 1755. Before he left, he had
had lessons in drawing landscapes from George Knapton,
and, commenting on the fact that his sister was currently
taking lessons from Richard Dalton in drawing heads, he
wrote that: 'Dalton is a great master of them, but an
indifferent of Landscapes, and of all the masters I have
seen & learned of Cozens was the only one that had a taste

28 County Record Office, Buckinghamshare, Hariwell Papers E/2/16, Vienna,
14th September 1755. The Earl of Harcourt's activities as an amateur artist and
his connection with Paul Sandby are well-known, but this is the first proof of a

or thoroughly understood the business he professed'.28
Lady Lee and her brother are thus probably the earliest
known private pupils of Alexander Cozens. Do the blot
drawings by her indicate that Cozens was using his blot
method to teach landscape drawing as early as the I 750s?

Lady Lee's 1751 drawing by Cozens bears a closer re-
lationship to his 1752 etching2 and to other similar early
drawings than to his blots. This does not, however, pre-
clude the possibility that he was already using his blot
method to teach the Harcourt children and other private
pupils in the 1750s. This possibility arises from an exam-
ination of the second example of Cozens's work datable to
the 1 750s that has recently been re-discovered: An Essay to
Facilitate the Inventing of Lane/skips, 1759, which will be dis-
cussed in Part II of this article.

connection with Cozen,.
'9 This etching is reproduced in Print Collector's Quarterly, XII [April 1921],
No.1, p.85.

BARRY VENNING

Turner's whaling subjects

AMONG Turner's later exhibited works are four whalin
subjects: the Whalers (Fig.9) and The whale ship (Fig.l0)
were shown at the Royal Academy in 1845; they were
followed in 1846 by Hurrah! for the whaler Erebus! another
fish! and Whalers (boiling blubber), entangled in flaw ice, en-
deavouring to extricate themselves (Figs. II and I 2).2 They
have received surprisingly little attention, an oversight for
which the painter himself is partly responsible: when he
appended references to Beale's Natural History of the Sperm
Whale to the catalogue entries for three of the pictures, he
fostered the illusion that the book by itself would explain
the images. 3 As a result their historical context has been
overlooked.

They were painted in the expectation that one or more
would find a purchaser in Elhanan Bicknell, who had a
lifelong interest in the southern sperm whale fishery. 4 On
31st January 1845 Turner invited him 'to call in Queen

1 would like to thank Martin Butlin for reading the first draft of this article and
offering his comments and suggestions. I am also grateful to the staff of the
library of the National Maritime Museum, Greenwich for their assistance with
this research. In the noses the abbreviations 8.-J. refer to the catalogue of
Turner's oil paintings by MARTIN BL'TLIN and EVELYN JOLL, London [1977]; W.
refers to ANDREW WILTON's list of the water-colours outside the Turner Bequest
in Th.eLsfe and Work of]. M. W. Turner, London [1979); TB. refers to A. J.
FINBERG'S catalogue of the Turner Bequest. 2 Vols. London [19091.
'B.-J. 414 and 415.
2 B.-J. 423 and 426.
'The London 'halers was exhibited with the caption 'Vide Beale's Voyage
p.1&s'; the Whale ship in the Metropolitan Museum, New York had the note
'Vide Beale's Voyage p175'; Hurrah! for the whaler Erebus! another fish! had a
general reference, '- Bcale's Voyage'. The book was published in London in
1839.
'He joined a whaling firm at Newington Butts in 1809 and maintained his
interest in the trade for half a century (Dictionary of i'iatwnat Biography).

Anne Street at your earliest convenience, for I have a
whale or two on the canvas'. 5 Bicknell purchased The
whale ship, but was furious to discover that Turner had
made extensive use of water-colour on the canvas, and he
took it back for repainting.6 The painter's note to Bicknell
offers a precise date for the first two paintings as well as the
preliminary studies, most of which are contained in the
Whalers sketch-book. 7 Previous commentators have seen
little in common between the sketches and the finished
pictures, for their compositions are invariably different.
However, this is to overlook the fact that the sketch-book
contains motifs employed in the paintings of 1846: the
sketch on page six, which Finberg titled 'Burning blubber'
(Fig.l3) is clearly related to the painting with the same
subject; on page thirteen (Fig. 14) rapidly sketched figures
in the bottom right hand corner appear to be shouting
'Hurrah!' as they do in the other painting of 1846.8 The

5j. GAGE ed): The Correspondence of]. M. W. Turner, Oxford [1980), p.203.
'The row is well documented in letters between Rusisin and his father published
by H. I. SHAPIRO (ed : Ruskn, in Italy, Oxford [1972]. Of particular importance
is the letter from the elder Ruskin on p.248. Ic is beyond dispute that Turner
did make extensive use of water-colour throughout the SerieS, for it is still clearly
visible on the paintings in the Turner Bequest. The row and some of its technical
repercussions are considered at greater length in the present writer's M.A.
Report, Turner and ho Cn gws c!83)-l5, University of London, 1980, pp.94-96.
'TB. CCCLIII.
'The motif of the cheering crew was also employed in a sketch inscribed by the
painter 'Hurnin boys' W. 1412), but unfortunately its present location is un-
known. A number of other water-colours record Turner's interest in whaling,
though many of them are unrelated to the exhibited oilE see T.B. CCCLVII-6
and W. 1411, both of which are datable to c.l845. Turner also produced a
number of water-colours in vignette form probably dealing with the Arctic
fishery. wILTON dates them c.1839. See W. 1307, 1308, 1309 and 1310. They
argue an earlier interest in the northern fishery than is usually thought.
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TURNER'S WHALING SUBJECTS

intings were evidently planned from the start as a quar-
though they are usually considered as if they were

arate statements.
It is usually thought that Turner's series was inspired by
reading habits, but in fact it is necessary to cast a much

der net to discover his sources. 9 The combined influence
Beale and Bicknell can only account for the paintings of
45, which dealt with the Pacific sperm whale hunt,
ereas those of 1846 were devoted to the Arctic trade,
crc Bicknell had no investments and whose incidents
ale does not describe.
At least one of Turner's acquaintances had personal
perience of the Arctic - the former Yarmouth barrack-
ster, George William Manby, whose career Turner had
lowed with interest.' 0 He had sailed to Greenland in
21 with the renowned whaler William Scoresby, in or-
r to test his newly-invented harpoon gun, and had pub-
hed an account of the voyage upon his return.' 1 Turner
ay have read the book, but if not he would have learnt

Manby's experiences from the author himself or
rough their mutual associate Dawson Turner.
There was also a visual tradition, hitherto overlooked,
on which he could draw. For many years whaling sub-

cts had been a flourishing though parochial genre within
nglish painting, centred mainly on Hull, whose pros-
rity was bound up with the Arctic fishery.' 2 For the
ost part local demand was so great that Hull artists
Lrely showed their whaling scenes in the London cx-
bitions, but in 1840 John Ward, the leading master of
te Hull school, had one of his finest works hung in the
oyal Academy (Fig.17).' 3 Turner would surely have
en impressed by its quality, novelty and above all its

;sociations, which Ward spelt out at length in the cata-
gue, knowing they would strike a chord, even in a Lon-
n audience. The full entry reads:
Northern Whale Fishery: portraits of the Swan, one of
the vessels so long frozen up in the Arctic regions, and
the Isabella, formerly commanded by Captain Ross
when on discovery and afterwards commanded by Cap-
tain Humphreys at the time he rescued that dis-
tinguished navigator."

oth ships had suffered atrocious hardships in the ice
uring the whaling seasons of 1835 and 1836, and Ward's
icture may have recalled these events for Turner, since he
so alludes to them in his own Arctic pictures of 1846.
ike Ward's long historical note Turner's paintings also
rew a parallel between the perils of Arctic exploration
nd those of the whaling trade, a point that will receive
trther scrutiny below.

Turner's whaling series was far more ambitious than
anything produced by the Hull school; for he sought to
embrace the British whaling industry as a whole by treat-
ing the Pacific fishery in 1845 and its Arctic counterpart
in the following year.' 5 More specifically he illustrates the
dangers afflicting the different fisheries, dangers which
had been ably summarised in 1840 by F. D. Bennett:

The amount of hazard incurred in the Greenland and
Sperm Whale fisheries may be considered as nearly
equal: the .... inhospitable climate in the one, being

counterbalanced by the superior activity and gen-
eral powers of the whale pursued in the other.16

It is significant that in both years one of the exhibited
paintings is a scene of hope or triumph, while the other
depicts a calamity of the kind mentioned by Bennett. They
give the impression that they are pendants telling two
tragic stories, the product of the ageing Turner's pessi-
mism, in which man is so often seen as a hostage to fortune.

At first the paintings of 1845 resist the suggestion that
they are linked, since they were exhibited with captions
referring to separate episodes in Beale's book. The Whalers
(Fig.9) corresponds closely to the passage on page 163,
where the ship is hunting a whale off the Japanese coast;
the headsman of the leading boat has harpooned the luck-
less creature as it is about to 'sound'. In Beale's narrative
the kill is successful, but Turner freezes our involvement at
a moment of hope and picks up the thread in The whale
ship (Fig.lO) where the creature catapults its tormentors
into the Pacific. It is here that Turner departs from strict
adherence to the text on page 175, which he claimed as the
painting's source. In Beale's story three boats chased a
huge sperm whale for several hours before harpooning it
and striking it with the lance, whereupon it descended,
re-emerged and overturned one of the boats. Turner's
whale however, wreaks havoc on a number of boats and
not just one, and whereas the episode actually took place
to windward of the mother ship in a light wind, Turner's
whaler is close-to and with full sails. These slight changes
create an image more clearly related to the London
Whalers, thus suggesting they are two moments in the same
episode.'7

Turner also implies a narrative link between the two
paintings shown in 1846. The vessel depicted in Hurrah! for
the whaler Erebus: another fish! is shown butchering or 'cut-
ting in' a captured whale. The tiny details are remarkably
accurate (Fig.15): the animal's head is being hoisted on
deck, while a ribbon of blubber, known as the 'blanket
piece' is attached to the ship's windlass which then un-
winds the blubber from the carcase. In the companion

lohn McCoubrey has suggested a number of possible literary sources in an
spublished paper given at the Johns Hopkins University Turner Symposium

1975. BUTUN and JOLL have mentioned many of these in their catalogue
itties.
in a sea piece shown at the It. A. in 1831, Turner depicted the use of Manby's

I-saving apparatus in the rescue of a ftoundenng vessel B.-J. 336 Victoria and
Iben Museum, London). Both men also shared an interest in the establishment
a metropolitan lire service: see the comments by JOH4 &ne in the catalogue
the exhibition J. M. 14'. Tinier, Grand Palais, Paris [1983], p'25.
0. w. MANlY: Journal of a VoagetoG,ernJasdzn the Tear 1821, London [18221.
For the painters of the Hull school, see Ferena Art Gallery Earl, Mars*e

isstrngs, Hull [19511. Evidence of the painters' involvement in the whaling
dustry is also to be gleaned from T. IIOEPPAP.D and j. ISJDDAIY: Hill Whaling
rlzcs and Arctic or Historical Records of 250 Tears, Hull [1906] and T. IHEPPAaD:

lp.st,ated Guide to the Hull Whaling Relics, London 11911].
'Until recently Ward (1798-1849) had been unjustly neglected. in 1981 he was

the subject of an exhibition John I4'ard of Hull, Manse Painter at the Ferena Art
Gallery, and the catalogue is still the major source of information about his life
and work.
"Catalogue No. 145.
' 5 Al though Hurrah! for thi u hater Erebirs! bore a catalogue reference to Beak, the
vessel's name betokens the Arctic, as Martin Butlin has pointed out, it us also
clear that Turner gives an atmosphere and light to the Arctic pictures different
from that of the Pacific scenes, as he knew the North Polar region was prone to
sudden mists.

arratise of a Whaling I'ovage around the Globe, London [1840] p.213. IEAI.Z

refers to Bennett's researches, and thus John McCoubrry's suggestion that
Turner also read Bennett seems very plausible.
17 It may be significant that the pentimenti in the London Whalers have the
effect of turning the ship frontally towards the viewer so that it no longer flees
in the opposite direction to the New York Whale ship.



ANDREA DEL SARTO'S 'MORELLI ALTAR-PIECE	 ALEXANDER COZENS

(c) JOURNAL, fol. 29v:
a Andrea dcl Sarto dipintore a di 8 di Marzo [1512) 1. uno 1/4 d'oro in oro,
portô chontanti, c prima aveva auti grossoni xv die in oro auto limo a questo
di detto 1. dua d'oro in oro

[2

(d) JOURNAL, fol. 30r:
a Andrea del Sarto dipintore che mi dipinge Ia tavola dello agnolo Ratfaello
addi xxxi di marzo 1512 chorone dua d'oro di sole, porto e' detto chontanti

lire 13 t. 8

posto dare a libro rosso c. 41 1. I s. 18 d. 4 d'oro in oro

(e) JOURNAL, fol. 30v:
Andrea del Sarto dipintore de' dare addi xxviii di giugno f. quattro d'oro in
oro, portô [blank) suo fratello chontanti

1.4

(I) JOURNAL, fol. 31r:
a Andrea del Sarto dipintore addi v d'aghosto I tre d'oro in oro, portô
chontanti, per chonto del oro e della doratura della tavola

1.3

a Andrea del Sarto dipintore a di primo d'ottobre chorone una d'oro di sole,
portô [blanki suo fratello chontanu

lire 6 s. 13

(g) JOURNAL, fol. 31v:
a Andrea del Sarto dipintore addi xi d'ottobre lire sessanta s. xvi piccioli,
portô e' detto chontanti in ducati iiii e 1/2 d'oro in oro e chorone iiii di sole;
e disse gl'avansava tanto oro da dorare che montava lire 2 soldi 10 piccioli;
e per resto del chosto dells tavola del agnolo Raffaello per Settimello

lire 60 s. 16

Document II: Payment. for the transportatio, and in.tallation of the
Morelli Altar-piece

(a) LEDGER, from account titled 'Spese di Lionardo Morelli', fol. 38:

E de' dare lire centatrentofto s. xvi d. ii per spesi inmurare l'aitare da
Settimello e altre chose a detto altare donate chom' appare a giornale c. 28

[ 191. 16 d. 7

[the journal entries referred to involve payments ftr construction and minor
benefactions, such as the wooden image o(Saint Sebastian cited in note 16]

(b) Lwosa, from tided 'Muraglia da Settimello', IbI. 21:

dare:
e de' dare addi xi di dicembre [1512] lire sene soldi v piccioli paghati a Filippo
(abro in Por' San Piero in somma di lire xi soldi xv piccioli per ream di caglone
sino a questo di, chom' apare a giornale c. 32, che Ic lire 4 soldi 10 piccioli
sono a spew di Lionardo nd chonto dell'altare da Ssettimello e Ic lire 7 soldi
5 piccioli per ferramenti per detta muraglia

f. I s. 0 d. 9

(c) LEDGER, from account titled 'Spear di Lionardo Morelli', fol 44:

dare:
e de' dare lire tre soldi xiii piccioli per braccia 9 1/4 di tela azzura per una
chortina per Ia tavola del' agnolo Raffaello da Settimello auta da Lor[enzo]
e Bart[olomeo] Lagnini chreditore in questo c. 42

f. Os. 10 d. 7

[the same information is given at fol. 42, account of 'Lorenzo e Berto Lagnini
e chompagni, linaiuoli']

(d)JoueNAL, fol. 31v:
alla ghabella della tavola a di detto [Il October, 1512] lire tre soldi a piccioli
paghati in doana

lire 4 s. 7 d. 6

al legnaiuolo a dl detto lire dua soldi xiii piccioli per inchassarla e armarla da
chanchare

lire 2 s. 13

allo scharpellino da Sscttignano che venne a choncare l'altare e Ia tavola
dell'altare a Settimello a di 3 di novembre lira una soldi xii piccioli per dua
opere

lire 1 s. 12

[total expenses = lire 8 s. 12 d. 6]
posto spew di Lionardo dare a libro rosso c. 38 f. I s. 4 d. 8 d'oro in ow

dare:
	[undated entry of 1512) e dc dare lire otto s. xii d. vi piccioli per ghabella

	 (e) JOURNAL, fol. 32r:

	

e inchassatura e achoncatura lassu di detta tavola sopradetta, a giornak c. 31
	

di chandellicri e un ferro da chortina

	

f. I s. 4 d. 8
	

lire 4 a. 10

APPENDIX I

KIM SLOAN

A new chronology for Alexander Cozens
Part II: 1759-86

IN 1980, Andrew Wilton noted that a copy of Cozens's
'lost' publication of 1759, An Essay to Facilitate the Inventing
of Landskips (transcribed in Appendix A; Figs.6- 17), was
preserved in an album containing other works by Cozens
in the Hermitage.' The text of this Essay opens with a
lengthy quotation from the 1721 English edition of Le-
onardo da Vinci's Treatise on Painting, which indicates that
not only had Cozens been aware of the hint to study old
walls, streaked stones, etc. nearly thirty years before he
mentioned it in the .iVew Method, but that even at this early
date he considered his blot method an improvement upon
Leonardo's. In fact, as we shall see, the J'few Method and

the Various Species of Composition in J'Iature were merely
elaborations of the blot landscape system Cozens had first
invented in the 1750s.

The two-page text of the 1759 Essay is shorter and more
easily understood than Cozens's Principles of Beauty [1778]
or the .New Method [1786], but in the last two paragraphs
he explains that he intends to publish a larger set of exam-
ples later, varied from the eight styles of composition
shown here, with figures added and shaded upon two
different principles. Examples of these could, he says, al-
ready be seen at Mr Boydell's and Mr Austin's. The
finished water-colour of a tree on a coast (Fig.19), signed
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ALEXANDER COZEN S

d dated 1757, may be one of these promised examples,
cc it corresponds so closely to the second style of corn-
sition. This would seem to prove that the method was
eady fully worked out by 17572 and it is this fact that
ports the possibility, mentioned at the end of Part I of

s study, that Cozens was already teaching his blot
thod to the Harcourts and other pupils in the early

50s.
Other drawings, outline and shaded, which can be di-
fly related to this publication have been found in an
urn which once belonged to another pupil of Cozens,
arlotte Aynscombe. 3 Two of these are signed by Cozens

ig.20) 4 and a third (Fig.21) is inscribed 'Copied from
ex r Coz'.
The Aynscornbe album also contained the outline etch-
g for the eighth style of composition (Fig.l7), which,
• th its accompanying blot, is missing from the Hermitage
py of the 1759 E5say. I am certain, however, that the
nscombe album etching comes from a copy of this Es-
not only because it fits the description in the text and

s an '8' in the upper centre, but also because of its
oseness to an ink blot, inscribed '8th Stile (sic)of Corn-
sition' in the album acquired in 1888 by the British
useum (Fig.16), which also contains the original blots
r styles two, three, and four on pages 4, 20 and F re-
)ectively.
Although there are several drawings by Cozens dated in

ie I 760s, we still know little about his whereabouts and
ublications in this decade. One undated publication
thich probably belongs to these years is The Various Species
r Landscape, etc. 5 No text has previously been discovered
r this publication, and our information on it derives from
puzzling series of notes transcribed by Constable. 6 How-
ver, while doing some research on the Grimston family
apers in the Humberside County Record Office,

he first part of this study was published in THE BURLINGTON MAGAZINE lFebru-
y 1985], pp.70-75. Please note that full references to sources quoted here are
be found in that article.

A. WILTON: The Art of Alexander and Jo/is, Robert Co.ens, Yale [1980], p.7 and Cat.
os.13, 18. This Essay was reviewed in The Monthly Renew, XX [March 17591,
fist. Review No.27, which I transcribe here as it gives an indication of the
riginal format of the publication.

An Essay to facilitate the inventing of Landskips. Intended for students in
the art. 410. Is.6d. Boy dell.

This is a collection of landscapes formed after a hint of Leonardo da Vinci;
who observes, that if we look at some old wall covered with dirt, or the odd
appearances in some ttreaked stones, we may discover several things like
landscapes, battles, clouds, uncommon attitudes, humorous faces, draperies,
Ec. Out of which confused mass of objects, the mind will be furnished wi1h
abundance of designs and subjects perfectly new.

The Author of this essay has endeavoured to improve upon the above hint,
by making such imperfect forms, with some degree of design, on one page;
with correct landscapes, drawn from them on the opposite ones. He informs
us, a larger work is intended upon this plan.

KANT0R-GUK0vSLAYA: 'Drawings by Alexander Cozens in the Hermitage
snnected with his method of composing landscapes', Tend: Erem:tv.gha, Vol.
Xll, Leningrad [1982], pp.B9-92, discusses the 1759 Essay and reproduces the

lot and drawing lor the '4th and 5th Stiles of Composition'.
Other dated works which seem to be directly related to this Essay are the two
756 oils of Matlock, Derbyshire. See i.. raais: Landscape in Bnlwn, Tate Gallery
1973], No.83 which appear to conform to the fifth style of composition, and the
lot on the back of the 1749 Christ's Hospital circular (reproduced in Christie's,
,ondon, Sale Cat. 14th June 1977, lot 172), which has a '3' pencilled in the top
ft corner and which corresponds 10 the third style of composition.
Her known biographical details are in the introduction to the album in thc sale

Christie's, London, 15th June 1982, lots 5-10. I am grateful to the Hon.
hrisiopher Lennox-Boyd and Miss Lindsay Stainton for their kindness in

•rranging for items in this album to be photographed.
The other signed drawing by Cozens in this album ii reproduced in the above
ale catalogue, lot 10.

Record Office, I found among them a printed list (Fig.l8),
which corresponds broadly with Constable's transcription
of Various Species. 7 Neither this published list nor Cozens's
letters to Hoare, 8 which mention his preparations for this
publication, is dated, although in the Hoare letters Cozens
does write of plans for opening a subscription to the
project.

C. P. Barbier has published a letter dated 26th May
1769 which probably refers to Various Species. 9 In it
Thomas Whately of Nonsuch writes to William Gilpin,
mentioning his doubts about the effect that Cozens's prin-
ciples would have on his art: 'my Opinion of all the Prin-
ciples of all of the Arts is the same: they will prevent faults;
but to produce Beauties Genius is necessary, & Principles
too closely adhered to now & then restrains Genius: they
are very useful but a little dangerous'. Barbier assumed
that Whately was referring to Cozens's Principles of Beauty
(which deals mainly with the human body), but in 1769
he might as easily be referring to principles of landscape
composition, to beauty in nature rather than beauty in
physiognomy.

A possible date for Various Species is also hinted at in the
following excerpt from the unpublished correspondence of
yet another of Cozens's pupils, Lady Polwarth.1°

Wrest, May 19, 1774. .. I did send word to Boydell that
I intend to subscribe. Ld. P[olwarth] lock'd the prints
up, for he said he could not bring them down con-
veniently. He did not like them at all, but he is no
virtuoso, & can find no beauty in great splashes of
brown. Have you seen them, & do you like them as well
as the first...

Nearly a year later, she wrote 'I shall certainly subscribe
to Mr Cozens, though I own his plan as yet seems to me
as obscure as any speech of Ld. Ravensworth's'."

The phrases 'great splashes of brown' and 'do you like

'The British Museum has the set of sixteen etchings that belong to this publi-
cation (1928-2-14-41 - .48). It is interesting to note that at least ten of the blots
in the 1888 album in the same museum are directly related to the etchings of
the Varsow.s Species. Examples are found on page 31 of the album (relates to
Species 3), page a (Species 4), and page D (Species 8).
'WILTON, op.cit. at note I above, Cat. No.13.
'County Record Office, Humberside, Grimston Papers, DDGR 38/57. Two
drawings by Cozens in the British Museum (1937-2 . 15-2, 3) are from the
Grimston collection. Their compositional styles indicate that they could belong
to the period of the development of the Vanons Species.
'Transcribed in WILTON, op.cit. at note 1 above, Cat. Nos.69-73.
'C. r. BABBlER: William Gslpsit - his drawings, teaching, and theory of the pictiiresqne,
Oxford [1963], pp.38, 39.
'County Record Office, Bedfordshire, Lucas Collection L30/9/60/32. Lady

Polwarth, née Lady Amabel Yorke (1751-1833), siiojiire Countess de Grey and
Baroness Lucas, was the daughter of the second Earl of Hardwicke and the
Marchioness Grey. In 1772 she married Alexander Hume-Campbell, Lord
Polwarth. Her activities as a pupil of Cozens are of interest to scholars ofhis work
and have not previously been published. I am grateful to the present Baroness
Lucas and the Bedfordshire Record Office, especially James Collett-White. for
their kind assistance and permission to transcribe a portion of the family corres-
pondence here. In 1767 Lady Amabel complained that her sketches of Wrest
Park 'want of Mr. Cozens's freedom of manner and [I] believe he won't be
satisfied' (L30 9a 9/2). There are early etchings by her after Cozens in the
folder of etchings labelled 'Lady dc Grey' in the British Museum
1917-12-8-2601-2645 , and in 1772 she was teaching Cozens's blot method to

a friend, Miss Pringle, in Scotland L30/9 60 3). Her drawings of Wrest Park
and Studley in Yorkshire were used by Wedgwood in his service for Catherine
the Great 1.30 9/60/32). Another letter 1,30/9 63/I of 1771 or 1772, from M.
Jeifreys to Lady Amabel's mother, relates that Cozens had been ins ited to
Burleigh, 'But met with such a reception, that he staid one Night & did not even
see one Picture, he had one meal in ye house, which he was told poor crealurel
to eat in ye Stewards room with Mr. Garricks Servt, etc. & to crown all: he said
the Cook had his apron on, that is laughable - but joking aside it was as shabby
a Job, as I've heard of & very hard on ye poor Man'.

Ibid. L30/9/60 76. This is unlikely to relate to his proposals lisr Pnncsples of
&aaty, as they were not published until February 1776, a year after this ktter.
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A. Ester to Fanlisat, the Iiweiffiag of Lai,dskips.... title page. by Alexander
Cozens. 16.8 by 123 cm. (The Hermitage. Leningrad.

[4]
The frccnd Stile of Coinpoficion is a Piece of Ground ieh a Tree or

Group of Trees, (it may be. Piece of hrukrn Ground or Rack) in the
lore Part of the Piatwe, and the Sca for the middle Objea.

The third Stile, is the'Iu* and fecond togethcr. 	 -
The fourth Stiles chiefly a Group in the Middle-genond.
The fifth Stile is is the fourth, with the Addition of a high Tree no

Trees in the Fore-ground.
The flash Stile, is in cstenflve Country with high Trees, &c, in ebg

Pore-ground.
The feventh Stile Is an A	 by Land, isa Lane, aRosd

sperfpeftive Walk, or Grove.
The eighth Stile is an Avenue by Water, that is to Cay, a River or

Rivulet, bounded on each Side by (iround ci Trees, Co ii to produen a
Vifta in Appearance, with. proper degree of Irregularity.

The lv flrft Stiles may be looked upon to Scenes In Naturt, and eh,
two loft at Avenues or Way. that lead to the Scenes. which in this Senfe,
Should have been loft in the Book, but they are placed 1.11, to peefervs
the Gradation from the fimpleft to the richelt Pidure.

It is necelary to gve the Prsttiricner Come Direaiuns, tho' in this Piscs
they ean be no other chin general, (oç.making his own Blot, or black
Sketches according to the Stiles in this book. The Method is chic: Take
a Camel's Hair Bruib, as large sa can be conveniently ufrd, according to
the intended Bloc or black Sketch dip ii in Indian Ink dilfolved in
Water, and with die Iwifteft Hand make all p4Wcble Variety of Shape.
and Strokes upon your Paper, confining the Difpolkicn of the Whole to
the general Form in the Example which you chuk fur your Stile of Cout-
pofitam.

There may be Objeftioin made to the Smallnelh of the Size of the
Ex.smpks; but as they were thought (ufilcienc to illufirate the Author'.
Meaning, and that he intends hereafter to publith another See of the Stiles,
varied trom thefr, larger, and as flniIh'cl i'ittures, he hopes it will be ad-
mitted as a proper Excuic.

As Coon as Time will permit, each of the DeSign. of this Book, which
arc made out in Outlines, is intended to be 1jublilhed with Figures, and
Shaded upon two different Principles, two Outlines of one of the Stile. of
Compo(Iuon belongjng to this Book, being Shaded upon the two Principles
before-mentioned. A Specimen of .hich may be Siren at Mr. Bovoc LI'I

j'rinefrllcr, the Corner ci jea-&riet, Ckaglde; .01 at Mr. Avsw.'s,
I'rineIcicr, in Gen'ga-SfTeW, II.savar-SUari.

8. .1. Essay to Facilitate the Iiicvuti.g of Landslcps.... second page of text. by
Alexander Cozens. 18.3 by 13.8 cm. The Hermitage, Leningrad

AN

E S S A
TO

cilie the Inventing of LANDSKIPS, intende4
for ST U DRNTS n the ART.

Eow*itno DI Vtvcr, in hiaTreatife of Painting, has tlda.O&er-
L vation: "Among otherThingslllrallneefcnrpletodekvcranew
"Method of aflifting the Invention, which, din' ailing in Appearance,
' may yet be of conSiderable Service in opening the Mind, and putting Ic

"upon the (cent of new Thoughts; and it is this: If you look at Come
"old is% all cover'd with Dire, or the odd Appearance of Come ftresk'd
"Stones, you may difcover ftveral Things like LandSkipii, Bazelea.
" Cloud,, uncommon Attitutlis, hicmcuroua Faces, Drapealea, lie. cut
"of this cor.tuled Mats of Obje&, the Mind will be furniShed pith
"abundance of DeSigns and Subjeãa perfirdfly new."

The Author of this Eli1 has endesvour'd to impede upon the shove
hint, by making thoSe imperfea Forms cc PurpoSe, and witis Come de-
gree of DeSign, which odierwife mutt be caecic'd from Accidents.

Thia (mall Work coofifts of rude black Sketches and Outlines, the Ut.
of which isthis: Aclean Piccecfthin PoSt Paperbcinglaidcn the black
Sketch, the DeSign ii en be made out from the Hints which appear through
:he Paper, and by looking at the tame Time on the refpective Outline;
ant thofe who have pradliled Drawing, have no need of the Outline.

This Book is hikewile a SyStem ci CompoSition, divided into eigbi
Manners of diSpoSing the principal Objefts, which are here called &ilr
af Compofieion, deduced horn the Works of the anticnt Matters.

The few Terms of Are made uSe olin the following Explanation d
:he Stiles, will be underStood by PerSons who are the leaSt converfant
L'ainting or Drawing.

The left Manner or Stile of CompoSition is a Sea-cc4 or the liaki

ía River.	
The

7. 4. Essa; to F&ilitats the Iiweatmg of Luds&ips..., first page of text, by
Alexander Cozena. 16.3 by 12 cm. lint Hermitage. Leningrad;.

-..

9. .4v E.iia; to Facilitate the lnzmtrsg of Liidskips.... Itt. Stile of composrtroii. by
Alexander Cuzens. Etchings. spprox. 10 by IS cm. each. The Hermitage,
Leningrad
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ALEXANDER COZENS

them as well as the first' would seem to indicate a reference
to an earlier publication of landscapes.' 2 The 'obscure'
plan of Lady Polwarth's 1775 letter could, as late as this,
still refer to Various Species, since it is evident from the
letters to Hoare and the Constable notes that Cozens's
plans for this publication were complicated and that their
realisation was often interrupted and protracted, covering
a period of at least fifteen years, let us say from 1760 to
1775.

This period corresponds roughly with the known dates
of Cozens's connection with Eton College.' 3 The
Grimston papers which contained the printed list for Var-
ious Species also contain several references to Cozens's other
activities during these years. Some of these references, such
as his delivery of painting materials to Thomas Grimston
at Cheam in 1767, have been discussed by C. P. Barbier
in his work on William Gilpin.' 4 Another letter quoted by
Barbier indicates that in May 1764 both John Grimston
and his ward, Robert, at Eton, were already well-
acquainted with Cozens.' 5 This letter is the earliest of
their acquaintance, but as Robert had been at Eton since
1759,16 they may already have known one another for
several years. In an unpublished letter written from Cam-
bridge in 1765, Robert requested of his guardian that he
'Pray tell my friend Cozens I hope he has not forgot me,
I have not forgot him'."

Three years later sees the first of four unpublished,
dated letters from Cozens to John Grimston, which are
preserved in the Grimston papers at the Humberside
County Record Office and transcribed in full here in Ap-
pendix B. Letters B.2 to B.4 deal with the publication of
Principles of Beauty and help to date its progress in the
1770s, but letter Bi indicates that in 1768 Alexander's
time was so taken up with business and appointments that
he had not 'room to turn'.

Cozens's activities in the late I 760s are elucidated fur-
ther by Sawrey Gilpin's letter from Windsor to his father
in 1768, in which he describes Cozens's method of painting
in tacky colours.' 8 Although this letter and another, 'Es-
say on Landscape Colouring', probably of the same date
and also intended for Gilpin's father, are mentioned by
Barbier, he does not transcribe either of them. The essay,
now in the Bodleian, contains a lengthy description of
Cozens's use of Prussian blue, raw umber and white,
which give his paintings a greenish hue.'9

In this essay, Sawrey Gilpin also describes Cozens's
method of sky-painting and states:

That ingenious artist has laid down certain tables for
painting almost every sky in nature. He thinks indeed
that no sky should be painted without a table. . . as the
colouring of the landscape depends upon the Sky, the
choice of a proper table is a material point; and before
the painter fixes upon this, I think he ought to consider
whether his Principal light is to be in the Sky or the
landscape.2°

A drawing in the Mackworth Praed album in private
collection (Fig.22) is inscribed 'Intermixture of the sky
with the Landscape' and obviously relates to these sky
tables mentioned by Sawrey Gilpin. The title of the draw-
ing also corresponds with 'Circumstance', No.25 in Various
Species, (see Fig. 18). Therefore, this drawing, and the ac-
companying group of drawings of different types of skies
in the Mackworth Praed album which also bear inscrip-
tions that fit various 'Circumstances', may all now be
assigned to the late 1760s and early 1770s, the period
corresponding with the development of Various Species.2'

By the I 780s, Cozens was well into his sixties and, hav-
ing failed twice to be elected to the Royal Academy, he
ceased exhibiting there. He had not, however, relin-
quished the idea of publishing a complete landscape sys-
tem, as he had envisaged it over the last few decades; a
system that would include his 'various species' or 'stiles' of
composition, his blots, skies, and even trees. In the years
between 1782 and 1784 he appears to have created a
whole new set of blots from the list of compositions in the
Various Species and worked up finished landscapes from
each one, selecting an appropriate sky and tree for each
different kind of composition, just as the pupils were
meant to do. He re-wrote the Essay he had published in
1759, adding the extra hints acquired in twenty-five years
of teaching this method, and also adding philosophical
discussions of its merits and the necessity of genius in its
application. When he had finished, in 1785, he was finally
able to publish that complete system which it is now evi-
dent that he had been working on for thirty years: A hew
Method of Assisting the Invention in Drawing Original Com-
positions in Landscapes, the title being borrowed from the
same quotation from Leonardo da Vinci he had used first
in 1759.

Cozens illustrated his process at the end of the J'few
Method, by using two examples after extra blots of the
seventh and twelfth kinds of landscape composition. The
original finished drawing from which the latter example
was taken was recognised by Oppé (p.92, pl.11) in the

2 Possibly the 1759 Eisa, or 1765 Treatise oii Perspective sad Rides for Slsadiitg b,
Jsveniwn. As A. P. OPPE, Alexander and John Robert Coeas, London [19521, pp.27,
28, 45 mentions, no copy ol the latter work is now available. It cannot be
doubted that he intended to publish such a work, however, because the 1794
Greenwood Sale included six copper plates, four of perspective and Iwo blank
(lot 80). It is also possible that it refers to an unkown publication containing the
blot versions of the Vanous Species as found in the British Museum album.
"Ar. oppt: Alexander and jaM. Robert Coexs. London [1952J, pp.26, 27.

C. P. BARBIER, tp.cit., at note 9 above, p.37. On p.38, IAEBIEE discusses
Cozens's connections with the Gilpins during this decade, basing his information
on the Gilpin papers now in the Bodlejan.

Ibid., p.38, n. I.
A. LEIGH: The Etoii College Register 1753-96, [1921).

'County Record Office, Humberside, Gnmston Papers DDGR 42/15.
"C. P. BARBIER op cit. at note 9 above, p.38.

Bodleian Library, Oxford, Ms. Eng. Misc. c.39 11.6. This might help to date

to the 176th the water .colour fitting this description in the Print Room at the
Victoria and Albert Museum (P.100-1920). This essay is discussed briefly in j.
GAGE: Colour at Tinier, London [1969), pp.55-56.
"Ibid, 1.5, 6. Although there is no room fir such a study in this article, these
tables of painting skies need so be considered in relation to those mentioned in
the William Hoare letter No.3 (WILTON, op cit. at note I above, Cat. No.72)
which mentions a book containing twenty-five skies which he showed to a
gendeman. The album of skies in the Hermitage (H.4165-89) contains exactly
this number. Some of the latter are identical to the series of twenty skies often
Found bound with the New Method. Some of the skies from the Hermitage album
are reproduced In A. EANrOE-GVLOVSEAYA, lsc.cit. at note I above, p.96 and
L. DUEEL5EAYA: The Hermitage, E,sghsh Art, Sirteeiuh S. Jtsaetessth Ceiitar,, Lenin-
grad (1979], Nos.162-63 (colour). The Aynscombe album also contains several
studies and tracings of skies.

' Two of the skies in the Mackworth Praed album are repi'oduced in c. P*xass,
op.cis. at note 2 above, Cat. Nos.79-80.
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ALtXANDER COZENS

lection of Sir Edward Marsh. There is a large number
these finished drawings for the other fifteen kinds of
dscape composition scattered throughout several col-
tions, in Leeds, Yale, the British Museum, and else-
tere, which may therefore also be dated to the last few
ars of Cozens's life.
Alexander Cozens's complete iruvre needs to be re-
aluated, now that the chronological development of his
dscape systems is clearer. A. P. Oppé's excellent mono-

aph does not need to be replaced, but several of his

questions can now be answered and gaps in his informa-
tion filled in. We can now put aside the mystery and
confusion that has surrounded his work and concentrate
on Alexander Cozens's newly-evident influence on all
types of artists, not just amateurs. His personal inter-
pretation of classical, picturesque, and sublime beauty
needs to be established as playing an important role in the
development of the work of his son in particular and of
English landscape theory in general.

peudiz At The Hermitage copy of	 'lost' pubhcation of 1759. For
Istrations to this essay, see Figs.9.I5.

the Pagm
/ ESSAY / To facilitate the / INVENTING / OF / LANDSKIPS,

ended for STUDENTS in the ART. / = / LONDON: / Printed for the
]THOR; and sold by Mr. BOYDELL, Pnntseller in I Cheapside; and Mr.
JSTIN, Printseller, in George-Street, Hanover- / Square. MDCCLIX. / [Price
6d.]

rOt Poges
I ESSAY / TO / Facilitate the Inventing of LANDSKIPS, intended / for

UDENTS in the ART. /
[LONARDO DA VINCI, in his Treatise of Painting, has this Observation:
rnong other Things I shall not scruple to deliver a new Method of Assisting
e Invention, which, tho' trifling in Appearance, may yet be of considerable
rvice in opening the Mind, and putting it upon the scent of new Thoughts;
d it. is this: t( you look at some old Wall cover'd with Dirt, or the odd
ppearance of some streak'd Stones, you may discover several Things like
sndskips, Battles, Clouds, uncommon Attitudes, humorous Faces, Draperies,

out of this confused Mass of Objects, the Mind will be furnished with
)undance of Designs and Subjects perfectly new.'
The Author of this Essay has endeavour'd to improve upon the above hint,
making those imperfect Forms on Purpose, and with some degree of Design,

hich otherwise must be catch'd from Accidents.
This small Work consists of rude black Sketches and Outlines, the Use of
hich is this: A clean Piece of thin Post Paper being laid on the black Sketch,
ic Design is to be made out from the Hints which Appear through the Paper,
d by looking at the same Time on the respective Outline; but those who have

ractised Drawing, have no need of the Outline.
This Book is likewise a System of Composition, divided into eight Manners

[disposing the principal Objects, which are here called Stiles of Composition,
educed front the workt of the antient Masters.
The few Terms of Art made use of in the following Explanation of the Stiles,
ill be understood by Persons who are the least conversant in Painting or
raWing.
The first Manner or Stile of Composition is a Sea-coast, or the Banks of a

Liver.	 The

econd poge of texts
1w setond StiI of Cottsposition is a Piece of Ground with a Tree or Group of
rees, (it may be a Piece of broken Ground or Rock) in the fore part of the

1icture, and the Sea for the middle Object.
The third Stile, is the first and second together.
The fourth Stile, is chiefly a Group in the Middle-ground.
The fifth Stile is as the fourth, with the Addition of a high Tree or Trees in

he Fore-ground.
The sixth Stile, is an extensive Country with high Trees, Ec. in the Fore-

round.
The seventh Stile it an Avenue by Land, as a Lane, a Road, a Vista, a

serspective Walk, or Grove.
The eighth Stile is an Avenue by Water, that is to say, a River or Rivulet,

sounded on each Side by Ground or Trees, so as to produce a Vista in Appear-
Ince, with a proper degree of Irregularity.

The six first Stiles may be looked upon as Scenes in Nature, and the two last
is Avenues or Ways that lead to the Scenes, which in this Sense, should have
cen first in the Book, but they are placed last, to preserve the Gradation from

the simplest to the richest Picture.
It is necessary to give the Practitionrr some Directions, tho' in this Place they

:an be no other than general, for making his own Blots or black Sketches
according to the Stiles in this Book. The Method is this: Take a Camel's Hair
Brush, as large as can be conveniently used, according to the intended Blot or
black Sketch; dip it in Indian Ink dissolved in Water, and with the swiftest Hand
make all possible Variety of Shapes and Strokes upon your Paper, confining the
Disposition of the Whole to the general Form in the Example which you chuse
for your Stile of Composition.

There may be Objections made to the Smallness of the Size of the Examples;
but as they were thought sufficient to illustrate the Author's Meaning, and that

he intends hereafter to publish another Set of the Stiles, varied from these,
larger, and as finish'd Pictures, he hopes it will be admitted as a proper Excuse.

As soon as Time will permit, each of the Designs of this Book, which are made
in Outlines, is intended to be published with Figures, and shaded upon two
different Principles, two Outlines of one of the Stiles of Composition belonging
to this Book, being shaded upon the two Principles before-mentioned. A Speci-
men of which may be seen at Mr. BOYDELL'S, Printseller, the Corner of
Qo.eet,-S:reet, Clteapssde; and at Mr. AUSTIN'S, Prirstseller, in George-Street,
Hatiot'er-Squiare.

Appendiz B Letters from Alexander Cozens to John Grimston, now in the
Humberside County Record Office.

LI
Dear Sir

On the l4' of Aug: I was surpriz'd with the pleasure of seeing M: Robert
Gnmston, just arrived from abroad. And was sincerely rejoyed that He is
return'd in perfect health antI spirits. The last time you did me the honor to call,
You desired me to provide materials for Etching. I inadvertently promis'd them
much sooner than I was able to perform, I hope your goodness will forgive me;
but truly Sir the business and appointments one way or another that I have been
and jm engag'd in, hardly leave me room to turn. I took the liberty of enquiring
of M: Cnmston, if it would be convenient to him to take the etching materials
with him to Yorkshire (I having them ready He in the moss friendly manner
consented, therefore I hope what I have endeavour'd to prpcure may answer the
purposes which you intend. The other day I waited on U: Parker who receiv'd
me in his usual easy friendly manner. I hope Sir that you enjoy perfect health
with all the rest of your family, particularly my once compannion, and scholar
in Blotting, to whom pray be pleas'd to present my compliments. I am

Sir
Y: most ob: & most hum: Sev:

Alex Cozens.
August 27:1768.

P:S. I have not been able to etch the enclosed Drawing, which I am extremely
sorry for, therefore thinking that You might now be pleaa'd to do it Yourself 1
have sent it, begging a proof of it if You think proper. I have likeways taken the
liberty of sending with the parcel an estimate of the materials.

1.2
Dear Sir

This day I had the pleasure to see M' Duncombe at the Exhibition who has
done me the favour to subscribe to my work on Beauty, and at the same to
comply with my request of delivering some proposals to you. I was so happy as
to have your approbation of it, with, several usefull hints when you was last in
Town. I hope you will be so good as to patronize these my Children as a
godfather.

I beg Sir that you will pardon the abruptness with which I conclude (being
in great haste)	 Sir

Your most
obliged & most

hum' Scr'
Alex' Cozens

April 24-1776

1.3
Sir

I receiv'd your favour with the greatest pleasure, & am happy that you do
mc the honour to take notice of my Essay on human Beauty. I return you many
thanks for the subscription of M: Courtney & yourself. Your good intentions in
getting my receipts fill'd up demands my utmost gratitude. & indeed the many
favours you have heaps upon me appears tome now lika hilt to the top of which
my gratitude can never climb. Be pleaa'd to present my Compliments to M&
Gnmstons your sons, & if your eldest Son will do me the favour to present my
respects toM! Kay if he should see him, by way 0(2 memorandum of me, I shall
be extremely oblig'd to him. & I also beg my respects to M: & Miss Liater. I
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wish it was in my power to pay my respects You at Kilnwsck, but instead of that,
must remain here

SirI.
Y! most hum: & most ob. Sev.

Alex! Cozens
Aug! 15.1776

14 rect.
Dear Sir.	 April 7" 1778.

I am very much disappointed that I shall not have the pleasure of seeing you
this Season.
My Book on Beauty is now published and according to your desire in your last
letter I have sent five books by the York Waggon which sat out last Friday from
the Red Lyon Aldrrsgate Street, the books were for the following Persons. One
for yourself subscribed for and another for yourself which a Gentleman who
call'd at my house desired me to send you. one for Miss Lister, one for hi'
Courtney, and one for Miss Eliz: Fountagne. I must beg the favour if you would
be kind enought to receive the reccpt.s and subscribtions and the time that is
most convenient to yourself to remit them to mc. I hope you will excuse the
liberty I take and I remain

Your ever grateful
and humb Ser' Alex! Cozens

1.4, verso
S	 D

	

JohnGnmston.......................0	 10	 6

	

JohnCourtney.......................0 	 10	 6

	

MissLister..........................0	 10	 6

	

MissFountagne ......................I 	 I	 0

	

one book for a Nonsubacriber ..........I	 5	 0

	

PackingCase ........................0 	 2	 0
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Shorter Notices

A re-attribution and another possible addition
to A'Iatteo di Giovanni's Placidi altar-piece
BY ERICA TRIMPI

THE early Italian collection of the Staatliches Lindenau-
Museum in Altenburg, East Germany, houses a small pair of
panels, St Augustine (Fig.23), and St Vincent Ferrer (Fig.24), which
carry an attribution to the Sienese painter Guidoccio Coz-
zarelli.' However, before Berenson listed them with his truvre
early in the century, they were assigned to Matteo di Giovanni
or his school. 2 Despite the general agreement with Berenson
found in the literature since his re-attribution of the panels,3
evidence will be presented here to support their return to the
anure of Matteo di Giovanni, and to suggest an original context
for them.

I Nos. 82 and 83. 36.5 by 17.3 cm; 36.5 by 17 cm, tempera on wood. See a.
Fr h,oiaii,assche Maitre, in AIte,th,rg, Berlin [1961], p.103,TaL 32a, 32b,

which contains all the available information on these panels. They entered the
Museum in 1844 from the collection of Dr. E. Braun, Rome.
'a. aaasso: The Cmi,..! liahaj, PaCUg,s of the Rgsaauajuc,, 2nd ed., New York
and London [1909], p. 158. St Augustine is identified here as St Sabinus.
0UTEL, bc. CU. at note I above, gives three earlier references for attributions of
the panels to Matteo or to his school, two of which are the 1848 and 1898
catalogues of the Altenburg collection, and the third is *. scstIu.xaow: 'Meister
des XIV. und XV. Jabrhunderts im Lindenau-Museum zu Altenburg', in
Festschnft zs Ehmv des Ku*,thutoruchns lastsbds in bl.re*z, Leipzig [1897], pp.187f.
'a.asaxresopt: PUlare Uatlaw, del Rntascnivw., Milan (1936], p.1 35; x. vAn stAzir:
The Deuebo/nnent of the holiest Schools of Pawizng, XVI, The Hague [1937), p.384;
oEkrxL, icc. cii. at note I above; and a. azaxasoN: Itoh..si Pwtsns of the Re,uasssa,sce,
Cantral haisaa and iiorth Italian Sch.ols, ed. L. vxaiov, London [1968], 1,
pp.97-98. where they are called pilaster panels.

Some of the most vexing attributional problems in Sienese
painting surround the undocumented works ascribed to Matteo
and to his younger, less accomplished follower, Cozzarelli.' Ber-
enson discussed the distinction between these two artists in an
essay of 1918. He wrote that '... the determining difference
[between them] is one of quality. Thus, Cozzarelli's contours are
stiffer, seldom rising above the mere outline; his drawing is not
only more incorrect but more relaxed; the folds of his draperies
are rarely functional, and his modelling is much flatter and more
schematic.'5

In an attempt to illustrate this qualitative distinction, let us
compare two paintings of similar subjects. Matteo di Giovanni's
Madonna and Child wzth two angels, Saints Antlwnj of Padua and
Francis in the Cincinnati Art Museum (Fig.25),' is a beautiful
work from the early 1470s. The Madonna and Child with Iwo angels
in the Walters Art Gallery, Baltimore (Fig.26), 7 is among
Cozzarelli's most accomplished works dating from around 1480.
The differences between these pictures is clear. Where Matteo's
contour drawing is modulated and expressive, Cozzareili's is
stiff and uninteresting. Matteo's figures inhabit their own, albeit
limited, atmospheric space, where Cozzarelli's are pushed flat
against the picture plane. In terms of brushwork, one may
contrast Matteo's soft and feathery treatment of hair with the
hard and stylised quality of Cozzarelli's. These two pictures
clearly demonstrate the validity of the distinctions between the
two artists drawn by Berenson.

The only narrative predella panel currently known to be from
a signed and dated altar-piece by Cozzarelli is the Martjrdom of
Saints Simon and Thaddeus in Rotterdam (Fig.3 I ).° A comparison
of this picture with two predella panels in Chicago by Matteo
di Giovanni, the Dream of St Jerome (Fig.27), and St Jerome
appearing with St John the Baptist to St Augustine (Fig.29),9 again
points up the contrasts between the two painters. While
Matteo's figures are evenly distributed within a carefully
constructed setting, Cozzarelli's are concentrated in a vaguely
determined space. Where Matteo's contours seldom fail to show
genuine expressive qualities, Cozzarelli's are stiff and uncertain
and serve only to provide boundaries for different areas of
colour.

In the light of these distinctions, a close examination of the
Altenburg Saints will reveal that they do, in fact, have more in
common with Matteo di Giovanni's composition and drawing

• The author is completing a study of Matteo di Giovanni's life and his paintings
on panel. Standard sources are c. r. HATLAUR: Mo.Ueo do Sisraa sad sew
Strasbourg (1910]; M I.. GV4GARO: 'Matteo di Giovanni', La Diana, 9 [1934),
pp.149-185. For Cozzarelli, see a. JAOOISLN: Des Qwaitrccenta in Sima, Strasbourg
[1908], pp.65-6?; a. saxznsoN: Essajs in the Siwi, of Stones. Ptwtting, New York
[1918], pp.81-94; 0. H. LDGLLL: A Histor, of Si.n.se Pauttuig, New York [1932],
pp.235-36; vAr. NALL, op. cii. at note 3 above, XVI, pp.366-89.

azzanson, op. cii. at note 4 above [1918], p.84.
• Cincinnati An Museum, Cincinnati, No. 1956.89. Eva Belle Leyman Fund
and Bequest of Mrs Frieda Hauck. Tempera on panel, 61.2 by 38.1 cm. See
Bullatsa of the Cgiuciaaats Art Miseiim, 5, No.4 (October 19581, pp.5-6; IEP.LN5ON,

op. cit. at note 3 above [1968], 1, p.258.
Walters Art Gallery, Baltimore, No. 37.586. 55.2 by 34.8cm (painted surface),

tempera on wood. See,. zasi: Ito/isa Paiatsags in the Wall,,, Art Gall,,2, Baltimore
[1976], 1, pp.129-3O, and P1. 67; IE&ZNSON, op. Cit. at note 3 above [1968], I,
p.98; sz.xnson, op. cit. at note 4 above [1918], pp.85-88, Fig. 49, also uses this
picture in his stylistic discussion, as does smaLL, me. cii. at note 4 above, Fig.34 1.
• Museum Boymans-van Beuningen, Rotterdam, lire. No.2556. 22 by 48 cm,
tempera on panel. Seer., van oc Stoats, Paintings in Holland, Groningen [1969],
Cat. No.2, with bibliography. It formed part of the predella beneath Cozzarelli's
altar-piece representing the Mdoona and Child onthroned with angth aid Saints
Sunon and Thsdd,as in S. Bernardino, Sinalunga, signed and dated 1486. The
altar-piece i reproduced in F. aAwGAou-PSTRUOQ: Moustepalcsano, Cksass s/a Vat
do Choano sines,, Bergamo [1907], p.31.
• The Art Institute, Chicago, Ncx. 33.1018, 33. 1019. Mr and Mrs Martin A.
Ryenon Collection. 37.5 by 65.5 cm; 37.5 by 66.1 cm, tempera on woc4. See
a. miun: '"lohannem Baptistans Hieronymo aequalem et non maiorem": a
predella for Matteo di Giovsnnis Placidi altar-piece', ma IUCLINGTON
MACAmeS, CXXV [August 1983], pp.457-66. for a discussion of these and the
predella of which they formed two parts.
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iniques than with Cozzarelli's. St Augustine and St Vincent
'er occupy carefully worked out semi-circular, half-domed
ces. So aware is the artist of the figures' relation to their
ings that a portion of drapery overlaps the edge of the niche
ach panel, as if the Saints' bulk protrudes out of the niches
I into our space. This quality of presence is also emphasised
the shadows thrown by light falling from our left into the
hes. While this monumental tendency is apparent in
ttteo's compositions (Figs.27, 29), it is absent in Cozzarelli's
ture (Fig.31), where the figures appear pasted one on top of
other.'° The contour drawing is as expressive irs the Al-

burg panels as that found in Matteo's predellas in Chicago.
king but one example, compare the lively articulation of the
icr edges of both the Saints' tunics against similar passages in
Chicago and Rotterdam pictures. St Vincent's delicate con-

posLo may be seen in several of Matteo's figures, while
zzarelli shows little interest in creating such variety of expres-
n.
Given the Altenburg Saints' nineteenth-century attributions
Matteo di Giovanni or his school, one is tempted to seek
tong Matteo's works for analogous panels. The predella of his
2donna delle Xcvi altar-piece of 1477 (Fig.30) includes two
nts standing in niches who separate three narrative scenes
)wing the Marian legend of the snow." It is conceivable that

Altenburg Saints occupied positions similar to these in an-
icr predella; alternatively, they may have decorated the pilas-
s of an altar-piece. The recent reconstruction of the preddlla
Matteo di Giovanni's Placidi altar-pieceof 1476 showed that
consisted principally of three narrative scenes (Figs.27, 28,
), with allowances made for two or more narrow panels or
nds of decoration between and to either side of them.' 2 I now
opose that the two Saints in Altenburg originally were the fills
tween the three main panels of this, perhaps Matteo's finest,
tried predella.
Having already established stylistic parallels between the
ints and two of Matteo's pictures, issues of dimension, colour
d lighting, as well as iconographic suitability, remain to be
nsidered. The height of the Altenburg panels, 36.5 cm, equals
at of the central panel of the Placidi predella, the Cruftxion at
ells (Fig.28),' 3 and is within 1 cm of the heights of its two
mpanions in Chicago (Figs.27, 29). Allowing for some losses
the vertical edges of the Altenburg panels, their widths of

.3 and 17 cm would enable them tofill two spaces each about
cm wide, included in the reconstruction of the predella.'4

Although colour comparisons must necessarily be of a less
act nature than size comparisons, the following points may be

v*n Os, bc. cit. at note 8 above, noted Cozzardli's method of building
npositions horizontally.
knother predella. generally attributed to Matieo's early career, in the Museo
rico, Sansepolcro, contains four saints in niches between five narrative scenes.
HASTLAUB, . at. at note 4 above, Plates ill, IV, and is. AkON•ZRG LAVIN:

a dcii., Frwpcesca's Baptism of Christ, New Haven and London (1981], ftassim.
rani pi, bar. cit. at note 9 above, p.4.63, and Text Fig. A.
oIlection of the Earl of Oxford and Asquith, Mells. 36.5 by 69.6 cm, tempera

wood. Sec j. POPE-HaNNESSY 'A Crucifixion by Matteo di Giovanni', THE
tuNCToN MAGAZINE, CII [1960], pp. 63-67; and miuri, i.c. cit. at note 9
we, p.457 and note 2.
ranipi, bc. cit. at note 9 above, p.463. OERTEL, bc. CU. at note I above, notes
i some of the original gilding remains along the vertical edges of both
enburg panels; this is not visible in the photographs supplied by the Lindenau
iseum. This gilding may be of the same design as that found on the vertical
es of all three main panels of the Placidi predella. The ratio of the proposed
inal width of the Aitenburg Saii,ts (20 cm to the width of the two Chicago

iels rounded to 66 cm is 1:3.3. This compares with raoos of 1:3 for the
donna d.-tie .Poev, predella and 1:3.6 for the Sansepokro Baptist predefta tee
e II above . The ratio of the Alienburg Sa,.sZ, to the entire Plaridi predella
reconstructed 316 cm is 1:15 8. This compares with 1:15 for the Just
della. The rtaqsslarc of the Saints indicates a horizontal graining of the wood,
ich agrees with that of the Chicago and Mdl, panels.

made. The architectural niches framing the Saints are white with
grey shading, the semi-circular entablatures and the capitals are
green and the lateral pilasters are inlaid with blue and gold.15
The architecture in the Chicago panels is composed basically of
white, grey and lavender. A deep green appears in the mantle
of the second figure from the left in Fig.27, and in the bench and
books at the centre of Fig.29. A vibrant blue and gold also recur
throughout the predella. The Altenburg Si Augustine's cope is
pink with a vermilion border; these colours reappear in various
places throughout the entire Placidi altar-piece complex."

A direct formal comparison reveals that while the architec-
tural backgrounds in the Chicago and Altenburg panels are
each executed with the same precision, the arrangement of the
architectural elements themselves is more 'correct' in Chicago
than in Altenburg. In the two Jerome panels the 'Corinthian'
capitals carry entablatures with friezes in a fairly consistent
manner, while in the Altenburg panels the pilaster capitals
merge directly into curved friezes decorated with a series of
elliptical recesses. These recesses reappear in the background of
Fig.29, about one-third of the way up the left side of the picture.
This uncanonical construction consisting of a decorated capital
assimilated into an articulated frieze is also found in the painted
niches of a predella traditionally attributed to Matteo di Gio-
vanni's early career, the one originally found beneath Piero
della Francesca's Baptism of Christ and now in the Museo Civico,
Sansepolcro (Fig.32).' 7 Here again we find a contrast between
the 'correct' use of the orders in the narrative scene, and the
blending of elements in the enframing niche.

The startled St Augustine in Fig.29 is a twin of the same figure
in Altenburg, and St Vincent Ferrer has features closely similar to
those of the Augustinian monk who observes his vision from the
left. Light falls from our left into all three panels of the Placidi
predella as it does into the Altenburg Saints' niches, casting
similar shadows in each picture. The haloes belonging to the
Altenburg Saints are identical to those worn by the young St
John the Evangelist in the Crufixion (Fig.28), and by St Au-
gustine in Fig.29. In fact, so numerous are the correspondences
in style and in individual details that they need not be further
laboured here.

Since the St Augustine faces to our right, he is best placed
between the Dream of St Jerome and the Cruci.fixion, facing toward
the central scene. St Vincent Ferrer would therefore fill the space
between the Cruci.fixion and the panel showing St. Augustine's
vision. They act as the punctuation for the predella, as they both
define and accentuate the three narrative panels. There may
have been two additional standing saints, one to either end of
the predella next to hypothetical coats-of-arms of the Placidi
family, but more likely there were simply bands of painted or
gilded decoration, as there are on the Madonna delle Xcvi predella
(Fig.30).

The iconography of the Placidi altar-piece aims principally at
the glorification of St Jerome,' and the introduction of the
Altenburg Saints must not disturb the careful focus of its imag-
ery. They may, in fact, accentuate the didactic message which
emerges upon closer analysis of the painting. St Augustine was
the supposed author of an apocryphal letter which inspired the
predella scene showing his vision of Saints Jerome and John the
Baptist Fig.29). It would not be superfluous for him to appear

"These colour notes arc from oraml, toe. cit. at note I above.
" ibid., and i-aiis pi, b.c. cit. at note 9 above, p.464.
"See note II above. The unusual construction of the Altenburg niches does not
find its source in the senes of architectural fantasy drawings discussed by c.
scAcuA: 'Fantasy Architecture of Ron.., a*Iua', Ari.e Ion.barda, XV 11970),
pp.9-24, Figs. 13-18, who points out the use of one of these drawings in Maiteo's
panel of Augustine's vision Fig.29 . This series of drawings is fully reproduced
in A. BABT0Li: imoname,,ts a*tuhi dz Ron.a sci diutni degli UJizi, 1, Rome [1919),
Pis XVI-XX.
"suisipi, b.c. Cu. at note 9 above, /sassim.
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6. Bernard Lens Figure studies s. & d. 1704 (yAM)
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7.	 Lens	 The New and Compleat Drawing-Book (1750)	 Un-
numbered plate (Christs Hospital, Library, Horsham)

8. Lens (attr.) Castle ruins n.d. (D.S. Sneigrove, Esq.)
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9.	 George Bickham (engraver).	 Title-page to A Drawing-

Book, Part I, by Thomas Weston. (NAL, yAM)
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10.	 Abraham Bloemaert Receuil de Principes pour Designer
(1655) title-page to Part I (BM)
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11. Thomas Weston (attr.) A Drawing-Book Composed for the
Use of the Young Gentlemen at the Academy in Greenwich
(1726) (NAL, VAM)
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12.	 Abraham Bloemaert Receuil de Principes pour Designer
(1655) plate 64 (BM)
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13.	 Thomas Weston (attr.) A Drawing-Book Composed for...
(1726) (NAL, VAM)

14.	 Thomas Weston (attr.)
(1726) (NAL, VAN)

A Drawing-Book composed for..
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15.	 Thomas Weston (attr.) A Drawing-Book Composed for...
(1726) (NAL, yAM)
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16.	 Thomas Weston (attr.) A Drawing-Book Composed for...
(1726) (NAL, VAN)
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17.	 Thomas Weston (attr.) A Drawing-Book Composed for...
(1726) (NAL, yAM)

18.	 George Bickham the Elder (attr.) The Drawing and
Writing Tutor (n.d.) title-page (NAL, VAMI
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19.	 George Bickham the Elder (attr.) The Drawing and
Writing Tutor (n.d.) p1. 1 (NAL, yAM)



20.	 George Bickham the Elder (attr.) The Drawing and
Writing Tutor (n.d.) p1. 12 (NAL, VAM)
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21. Sawrey Gilpin (etching) in Two Essays by William Gilpin
(1804) p1. 1 (NAL, VAM)
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22. Sawrey Gilpin (etching) in Two Essays by William Gilpin(1804), p1. 2 (NAL, VAM)
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23. C. Yorke Sculpt., del. W. Gilpin Forest scene oval
etching, p. 78 of A Collection of Prints Engraved by Various
Persons of Quality [collected by Horace Walpole], vol. I
(Lewis Walpole Library, Yale, Farmington, Conn.)
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24. Alexander Cozens Windbreak of trees s. & d. 1736.
pen, ink, and wash. (London, Christies, 17 November, 1981,
lot 52, repro.)
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25.	 Alexander Cozens.	 Landscape s. & d. 1743. pen and
ink (BM)
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26. Alexander Cozens. Cottage arnongstrees pen, ink, and
wash (yAM)



27.	 Alexander Cozens. Landscape near Rome 1746. pen and
ink (VAM)
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28.	 John Pine, after Alexander Cozens The East View of
Eton College detail. 1742. hand-coloured etching (BAC)
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29.	 Alexander Cozens Roman Sketchbook	 p. ]9v. 1746.
pencil. (BAC)



30.	 Alexander Cozens Landscape with bathers	 ink and
coloured wash C?) (ex. coil. Waikers Galleries, 1929)



31.	 Alexander Cozens Harbour scene with a to 	 (Priv.
Coil. UK)



32.	 Alexander Cozens On the banks of a river ink wash
(BM)
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33.	 Alexander Cozens Roman Sketchbook	 p. 9r (detail).
1746. pencil (BAC)
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34.	 Alexander Cozens Roman Sketchbook p. 2r. 1746. pencil
(BAC)
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35.	 Alexander Cozens Roman Sketchbook p. 20v. 1746. pencil
(BAC)
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36.	 Alexander Cozens Roman Sketchbook p. 60v. 1746. pencil
(BAC)
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37.	 Alexander Cozens Roman Sketchbook p. 3r. 1746. pencil
(BAC)
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38.	 Alexander Cozens Roman Sketchbook p. 33v. 1746. pencil
(BAc)	 --

39. James Elly Elements of Navigation 1755. pencil, pen and
ink drawing opposite description of 'Oblique Sailing'
HThv-i4-' U rif-1 - T.ihriru.. -Tnrsham)
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40. James Elly Elements of Navigation 1755. pencil, pen and
ink drawing oppoiiteescription of 'Of Sailing Currents'
(Christ's Hospital, Library, Horsham)



41. Charles Steevens Plan of Learning at the Royal Academy
Portsmouth 1753. pencil, pen and ink drawing illustrating a
thàthematical 'proposition' (NMM)



42. Charles Steevens Plan of Learnin9 at the Royal Academy
Portsmouth 1753. pencil, pen and ink drawing illustrating
a mathematical 'proposition' (NMM)



43. Charles Steevens Plan of Learning at the Royal Academy
Portsmouth 1753. pencil, pen and ink drawing illustrating
a fortification (detail) (NMM)



44. Charles Steevens Plan of Learnin9 at the Royal Academy
Portsmouth 1753. pencil, pen and ink drawingJllustrating
a Propostion of Motion' (detail) (NMM)
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45. Charles Steevens Plan of Learning at the Royal Academy
Portsmouth 1753. pencil, pen and ink drawing illustrating
a mathematical 'proposition' (NMM)

46. Charles Steevens Plan of Learning at the Royal Academy
Portsmouth 1753. pencil, pen and ink drawing illustrating
a mathemical 'proposition' (detail) (NMM)
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47. James Elly Elements of Navigation 1755. pen and ink
drawing opposite 'Mercator's Sailing' (Christ's Hospital,
Library, Horsham)
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48.	 James E11y Elements of Navigation 1755. pen and ink
drawing (Christs Hospital, Library, Horsham)
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49.	 James Elly Elements of Navigation 1755. pen and ink
drawing (Christs Hospital, Library, Horsham)



drawing
50.	 James Ellv Elements of Navigation 1755. pen and ink

Hospital, Library, Horsham)



51.	 Alexander Cozens	 Landscape with reeds	 c.1746.

pencil, pen and ink (BM)



52.	 Alexander Cozens Near Spezia 1746. pen, ink and wash
(BM)

53.	 Alexander Cozens Near Spezia 1746. pen, ink and wash
(BM)
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54. Alexander Cozens Ships at Gravesend
in Drawings Album 134 (NLW)

pencil. p. 103(b)
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55.	 James Elly Elements of Navigation 1755. pen and ink
(Christs Hospital, Library, Horsham)
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56.	 Alexander Cozens Landscape with water 1752. etching

(yAM)
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57.	 Alexander Cozens (attr.) Landscape with trees and pond
n.d. pencil, f. 70 in Drawings Volume 134 (NLW)



58.	 Elizabeth Lee Blot for a landscape drawing black ink
wash (Priv. Coil. UK)
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59.	 Elizabeth Lee Blot for a landscape drawing black ink
wash (Priv. Coil. UK)
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60. Elizabeth Lee Mountainous river landscape (after blot)
black and brown ink (Priv. Coil. UK)



61. Nathaniel Hone Portrait of Henry Angelq 1760 (London,
Sotheby's sale: 14 July, 1976, lot 105)
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62.	 Alexander Cozens A ruin etching, from Aynscombe album
(Hon. Christopher Lennox-Boyd)
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63. William Austin, after Alexander Cozens. Four etchings
from A series of Italian buildings and ruins, from Aynscornbe
album (Hon. Christopher Lennox-Boyd)
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64. William Austin, after Alexander Cozens. Four etchings
from A series of Italian buildings and ruins, from Aynscombe
album (Hon. Christopher Lennox-Boyd)



65.	 Alexander Cozens A tree stump watercolour (Wjtt
Collection, Courtauld Institute Galleries)



66.	 Henry Stebbing (attr.) 	 Blot for 'Idea of a Welsh
river' ink wash and pen and ink (Hermitage)



67.	 Henry Stebbing (attr.) Idea of a Welsh river pen and
ink (Hermitage)



68. Henry Stebbing (attr.) Blot and drawing for ldea of a
waterfall brown ink wash and pen and ink (Hermitage)
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69. Henry Stebbing (attr.) Blot and drawing for 'Idea of
the exit from a Banditti Cave ink wash and pen and ink
(Hermitage)
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70.	 Henry Stebbing (attr.) Landscapes suggested by a
Tunbridge box pencil, pen and ink (Hermitage)



71.	 Henry Stebbing (attr.) Landscape sugested y the top
of a Tunbridge Box pen, ink and wash (Hermitage)
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72.	 Lady Amabel Polwarth Landscape with blasted tree
etching after Alexander Cozens (BM)
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73.	 Lady Amabel Polwarth Landscape with ruin overlooking
etching after Alexander Cozens (BM)
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74.	 Lady Amabel Polwarth Landscape with ruined tomb
etching after Alexander Cozens (BM)
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75.	 Lady Ainabel Polwarth Landscape with a tree on right
etching after Alexander Cozens (BM)
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76.	 Lady Amabel Polwarth Rocky landscape with waterfall
etching after James Bretherton (BM)
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77. Lady Amabel Polwarth View in Studley Park etching
after her own drawing (BM)

78. Lady Arnabel Polwarth 	 Oval landscape with cottage
etching after her own drawing IBM)
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79.	 Lady Amabel Polwarth	 Landscape with ruins 	 and
Landscape with cottage by a road etchings (BM)
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80. Lady Amabe]. Polwarth Coastal landscap 	 etching (BM)
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81. A. Grey [later Lady Amabel Polwarth] Landscape with
rnea1ow etching after her own drawing (3M)
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2.	 attr.	 o pupil of Alexander Cozens Landscape with
cross on a hill ink wash (Priv. Coil. UK)

83.	 Lady Amabel Polwarth Landscape with river and farm
inscribed 'A. Polwarth Invt. & delin.	 pen and ink and wash
(Newby Hall)



84. Lady Amabel Polwarth Landscape with river, farm, cows,
ani paasant woman with bascet inscribed A Polwarth Invz. &
delin pen, ink and wash (Newby Hall)



85. Lady Amabel Polwarth Landscape with barns and cattle
inscribed 'Ldy A Polwarth delin from Nature 	 pencil, pen,

and wash (New1 y Hl1)

86. Laiy A.abl Polwrt-i Laidscao wi	 fishrrn	 a
iuc	 inscri.)e1 'Dr .3Wr froi Nur. A ?oliarti	 9ncil, en7
ink and wash (Nezbv Hall)



87. Lady Amabel Polwarth (attr.) classical female figure
writing on a tree pen, ink and some coloured washes (Newby
Hal 1)



88.	 Lady Amabel Polwarth (attr.) Landscape with rocks,
river, waterfall an-I blasd tre9	 in.: an wash	 :e;fv
Hall)



9.	 La•y Aabe1 Po1wrth 'at-r. )	 River ].anscpe by
moonlight pen, in and wash (Newby Hall)
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90. Lady Amabel Polwarth The bridge at Nice(?) pen, ink
and wash (Newby Hall)

91. Lady Amabel Polwarth Tie bridge at Nice (?) on, ink

	

nd	 ash (Nzb' -iall)
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92.	 1e:•n3r Dr Jin ob•ert Cozes	 zuie9 of cows	 en
a• brusi an: ink. f. 76 in Drawings Volume 134 (NL"i)
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93. Alexander or John Robert Cozens Studies of cows pencil,
pen and ink. f. 77 in Drawings Volume 134 (NLW)
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94.	 Alexander or John Robert Cozens Studies of plants pen
and ink. f. 92 in Drawings Volume 134 (1Lw)



93.	 Aicx3:d-r Coze:Y5 D'e	 uiidi-ia sen :hrug	 trees

c.a1-	 (Priv. Coil. J)
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96. Alexander Cozens Blot for Italian landscape with domed
building ink wash (Leers City Art Gallery)
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97. Alexander Cozens Italian landscape with domed building
pen, ink and wash (Leeds City Art Gallery)



98.	 Lady Elizabeth Lee Old man's head pencil and wash
(Buckinghamshire Record Office, Aylesbury)



99.	 Lady Elizabeth Lee Landscape (after a print?
and wash (Buckinghamshire Record Office, Aylesbury)

pencil



	

100.	 Lady Elizabeth Lee View of the Park at Stourhead

	

1779.	 pen, ink and wash (Buckinghamshire Record Office,
Aylesbury)



101.	 Lady Elizabeth Lee Landscape with castle on hill
above river	 pen, ink and watercolour	 (Buckingharnshire
Record Office, Aylesbury)



102.	 Mary Harcourt	 View in Windsor c.l783.	 ink wash
(Leeds City Art Gallery)



103.	 Alexander Cozens (here attributed to Mary Harcourt)
The Rhone	 ink wash (Tate Gallery)
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104.	 Paul Sandby	 Fox's Fool [William Austin] 	 etching
(BM)
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105. Bernard Lens III A New Drawing Book for ye Use of His
Royal Highness ye Duke of Cumberland... (1735) etching
title page (BM)
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106. Bernard Lens III	 New Drawing Book for ye Use of His
Royal Highness ye Duke of Cumberland... 	 (1735)	 ethT
(BM)
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107. Bernard Lens III A New Drawing Book for ye Use of His
Royal Highness ye Dukeof Cumberland... (1735) etching
(BM)
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108.	 John Lens Landscape with figures and trees along a
road n.d. etchingThy John Cousse after John Lens (BM)
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109.	 John C?) Lens A New and Easy Book of LANDSKIPS in
Robert	 Sayers	 The Compleat Drawing-Master	 (c.1766)
etching by W. Austin after John (?) Lens title page (BAC)

110.	 John C?) Lens A New and Easy Book of LANDSKIPS in
Robert	 Sayers'	 The Compleat Drawing-Master	 (c.1766)
etching by W. Austin after John C?) Lens p1. 11 (BAC)
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